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Forward Looking Statements
This Annual Report on Form 10-K (herein, “Annual Report”) contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All statements, other than statements of
historical fact included in this Annual Report regarding our strategy, future operations, financial position, estimated revenues and losses, projected costs,
prospects, plans and objectives of management are forward-looking statements. When used in this Annual Report, the words “may,” “will,” “could,”
“would,” “should,” “believe,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “estimate,” “expect,” “plan,” “pursue,” “target,” “continue,” “potential,” “guidance,” “project” or
other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain such identifying words.
All forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Annual Report. Although we believe that our plans, intentions and expectations reflected in
or suggested by the forward-looking statements we make in this Annual Report are reasonable, we can give no assurance that these plans, intentions or
expectations will be achieved. We are making investors aware that such forward-looking statements, because they relate to future events, are by their very
nature subject to many important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated. Such factors include: declines or
volatility in the prices we receive for our oil and natural gas; our ability to raise additional capital to fund future capital expenditures; our ability to generate
sufficient cash flow from operations, borrowings or other sources to enable us to fully develop and produce our oil and natural gas properties; general
economic conditions, whether internationally, nationally or in the regional and local market areas in which we do business; risks associated with drilling,
including completion risks, cost overruns and the drilling of non-economic wells or dry holes; uncertainties associated with estimates of proved oil and
natural gas reserves; the presence or recoverability of estimated oil and natural gas reserves and the actual future production rates and associated costs;
risks and liabilities associated with acquired companies and properties; risks related to integration of acquired companies and properties; potential defects
in title to our properties; cost and availability of drilling rigs, equipment, supplies, personnel and oilfield services; geological concentration of our reserves;
environmental or other governmental regulations, including legislation of hydraulic fracture stimulation; our ability to secure firm transportation for oil and
natural gas we produce and to sell the oil and natural gas at market prices; exploration and development risks; management’s ability to execute our plans to
meet our goals; our ability to retain key members of our management team on commercially reasonable terms; the occurrence of cybersecurity incidents,
attacks or other breaches to our information technology systems or on systems and infrastructure used by the oil and gas industry; weather conditions;
actions or inactions of third-party operators of our properties; costs and liabilities associated with environmental, health and safety laws; our ability to find
and retain highly skilled personnel; operating hazards attendant to the oil and natural gas business; competition in the oil and natural gas industry; evolving
geopolitical and military hostilities in the Middle East, Russia and Ukraine; the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, including any reactive or proactive
measures taken by businesses, governments and by other organizations related thereto, and the direct and indirect effects of COVID-19 on the market for
and price of oil; and the other factors discussed in Part I, Item 1A-- “Risk Factors” in this Annual Report, as well as in our consolidated financial
statements, related notes, and the other financial information appearing elsewhere in this Annual Report and our other reports filed from time to time with
the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”).
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date that such statements are made.
We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements after the date they are made, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
Unless the context otherwise requires, references in this Annual Report to “Ring,” “Ring Energy,” the “Company,” “we,” “us,” “our” or “ours”
refer to Ring Energy, Inc.
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PART I
Item 1:

Business

General
Ring Energy, Inc., a Nevada corporation (“Ring,” “Ring Energy,” the “Company,” “we,” “us,” “our,” or similar terms), is a growth oriented
independent exploration and production company based in The Woodlands, Texas and is engaged in oil and natural gas development, production,
acquisition, and exploration activities currently focused in Texas and New Mexico. Our primary drilling operations target the oil and liquids rich producing
formations in the Northwest Shelf, the Central Basin Platform, and the Delaware Basin all of which are part of the Permian Basin in Texas and New
Mexico.
As of December 31, 2021, our leasehold acreage positions totaled 83,604 gross (64,380 net) acres and we held interests in 491 gross (333 net)
producing wells. Proved reserves as of December 31, 2021 were approximately 77.8 million BOE (barrel of oil equivalent), of which we are the operator of
approximately 98%. All of our properties are located in the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico. The Company’s proved reserves are oil-weighted
with approximately 85% consisting of oil and 15% consisting of natural gas. Of those reserves, approximately 56% are classified as proved developed or
“PD” and 44% are classified as proved undeveloped, or “PUD.” For the calculation of BOE, oil is weighted on a 6 to 1 ratio against natural gas.
Our Mission
Ring’s mission is to deliver competitive and sustainable returns to its shareholders by developing, acquiring, exploring for, and commercializing
oil and natural-gas resources vital to the world’s health and welfare.
Our Business Strategy
Successfully achieving Ring’s mission requires a firm commitment to operating safely in a socially responsible and environmentally friendly
manner. Key principles supporting Ring’s strategic vision are to:
●

ensure health, safety, and environmental excellence and a strong commitment to Ring’s employees and the communities in which we work and
operate;

●

continue our focus on generating free cash flow to improve and build a sustainable financial foundation;

●

pursue rigorous capital discipline focused on Ring’s highest returning opportunities;

●

improve margins and drive value by targeting additional operating cost reductions and capital efficiencies; and

●

strengthen the balance sheet by steadily paying down debt, divesting of non-core assets and becoming a peer leader in Debt/EBITDA metrics.
Our strategic vision is guided by these key principles and implemented by pursuing the following five strategic objectives.

Attract and retain highly qualified people - Achieving our mission will only be possible through our employees. It is critical to have
compensation, development, and human resource programs that attract, retain and motivate the types of people we need to succeed.
Pursue operational excellence with a sense of urgency - We plan to deliver low cost, consistent, timely and efficient execution of our drilling
campaigns, work programs and operations. We will execute our operations in a safe and environmentally responsible manner, focus on reducing our
emissions, apply advanced technologies, and continuously seek ways to reduce our operating cash costs on a per barrel basis. This objective is a
foundational aspect of our culture and future success.
4
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Invest in high-margin, high rate-of-return projects - Another key to achieving our mission will be to prioritize our work programs and allocate
capital to the highest return opportunities in our inventory. This objective is key to profitably growing our production and reserve levels and generating the
excess cash from operations to pay down debt.
Focus on generating free cash flow and strengthen our balance sheet - Ring intends to reduce its long-term debt through the use of excess cash
from operations and potentially through the sale of non-core assets. Continuing to generate free cash flow through a disciplined capital allocation program
and reducing our operating and corporate costs are key components of this objective. Our capital program will be funded by operational cash flow and
limited to balance our production and reserve growth versus paying down debt. Remaining focused and disciplined in this regard will lead to meaningful
returns for our shareholders and provide additional financial flexibility to manage potential future swings in the business cycle. Our commodity hedges are
designed to help ensure the necessary cash flow to adhere to these plans while retaining the flexibility to participate in prevailing commodity markets.
Pursue strategic acquisitions that maintain or reduce our break-even costs - We will actively pursue accretive acquisitions, mergers and
dispositions that improve our margins, returns, and break-even costs of our investment portfolio. Financial strategies associated with these efforts will
focus on delivering competitive debt-adjusted per share returns. This objective is key to delivering competitive returns to our shareholders on a sustainable
basis.
2019 Acquisition
In 2019, a significant portion of the increase in acreage and reserves was the result of our acquisition of properties from Wishbone Energy
Partners, LLC, Wishbone Texas Operating Company LLC and WB WaterWorks LLC on the Northwest Shelf in Gaines, Yoakum, Runnels and Coke
Counties, Texas and Lea County, New Mexico that was completed in April 2019. This acquisition contributed all of the acreage we have on the Northwest
Shelf. It also contributed approximately 45.3 million BOE of our 81.1 million BOE of proved reserves as of December 31, 2019.
Appointment of Certain Officers and Directors
On March 24, 2021, the Company’s board of directors appointed Travis Thomas as Chief Financial Officer.
Primary Business Operations
The Company seeks to rigorously manage its asset portfolio to optimize shareholder value over the long term. As the weak commodity price
environment began to recover and the contraction in oil demand seen from the COVID-19 pandemic began to ease, Ring initiated its Phase I four well
program in the Northwest Shelf Asset by drilling two wells in December 2020 and two wells in January 2021. All four wells were completed and placed
on production during first quarter 2021. During that quarter, the Company also performed nine conversions from electrical submersible pumps to rod
pumps (such conversions, “CTRs”) with seven performed in the Northwest Shelf and two in the Central Basin Platform. New wells were added throughout
the year by drilling in phases, to ensure the Company would continue operating within cash flow. In the second quarter of 2021, the Company completed
its Phase II drilling program and placed on production three new horizontal San Andres wells in the Northwest Shelf, along with four additional CTRs in
the Northwest Shelf and one CTR in the Central Basin Platform. In third quarter 2021, the Phase III drilling program resulted in two horizontal San Andres
wells in Northwest Shelf and two horizontal San Andres wells in the Central Basin Platform. During the third quarter of 2021, the Company also
performed seven CTRs in the Northwest Shelf and three CTRs in the Central Basin Platform. In the fourth quarter of 2021, the Company drilled one new
well and performed one CTR in the Northwest Shelf and drilled one new well in the Central Basin Platform. Lastly, during 2021 the Company participated
with offset operators in two wells in the Northwest Shelf Asset as a non-operating working interest owner.
Ring believes that there is significant value to be created by drilling the identified undeveloped opportunities on its Texas and New Mexico
properties and intends to focus its drilling efforts in 2022 primarily in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform.
●

Northwest Shelf – Yoakum, Runnels and Coke Counties, Texas and Lea County, New Mexico – As of December 31, 2021, Ring owned interests in
a total of 17,950 gross (13,662 net) developed acres and 17,860 gross (11,993 net) undeveloped acres. In these counties, the Company has 79
identified proved horizontal drilling locations and 11 proved vertical drilling locations based on the reserve reports as of December 31, 2021. We
believe the Northwest Shelf leases contain additional potential drilling locations.
5
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●

Central Basin Platform – Andrews and Gaines Counties, Texas – As of December 31, 2021, Ring owned interests in a total of 24,203 gross
(18,882 net) developed acres and 4,862 gross (1,406 net) undeveloped acres. In these counties, the Company has two identified proved vertical
drilling locations and 38 identified proved horizontal locations based on the reserve reports as of December 31, 2021. We believe the Central
Basin Platform leases contain additional potential drilling locations.

●

Delaware Basin – Culberson and Reeves Counties, Texas – As of December 31, 2021, Ring owned interests in a total of 18,729 gross (18,437 net)
developed acres. In these counties, the Company has five identified proved vertical drilling locations and four identified proved horizontal
locations based on the reserve reports as of December 31, 2021. We believe the Delaware Basin leases contain additional potential drilling
locations.

Ring intends to grow its reserves and production through development, drilling, exploitation and exploration activities on this multi-year project
inventory of identified potential drilling locations and through acquisitions that meet the Company’s strategic and financial objectives, targeting oilweighted reserves.
Ring Energy’s Strengths
●

high quality asset base in one of North America’s leading oil and gas producing regions characterized by low declines and attractive margins;

●

de-risked Permian Basin acreage position with multi-year drilling inventory of horizontal and vertical development potential;

●

concentrated acreage position with high degree of operational control;

●

experienced and proven management team focused on the Permian Basin;

●

history of attracting technical personnel with experience in our core area of operations;

●

commitment to cost efficient operations, health, safety, protecting the environment, our employees, and the communities in which we work and
operate.

Competitive Business Conditions
We operate in a highly competitive environment for acquiring properties, marketing oil and natural gas and securing trained personnel. Some of
our competitors possess and employ financial resources substantially greater than ours and some of our competitors employ more technical personnel.
These factors can be particularly important in the areas in which we operate. Those companies may be able to pay more for productive oil and natural gas
properties and exploratory prospects, and to evaluate, bid for, and purchase a greater number of properties and prospects than what our financial or
technical resources permit. Our ability to acquire additional properties and to find and develop reserves in the future will depend on our ability to identify,
evaluate and select suitable properties and to consummate transactions in a highly competitive environment.
Marketing and Pricing
The actual price range of crude oil is largely established by major crude oil purchasers and commodities trading. Pricing for natural gas is based
on regional supply and demand conditions. To this extent, we believe we receive oil and natural gas prices comparable to other producers. We believe there
is little risk in our ability to sell our production at prevailing prices. We view potential declines in oil and gas prices to a level which could render our
current production uneconomical as our primary pricing risk.
We are presently committed to use the services of the existing gathering systems of the companies that purchase our natural gas production. This
commitment is tied to existing natural gas purchase contracts associated with our production, which potentially gives such gathering companies certain
short-term relative monopolistic powers to set gathering and transportation costs. Obtaining the services of an alternative gathering company would require
substantial additional costs (since an alternative gathering company would be required to lay new pipeline and/or obtain new rights of way to any lease
from which we are selling production).
We are not subject to third-party gathering systems with respect to our oil production. Some of our oil production is sold through a third-party
pipeline which has no regional competition and all other oil production is transported by the oil purchaser by trucks with competitive trucking costs in the
area.
6
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Major Customers
We principally sell our oil and natural gas production to end users, marketers and other purchasers that have access to nearby pipeline facilities. In
areas where there is no practical access to pipelines, oil is trucked to storage facilities.
For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021, sales to three customers, Phillips 66 Company (“Phillips”), NGL Crude Partners (“NGL Crude”),
and BP Energy Company (“BP”) represented 76%, 7% and 6%, respectively, of our oil and natural gas revenues. As of December 31, 2021, Phillips
represented 75% of our accounts receivable, NGL Crude represented 8% of our accounts receivable and BP represented 4% of our accounts receivable. We
believe that the loss of any of these customers would not materially impact our business because we could readily find other purchasers for our oil and
natural gas.
Delivery Commitments
As of December 31, 2021, we were not committed to providing a fixed quantity of oil or gas under any existing contracts.
Governmental Regulations
Oil and natural gas operations such as ours are subject to various types of legislation, regulation and other legal requirements enacted by
governmental authorities. This legislation and regulation affecting the oil and natural gas industry is under constant review for amendment or expansion.
Some of these requirements carry substantial penalties for failure to comply. The regulatory burden on the oil and natural gas industry increases our cost of
doing business and, consequently, can affect our profitability.
Regulation of Drilling and Production
The production of oil and natural gas is subject to regulation under a wide range of local, state and federal statutes, rules, orders and regulations.
Federal, state and local statutes and regulations require permits for drilling operations, drilling bonds and reports concerning operations. The trend in oil
and natural gas regulation has been to increase regulatory restrictions and limitations on such activities. Any changes in, or more stringent enforcement of,
these laws and regulations may result in delays or restrictions in permitting or development of projects or more stringent or costly construction, drilling,
water management or completion activities or waste handling, storage, transport, remediation, or disposal emission or discharge requirements which could
have a material adverse effect on the Company. For example, in January 2021, President Biden signed an Executive Order directing the Department of
Interior (the “DOI”) to temporarily pause new oil and gas leases on federal lands and waters pending completion of a comprehensive review of the federal
government’s existing oil and gas leasing and permitting program. In June 2021, a federal district court enjoined the DOI from implementing the pause and
leasing resumed, although litigation over the leasing pause remains ongoing. In February 2022, another judge ruled that the Biden Administration’s efforts
to raise the cost of climate change in its environmental assessments, would increase energy costs and damage state revenues from energy production. This
ruling has cause federal agencies to delay issuing new oil and gas leases and permits on federal lands and waters. The Biden Administration has also
announced that it intends to review the Trump Administration’s 2017 repeal of the 2015 rule regulating hydraulic fracturing activities in federal land under
the Presidential Executive Order on Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis. While we do not
have a significant federal lands acreage position (240 net acres as of December 31, 2021), these actions could have a material adverse effect on our
industry and the Company.
Currently, all of our properties and operations are in Texas and New Mexico, which have regulations governing conservation matters, such as the
unitization or pooling of oil and natural gas properties, the establishment of maximum allowable rates of production from oil and natural gas wells, the
regulation of well spacing, and plugging and abandonment of wells. The effect of these regulations is to limit the amount of oil and natural gas that we can
produce from our wells and to limit the number of wells or the locations at which we can drill, although we can apply for exceptions to such regulations or
to have reductions in well spacing. Moreover, both Texas and New Mexico impose a production or severance tax with respect to the production and sale of
oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids within their jurisdictions.
The failure to comply with these rules and regulations can result in substantial penalties. Our competitors in the oil and natural gas industry are
subject to the same regulatory requirements and restrictions that affect our operations.
7
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Regulation of Transportation of Oil
Sales of crude oil, condensate and natural gas liquids are not currently regulated and are made at negotiated prices, however, Congress could
reenact price controls in the future.
Our sales of crude oil are affected by the availability, terms and cost of transportation. The transportation of oil in common carrier pipelines is also
subject to rate regulation. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, (“FERC”), regulates interstate oil pipeline transportation rates under the Interstate
Commerce Act. Intrastate oil pipeline transportation rates are subject to regulation by state regulatory commissions. The basis for intrastate oil pipeline
regulation, and the degree of regulatory oversight and scrutiny given to intrastate oil pipeline rates, varies from state to state. Insofar as effective interstate
and intrastate rates are equally applicable to all comparable shippers, we believe that the regulation of oil transportation rates will not affect our operations
in any way that is of material difference from those of our competitors. Further, interstate and intrastate common carrier oil pipelines must provide service
on a non-discriminatory basis. Under this open access standard, common carriers must offer service to all shippers requesting service on the same terms
and under the same rates. When oil pipelines operate at full capacity, access is governed by pro-rationing provisions set forth in the pipelines’ published
tariffs. Accordingly, we believe that access to oil pipeline transportation services generally will be available to us to the same extent as to our competitors.
Regulation of Transportation and Sale of Natural Gas
Historically, the transportation and sale for resale of natural gas in interstate commerce have been regulated pursuant to the Natural Gas Act of
1938 (“NGA”), the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (“NGPA”) and regulations issued under those Acts by the FERC. In the past, the federal government
has regulated the prices at which natural gas could be sold. While sales by producers of natural gas can currently be made at uncontrolled market prices,
Congress could reenact price controls in the future.
Since 1985, the FERC has endeavored to make natural gas transportation more accessible to natural gas buyers and sellers on an open and nondiscriminatory basis. The FERC has stated that open access policies are necessary to improve the competitive structure of the interstate natural gas pipeline
industry and to create a regulatory framework that will put natural gas sellers into more direct contractual relations with natural gas buyers by, among other
things, unbundling the sale of natural gas from the sale of transportation and storage services. Although the FERC’s orders do not directly regulate natural
gas producers, they are intended to foster increased competition within all phases of the natural gas industry.
We cannot accurately predict whether the FERC’s actions will achieve the goal of increasing competition in markets in which our natural gas is
sold. Therefore, we cannot provide any assurance that the less stringent regulatory approach established by the FERC will continue. However, we do not
believe that any action taken will affect us in a way that materially differs from the way it affects other natural gas producers.
Intrastate natural gas transportation is subject to regulation by state regulatory agencies. The basis for intrastate regulation of natural gas
transportation and the degree of regulatory oversight and scrutiny given to intrastate natural gas pipeline rates and services varies from state to state.
Insofar as such regulation within a particular state will generally affect all intrastate natural gas shippers within the state on a comparable basis, we believe
that the regulation of similarly situated intrastate natural gas transportation in any states in which we operate and ship natural gas on an intrastate basis will
not affect our operations in any way that is of material difference from those of our competitors.
Environmental Compliance and Risks
Our oil and natural gas exploration, development and production operations are subject to stringent federal, state and local laws and regulations
governing the discharge of materials into the environment or otherwise relating to environmental protection. At the federal level, among the more
significant laws that may affect our business and the oil and natural gas industry generally are: the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (“CERCLA”); the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (“OPA”); the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”);
the Clean Air Act (“CAA”); Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, or the Clean Water Act (“CWA”); and the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974
(“SWDA”). These federal laws are administered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”). Generally, these laws (i) regulate air and
water quality, impose limitations on the discharge of pollutants and establish standards for the handling of solid and hazardous wastes; (ii) subject our
operations to certain permitting and registration requirements; (iii) require remedial measures to mitigate pollution from former or
8
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ongoing operations; and (iv) may result in the assessment of administrative, civil and criminal penalties for failure to comply with such laws. In addition,
there is environmental regulation of oil and gas production by state and local governments in the jurisdictions where we operate. As described below, there
are various regulations issued by the EPA and other governmental agencies pursuant to these federal statutes that govern our operations.
In Texas and New Mexico, specific oil and natural gas regulations apply to oil and gas operations, including the drilling, completion and
operations of wells, and the disposal of waste oil and saltwater. There are also procedures incident to the plugging and abandonment of dry holes or other
non-operational wells, all as governed by the applicable governing state agency.
At the federal level, among the more significant laws and regulations that may affect our business and the oil and natural gas industry are:
Hazardous Substances and Wastes
CERCLA, also known as the Superfund law, and analogous state laws impose liability on certain classes of persons, known as “potentially
responsible parties,” for the disposal or release of a regulated hazardous substance into the environment. These potentially responsible parties include (1)
the current owners and operators of a facility, (2) the past owners and operators of a facility at the time the disposal or release of a hazardous substance
occurred, (3) parties that arranged for the offsite disposal or treatment of a hazardous substance, and (4) transporters of hazardous substances to off-site
disposal or treatment facilities. While petroleum and natural gas liquids are not designated as a “hazardous substance” under CERCLA, other chemicals
used in or generated by our operations may be regulated as hazardous substances. Potentially responsible parties under CERCLA may be subject to strict,
joint and several liability for the costs of investigating and cleaning up environmental contamination, for damages to natural resources and for the costs of
certain health studies. In addition to statutory liability under CERCLA, common law claims for personal injury or property damage can also be brought by
neighboring landowners and other third parties related to contaminated sites.
RCRA, and comparable state statutes and their implementing regulations, regulate the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, disposal and
cleanup of solid and hazardous wastes. Under a delegation of authority from the EPA, most states administer some or all of the provisions of RCRA,
sometimes in conjunction with their own, more stringent requirements. Federal and state regulatory agencies can seek to impose administrative, civil and
criminal penalties for alleged non-compliance with RCRA and analogous state requirements. Certain wastes associated with the production of oil and
natural gas, as well as certain types of petroleum-contaminated media and debris, are excluded from regulation as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of
RCRA. These wastes, instead, are regulated as solid waste (i.e. non-hazardous waste) under the less stringent provisions of Subtitle D of RCRA. It is
possible, however, that certain wastes now classified as non-hazardous could be classified as hazardous wastes in the future and therefore be subject to
more rigorous and costly disposal requirements. Legislation has been proposed from time to time in Congress to regulate certain oil and natural gas wastes
as hazardous waste under RCRA. Any such change could result in an increase in our costs to manage and dispose of wastes, which could have a material
adverse effect on our consolidated results of operations and financial position.
Under CERCLA, RCRA and analogous state laws, we could be required to remove or remediate environmental impacts on properties we
currently own and lease or formerly owned or leased (including hazardous substances or wastes disposed of or released by prior owners or operators), to
clean up contaminated off-site disposal facilities where our wastes have come to be located or to implement remedial measures to prevent or mitigate
future contamination. Compliance with these laws may constitute a significant cost and effort for us. No specific accounting for environmental compliance
has been maintained or projected by us at this time. We are not presently aware of any environmental demands, claims, or adverse actions, litigation or
administrative proceedings in which either we or our acquired properties are involved in or subject to, or arising out of any predecessor operations.
9
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Air Emissions
Our operations are subject to the CAA and comparable state and local laws and regulations, which regulate emissions of air pollutants from
various sources and mandate certain permitting, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements. The CAA and its implementing regulations may
require that we obtain permits prior to the construction, modification or operation of certain projects or facilities expected to produce or increase air
emissions above certain threshold levels and strictly comply with those permits, including emissions and operational limitations. These permits may
require us to install emission control technologies to limit emissions, which can impose significant costs on our business. In 2012 and 2016, the EPA issued
New Source Performance Standards to regulate emissions of sources of volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”), sulfur dioxide, air toxics and methane from
various oil and natural gas exploration, production, processing and transportation facilities. On May 12, 2016, the EPA amended its regulations to impose
new standards for methane and volatile organic compounds emissions for certain new, modified, and reconstructed equipment, processes, and activities
across the oil and natural gas sector. However, in a March 28, 2017 executive order, the Trump Administration directed the EPA to review the 2016
regulations and, if appropriate, to initiate a rule making to rescind or revise them consistent with the stated policy of promoting clean and safe development
of the nation’s energy resources, while at the same time avoiding regulatory burdens that unnecessarily encumber energy production. In September 2020,
the EPA finalized amendments to the 2016 standards that removed the transmission and storage segment from the oil and natural gas source category and
rescinded the methane-specific requirements for production and processing facilities. However, President Biden signed an executive order on his first day
in office calling for the suspension, revision, or rescission of the September 2020 rule and the reinstatement or issuance of methane emission standards for
new, modified, and existing oil and gas facilities. Given the long-term trend toward increasing regulation, future federal Greenhouse Gas (“GHG”)
regulations of the oil and gas industry remain a possibility, and several states have separately imposed their own regulations on methane emissions from oil
and gas production activities. In November 2021, the EPA proposed new source performance standards and emissions guidelines to reduce methane and
other pollution from new and existing sources in the oil and gas industry. The proposed rule would include, among other things, a comprehensive
monitoring program for new and existing well sites, zero-emissions standards for new and existing pneumatic controls, and standards to eliminate venting
of associated gas and requirements for the capture and sale of natural gas where a sales line is available. If adopted, these requirements could increase our
costs to operate and control pollution. These standards, as well as any future laws and their implementing regulations, may require us to obtain preapproval for the expansion or modification of existing facilities or the construction of new facilities expected to produce air emissions, impose stringent air
permit requirements, or mandate the use of specific equipment or technologies to control emissions. Until these rules are formally adopted, we cannot
predict the final regulatory requirements or the cost to comply with such requirements with any certainty.
In October 2015, the EPA announced that it was lowering the primary National Ambient Air Quality Standards (“NAAQS”) for ozone from 75
parts per billion to 70 parts per billion. Since that time, the EPA has issued area designations with respect to ground-level ozone. In December 2020, the
EPA announced its intention to leave the ozone NAAQS unchanged at 70 parts per billion rather than lower them further. However, as discussed above,
that action could be subject to reversal following the Biden Administration’s January 2021 executive order. In 2022, the New Mexico Environment
Department is expected to issue final rules imposing more stringent limits on ozone pollution from the oil and gas industry operating in the state.
Reclassification of areas of state implementation of the revised NAAQS could result in stricter permitting requirements, delay, or prohibit our ability to
obtain such permits, and result in increased expenditures for pollution control equipment, the costs of which could be significant.
Moreover, the NMOCD recently adopted new rules, which require oil and gas operators to capture 98 percent of their natural gas waste by the end
of 2026. The new rules went into effect on May 25, 2021. While the State of Texas has not formally conducted a recent rulemaking related to air emissions,
scrutiny of oil and natural gas operations and the rules affecting them have increased in recent years. For example, the EPA and environmental nongovernmental organizations have conducted flyovers with optical gas imaging cameras to survey emissions from oil and natural gas production facilities
and transmission infrastructure. In addition, the RRC has increased oversight related to flaring, with reporting reviews and site inspections. While none of
these activities increases our compliance obligations, they signal the potential for increased enforcement and possible rulemaking in the future.
Oil Pollution Prevention
The OPA amended the CWA to impose liability for releases of crude oil from vessels or facilities into navigable waters. If a release of crude oil
into navigable waters occurs during shipment or from an oil terminal, we could be subject to liability under the OPA. In 1973, the EPA adopted oil
pollution prevention regulations under the CWA. These oil pollution prevention regulations require the preparation of a Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (“SPCC”) plan for facilities engaged in drilling, producing, gathering,
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storing, processing, refining, transferring, distributing, using, or consuming crude oil and oil products, and which due to their location, could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities into or upon the navigable waters of the United States. SPCC requirements under the CWA require
appropriate containment berms and similar structures to help prevent the discharge of pollutants into regulated waters in the event of a crude oil or other
constituent tank spill, rupture or leak. The SPCC regulations require affected facilities to prepare a written, site-specific SPCC plan, which details how a
facility’s operations comply with the requirements of the pollution prevention regulations. To be in compliance, the facility’s SPCC plan must satisfy all of
the applicable requirements for drainage, bulk storage tanks, tank car and truck loading and unloading, transfer operations (intra-facility piping),
inspections and records, security, and training. Most importantly, the facility must fully implement the SPCC plan and train personnel in its execution.
Where applicable, we maintain and implement SPCC plans for our facilities.
Water Discharges
The CWA and analogous state laws and regulations impose restrictions and strict controls regarding the discharge of pollutants into navigable
waters, defined as waters of the United States (“WOTUS”), as well as state waters. The CWA prohibits the placement of dredge or fill material in wetlands
or other WOTUS unless authorized by a permit issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) or a delegated state agency pursuant to Section 404.
In addition, the CWA and analogous state laws require individual permits or coverage under general permits for discharges of storm water runoff from
certain types of facilities. Some states also maintain groundwater protection programs that require permits for discharges or operations that may impact
groundwater conditions. Also, in June 2016, the EPA issued a final rule implementing wastewater pretreatment standards that prohibit onshore
unconventional oil and natural gas extraction facilities from sending wastewater to publicly owned treatment works. This restriction of disposal options for
hydraulic fracturing waste and other changes to CWA requirements may result in increased costs. Federal and state regulatory agencies can impose
administrative, civil and criminal penalties for non-compliance with discharge permits or other requirements of the CWA and analogous state laws and
regulations.
The scope of EPA’s and the Corps’ regulatory authority under Section 404 of the CWA has been the subject of extensive litigation and frequently
changing regulations. The EPA issued a final rule in September 2015 that attempted to clarify the federal jurisdictional reach over WOTUS under Section
404 of the CWA. The EPA and the Corps issued a final rule in January 2018 staying implementation of the 2015 WOTUS rule for two years. On October
22, 2019, EPA and the Corps published a final rule repealing the 2015 WOTUS rule. The EPA and the Corps replaced the 2015 WOTUS rule by
promulgating the Navigable Waters Protection Rule on April 21, 2020, which provides a revised definition of WOTUS and became effective on June 22,
2020. These regulations have been challenged in federal court, however, and the scope of the CWA’s jurisdiction may remain fluid until all litigation is
concluded. Further regulatory changes are likely, as the current administration has announced that it intends to review the Navigable Waters Protection
Rule under the January 20, 2021 Executive Order on Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis. In
November 2021, the EPA and the Corps issued a proposed rule to broaden the applicability of the definition of WOTUS. The agencies did not announce a
date for official publication in the Federal Register of the new rule. However, future rulemakings regarding the definition of WOTUS will likely be subject
to litigation. As a result of these developments, the scope of federal jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act is uncertain at this time. The pending litigation
and future regulations concerning the definition of WOTUS may result in an expansion of the scope of the CWA’s jurisdiction, and we could face increased
costs and delays with respect to obtaining permits for dredge and fill activities in WOTUS in connection with our operations.
Underground Injection Control
The underground injection of crude oil and natural gas wastes is regulated by the Underground Injection Control (“UIC”) program, as authorized
by the SDWA, as well as by state programs. The primary objective of injection well operating requirements is to ensure the mechanical integrity of the
injection apparatus and to prevent migration of fluid from the injection zone into underground sources of drinking water, as well as to prevent
communication between injected fluids and zones capable of producing hydrocarbons. The SDWA establishes requirements for permitting, testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting of injection well activities, as well as a prohibition against the migration of fluid containing contaminants into
underground sources of drinking water. Any leakage from the subsurface portions of the injection wells could cause degradation of fresh groundwater
resources, potentially resulting in the suspension of permits, issuance of fines and penalties from governmental agencies, incurrence of expenditures for
remediation of the affected resource and imposition of liability by third parties for property damages and personal injuries.
Under the auspices of the federal UIC program as implemented by states with UIC primacy, regulators, particularly at the state level, are
becoming increasingly sensitive to possible correlations between underground injection and seismic activity. Consequently,
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state regulators implementing both the federal UIC program and state corollaries are heavily scrutinizing the location of injection facilities relative to
faulting and are limiting both the density and injection facilities as well as the rate of injection.
In New Mexico, the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division (“NMOCD”) administers the UIC program for all injection wells that are related to
oil and natural gas production. In Texas, the Texas Railroad Commission (“RRC”) regulates the disposal of produced water by injection well. Permits must
be obtained before drilling saltwater disposal wells, and casing integrity monitoring must be conducted periodically to ensure the casing is not leaking salt
water to groundwater. Contamination of groundwater by oil and natural gas drilling, production, and related operations may result in fines, penalties, and
remediation costs, among other sanctions and liabilities under the SDWA and state laws. In response to recent seismic events near underground injection
wells used for the disposal of oil and natural gas-related waste waters, federal and some state agencies have begun investigating whether such wells have
caused increased seismic activity, and some states have shut down or placed volumetric injection limits on existing wells or imposed moratoria on the use
of such injection wells. In response to concerns related to induced seismicity, regulators in some states have already adopted or are considering additional
requirements related to seismic safety. For example, the RRC has adopted rules for injection wells to address these seismic activity concerns in Texas.
Among other things, the rules require companies seeking permits for disposal wells to provide seismic activity data in permit applications, provide for
more frequent monitoring and reporting for certain wells and allow the RRC to modify, suspend, or terminate permits on grounds that a disposal well is
likely to be, or determined to be, causing seismic activity. In 2021, the NMOCD announced a new plan for responding to increased seismic activity in the
Permian Basin. Under the new plan, pending permits for wastewater injection in certain areas will be subject to additional reporting and monitoring
requirements. More stringent regulation of injection wells could lead to reduced construction or the capacity of such wells, which could in turn impact the
availability of injection wells for disposal of wastewater from our operations. Increased costs associated with the transportation and disposal of produced
water, including the cost of complying with regulations concerning produced water disposal, may reduce our profitability. The costs associated with the
disposal of proposed water are commonly incurred by all oil and natural gas producers, however, and we do not believe that these costs will have a material
adverse effect on our operations. In addition, third-party claims may be filed by landowners and other parties claiming damages for alternative water
supplies, property damages, and bodily injury.
Hydraulic Fracturing
Hydraulic fracturing is a practice in the oil and natural gas industry used to stimulate production of natural gas and/or oil from low permeability
subsurface rock formations by injecting water, sand and chemicals under pressure. Oil and natural gas may be recovered from certain of our oil and natural
gas properties through the use of hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic fracturing is subject to regulation by state regulatory authorities, and several federal
agencies have asserted federal regulatory authority over certain aspects of the hydraulic fracturing process. For example, the EPA published permitting
guidance in February 2014 addressing the use of diesel fuel in fracturing operations, and in June 2016 EPA issued final effluent limitations guidelines
under the CWA that waste-water from shale natural gas extraction operations must meet before discharging to a publicly owned treatment works. The EPA
also issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking under the Toxic Substances Control Act (“TSCA”) in 2014 regarding reporting of the chemical
substances and mixtures used in hydraulic fracturing but, to date, has taken no further action. Separately, the BLM published a final rule in March 2015
that establishes new or more stringent standards for performing hydraulic fracturing on federal and Indian lands. However, a Wyoming federal court struck
down this rule in June 2016. The June 2016 decision was appealed by the BLM to the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. However,
following issuance of a presidential executive order to review rules related to the energy industry, in July 2017, the BLM published a notice of proposed
rulemaking to rescind the 2015 final rule. In September 2017, the Tenth Circuit issued a ruling to vacate the Wyoming trial court decision and dismiss the
lawsuit challenging the 2015 rule in light of the BLM’s proposed rulemaking. The BLM issued a final rule repealing the 2015 hydraulic fracturing rule in
December 2017. The current administration has announced that it intends to review the repeal of the 2015 hydraulic fracturing rule under the Executive
Order on Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis.
Congress has from time to time considered legislation to provide for federal regulation of hydraulic fracturing and to require disclosure of the
chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process but, at this time, federal legislation related to hydraulic fracturing appears uncertain. In Texas and New
Mexico, specific oil and natural gas regulations apply to oil and gas operations, including the drilling, completion and operations of wells, and the disposal
of waste oil and salt water. There are also procedures incident to the plugging and abandonment of dry holes or other non-operational wells, all as governed
by the applicable governing state agency. As an example, the RRC adopted rules in 2014 requiring companies seeking permits for disposal wells to provide
seismic activity data in permit applications. The rules also allow the RRC to modify, suspend, or terminate permits if a disposal well is determined to be
causing seismic activity. Determinations by the RRC under these rules may adversely affect our operations. In New Mexico, the Produced Water Act,
effective July 1, 2019, governs the discharge, handling, transport, storage, and recycling or treatment of produced water.
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Additionally, New Mexico has adopted regulations that require the disclosure of information regarding the substances used in the hydraulic fracturing
process. In January 2021, State Senator Antoinette Sedillo Lopez of New Mexico, introduced a bill which would prohibit certain uses of fresh water in
fracking operations, require the disclosure of the chemical composition of produced water from spills, and increase penalties for produced water spills by
the oil and gas industry. State Senator Sedillo introduced another bill for the 2021 legislative session seeking to prevent the New Mexico Energy, Minerals
and Natural Resources Department from issuing new fracking permits until 2025. Similar legislation was unsuccessful in the 2019 and 2020 legislative
sessions. However, if enacted, this legislation would have a material adverse effect on our business and prospects.
Local governments may also seek to adopt ordinances within their jurisdictions regulating the time, place and manner of drilling activities in
general or hydraulic fracturing activities in particular. In Texas, however, local governments are expressly preempted from regulating oil and gas operations
with limited exceptions, under Texas Natural Resources Code Section 81.0523. If new laws or regulations that significantly restrict hydraulic fracturing are
adopted at the local, state, or federal level, our fracturing activities could become subject to additional permit and financial assurance requirements, more
stringent construction requirements, increased reporting or plugging and abandoning requirements or operational restrictions and associated permitting
delays and potential increases in costs. These delays or additional costs could adversely affect the determination of whether a well is commercially viable
and could cause us to incur substantial compliance costs. Restrictions on hydraulic fracturing could also reduce the amount of oil and natural gas that we
are ultimately able to produce in commercial quantities.
Climate Change
Continuing political and social attention to the issue of global climate change has resulted in both existing and pending international agreements
and national, regional or local legislation and regulatory measures to limit or reduce emissions of so-called greenhouse gases (“GHGs”), such as cap and
trade regimes, carbon taxes, restrictive permitting, increased fuel efficiency standards and incentives or mandates for renewable energy. In December 2009,
the EPA published an endangerment finding concluding that emissions of CO2, methane and certain other GHGs present an endangerment to public health
and the environment because emissions of such gases are, according to the EPA, contributing to warming of the earth’s atmosphere and other climatic
changes. Based on its findings, the EPA has adopted and implemented regulations under existing provisions of the CAA that, among other things, establish
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (“PSD”) construction and Title V operating permit requirements for GHG emissions from certain large stationary
sources that already are major sources of criteria pollutants under the CAA. Facilities required to obtain PSD permits for their GHG emissions also will be
required to meet “best available control technology” standards that typically are GHG emissions could adversely affect our operations and restrict or delay
our ability to obtain air permits for new or modified facilities that exceed GHG emission thresholds. In addition, the EPA has adopted rules requiring the
reporting of GHG emissions from oil and natural gas production and processing facilities on an annual basis, as well as reporting GHG emissions from
gathering and boosting systems, oil well completions and workovers using hydraulic fracturing.
In June 2016, the EPA finalized rules to reduce methane emissions from new, modified or reconstructed sources in the oil and natural gas sector,
including implementation of a leak detection and repair (“LDAR”) program to minimize methane emissions, under the CAA’s New Source Performance
Standards in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOOa (“GHG NSPS”). On April 18, 2017, the EPA announced its intention to reconsider certain aspects of those
regulations, and in June 2017, the EPA proposed a two-year stay of certain requirements of the GHG NSPS regulations. In October 2018 the EPA proposed
revisions to the GHG NSPS, such as changes to the frequency for monitoring fugitive emissions at well sites and changes to requirements that a
professional engineer certify when meeting certain GHG NSPS requirements is technically infeasible. EPA proposed further revisions to the GHG NSPS
on September 24, 2019, including rescinding the methane requirements in the GHG NSPS that apply to sources in the production and processing segments
of the industry. In September 2020, the EPA finalized amendments to the GHG NSPS that rescind requirements for the transmission and storage segment
of the oil and natural gas industry and rescind methane-specific limits that apply to the industry’s production and processing segments, among other things.
The current administration has announced that it intends to review the September 2020 rules under the Executive Order on Protecting Public Health and
the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis, which review may result in the reinstatement of the now-rescinded standards or
promulgation of more stringent standards. Our Company has taken measures to control methane leaks, but it is possible that these rules and future revisions
thereto will require us to take further methane emission reduction measures, which may require us to expend material sums.
In addition, in November 2016, the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) issued final rules to reduce methane
emissions from venting, flaring, and leaks during oil and natural gas operations on federal lands that are substantially similar to the GHG NSPS
requirements. However, in December 2017, the BLM published a final rule to temporarily suspend or delay
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certain requirements contained in the November 2016 final rule until January 17, 2019, including those requirements relating to venting, flaring and
leakage from oil and gas production activities. Further, in September 2018, the BLM published a final rule revising or rescinding certain provisions of the
2016 rule, which became effective on November 27, 2018. Both the 2016 and the 2018 rule were challenged in federal court. On July 21, 2020, a Wyoming
federal court vacated almost all of the 2016 rule, including all provisions relating to the loss of gas through venting, flaring, and leaks, and on July 15,
2020, a California federal court vacated the 2018 rule. As a result of these decisions, the 1979 regulations concerning venting, flaring and lost production
on federal land have been reinstated. The current administration is likely to impose new regulations on GHG emissions from oil and natural gas production
operations on federal land, given the long-term trend towards increasing regulation in this area. Moreover, several states have already adopted rules
requiring operators of both new and existing sources to develop and implement an LDAR program and to install devices on certain equipment to capture
methane emissions. Compliance with these rules could require us to purchase pollution control and leak detection equipment, and to hire additional
personnel to assist with inspection and reporting requirements.
Additionally, a number of state and regional efforts are aimed at tracking and/or reducing GHG emissions by means of cap-and-trade programs
that typically require major sources of GHG emissions to acquire and surrender emission allowances in return for emitting those GHGs. On an
international level, the United States is one of almost 200 nations that agreed in December 2015 to an international climate change agreement in Paris,
France that calls for countries to set their own GHG emissions targets and be transparent about the measure each country will use to achieve its GHG
emissions targets, (the “Paris Agreement”). However, the Paris Agreement does not impose any binding obligations on the United States. In June 2017,
President Trump announced that the United States would withdraw from the Paris Agreement, which became effective November 4, 2020. President Biden
announced on January 20, 2021 that the United States will rejoin the Paris Agreement. In November 2021, the United States participated in the United
Nations Climate Change Conference in Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (“COP26”). COP26 resulted in a pact among approximately 200 countries,
including the United States, called the Glasgow Climate Pact. Relatedly, the United States and European Union jointly announced the launch of the
“Global Methane Pledge,” which aims to cut global methane pollution at least 30% by 2030 relative to 2020 levels, including “all feasible reductions” in
the energy sector. In conjunction with COP26, the United States committed to an economy-wide target of reducing net greenhouse gas emissions by 50-52
percent below 2005 levels by 2030. Also in November 2021, President Biden signed a $1 trillion dollar infrastructure bill into law. The new infrastructure
law includes several climate-focused investments, including upgrades to power grids to accommodate increased use of renewable energy and expansion of
electric vehicle infrastructure. Further, several states, including New Mexico, and local governments remain committed to the principles of the Paris
Agreement in their effectuation of policy and regulations. Although it is not possible at this time to predict what additional domestic legislation may be
adopted in light of the Paris Agreement or the Glasgow Climate Pact, or how legislation or new regulations that may be adopted based on the Paris
Agreement or the Glasgow Climate Pact to address GHG emissions would impact our business, any such future laws and regulations imposing reporting
obligations on, or limiting emissions of GHGs from, our equipment and operations could require us to incur costs to reduce emissions of GHGs associated
with our operations and could decrease demand for oil and natural gas.
The adoption and implementation of any laws or regulations imposing reporting obligations on, or limiting emissions of GHG from, our
equipment and operations could require additional expenditures to reduce emissions of GHGs associated with its operations or could adversely affect
demand for the oil and natural gas we produce, and thus possibly have a material adverse effect on our revenues, as well as having the potential effect of
lowering the value of our reserves. Recently, stakeholders concerned about the potential effects of climate change have directed their attention at sources of
funding for fossil-fuel energy companies, which has resulted in certain financial institutions, funds and other sources of capital restricting or eliminating
their investment in oil and natural gas activities. Ultimately, this could make it more difficult to secure funding for exploration and production activities.
Finally, to the extent increasing concentrations of GHGs in the Earth’s atmosphere may produce climate changes that have significant physical effects, such
as increased frequency and severity of storms, droughts, floods and other climatic events, such events could have a material adverse effect on the Company
and potentially subject the Company to further regulation. The trend of more expansive and stringent environmental legislation and regulations, including
greenhouse gas regulation, could continue, resulting in increased costs of conducting business and consequently affecting our profitability. We also are
aware that the SEC intends to propose new and additional rules regarding company disclosure of climate change risk. We will monitor and comply with
any such promulgated rules.
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Threatened and endangered species, migratory birds and natural resources
Various federal and state statutes prohibit certain actions that adversely affect endangered or threatened species and their habitat, migratory birds,
wetlands, and natural resources. These statutes include the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”), the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (“MBTA”) and the Clean
Water Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) may designate critical habitat areas that it believes are necessary for survival of threatened or
endangered species. As a result of a 2011 settlement agreement, the FWS was required to determine whether to identify more than 250 species as
endangered or threatened under the ESA by no later than completion of the agency’s 2017 fiscal year. The FWS missed the deadline but reportedly
continues to review new species for protected status under the ESA pursuant to the settlement agreement. A critical habitat designation could result in
further material restrictions on federal land use or on private land use and could delay or prohibit land access or development. Where takings of or harm to
species or damages to wetlands, habitat, or natural resources occur or may occur, government entities or at times private parties may act to prevent or
restrict oil and natural gas exploration activities or seek damages for any injury, whether resulting from drilling or construction or releases of oil, wastes,
hazardous substances or other regulated materials, and in some cases, criminal penalties may result. Similar protections are offered to migratory birds
under the MBTA. Recently, there have been renewed calls to review protections currently in place for the dunes sagebrush lizard, whose habitat includes
portions of the Permian Basin, and to reconsider listing the species under the ESA. While some of our operations may be located in areas that are
designated as habitats for endangered or threatened species or that may attract migratory birds, we believe that we are in substantial compliance with the
ESA and the MBTA, and we are not aware of any proposed ESA listings that will materially affect our operations. Nevertheless, we are monitoring
proposed listings by the FWS, such as the January 2022 proposal to list the Sacramento Mountains checkerspot butterfly in New Mexico, to ensure
continued compliance. The federal government in the past has issued indictments under the MBTA to several oil and natural gas companies after dead
migratory birds were found near reserve pits associated with drilling activities. In January 2020, a new DOI rule went into effect clarifying that only the
intentional taking of protected migratory birds is subject to prosecution under the MTBA. In December 2021, however, that rule was revoked, and a new
rule took effect reinstating the prohibition on incidental takes under the MTBA. The identification or designation of previously unprotected species as
threatened or endangered in areas where underlying property operations are conducted could cause us to incur increased costs arising from species
protection measures or could result in limitations on our development activities that could have an adverse impact on our ability to develop and produce
our oil and natural gas reserves. If we were to have a portion of our leases designated as critical or suitable habitat, it could adversely impact the value of
our leases.
Operational Hazards and Insurance
The oil and natural gas business involves a variety of operating risks, including the risk of fire, explosions, well blow-outs, pipe failures, industrial
accidents, and, in some cases, abnormally high pressure formations which could lead to environmental hazards such as oil releases, chemical releases,
natural gas leaks and the discharge of toxic gases.
Any of these risks could adversely affect our ability to conduct operations or result in substantial losses to us, for example, as a result of damage
to our property or equipment or injury to our personnel. These operational risks could also result in the spill or release of hazardous materials such as
drilling fluids or other chemicals, which may result in pollution, natural resource damages, or other environmental damage and necessitate investigation
and remediation costs. As a result, we could be subject to liability under environmental law or common law theories. In addition, these operational risks
could result in the suspension or delay of our operations, which could have significant adverse consequences on our business.
In accordance with what we believe to be industry practice, we maintain insurance against some, but not all, of the operating risks to which our
business is exposed. Under certain circumstances, we may be liable for environmental damage caused by previous owners or operators of properties that
we own, lease or operate. As a result, we may incur substantial liabilities to third parties or governmental entities for environmental matters for which we
do not have insurance coverage, which could reduce or eliminate funds available for exploration, development or acquisitions or cause us to incur losses.
Human Capital Management
Key to our mission is our employees upon which the foundation of our company is built. We seek to employ highly trained people who exemplify
our core values of honesty and integrity, and are diligent, hard-working individuals who deliver results, and who are good neighbors and contribute to the
communities in which they live.
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As of December 31, 2021, we had 53 full-time employees. Our employees are extremely valuable to the success of the Company, and we
encourage their collaboration and respect their diverse points of view and opinions. In addition to our full-time employees, the Company also employs a
diverse group of independent contractors who assist our full-time staff in a range of areas including geology, engineering, land, accounting, and field
operations, as needed. None are represented by labor unions or covered by any collective bargaining agreements.
Diversity and inclusion: The unique backgrounds and experiences of our employees help to develop a wide range of perspectives that lead to
better solutions. Our staff’s diversity is reflected in our full-time employees where 26% are women and approximately one third represent minorities. The
majority of our employees are citizens of the United States, with a few retaining dual citizenships in other countries. The employees who are not US
citizens, are legally registered to live and work here and the Company is committed to helping those employees retain their ability to remain in the US and
continue their employment. The Company is also committed to continuously providing an inclusive work environment where all of our employees can be
respected, valued, and successful in achieving their goals, all while contributing to the Company’s success.
We recognize that attracting, retaining and developing our employees is critical for our future success. Our Executive Vice President of Land,
Legal, Human Resources and Marketing, together with our Chief Executive Officer are responsible for developing and executing our human capital
strategy, with oversight by the Board of Directors and the Board committees. Some of our key human capital areas of focus include:
Building a Safe Workforce Starts with Our Culture: Ring is committed to building a safety culture that empowers employees and contractors to act
as needed to work safely and to stop the job, without retribution, if conditions are deemed unsafe. We strive to be incident-free every day across our
operations. We are focused on building and maintaining a safe workplace for all employees and contractors. The oil and gas industry has a number of
inherent risks and our workers are often outdoors, in all seasons and all types of weather. In addition, our field personnel spend significant time driving on
a daily basis, putting them at risk for driving incidents. A strong safety culture is essential to the Company’s success, and we emphasize the important role
that all personnel play in creating and maintaining a safe work environment.
Health and Safety Training and Education: We offer a wide range of training opportunities for employees and contractors to help them develop
their skills and understanding of our health and safety policy and programs. In addition to teaching specific skills, these training opportunities encourage
personal responsibility for safe operating conditions and help to build a culture of individual accountability for conducting job tasks in a safe and
responsible manner.
Ring Energy supports both company identified and employee identified educational opportunities for employees to advance in their technical and
managerial skills and to help provide opportunities to advance throughout our company. Ring’s support comes in the form of full or partial funding of
educational programs and opportunities, including time off work to attend and/or prepare for such programs.
COVID-19 Response: Our COVID-19 management plan was built around the need to support all employees in managing their personal and
professional challenges. Frequent and transparent communications are the focus at every level of the organization from those on the front lines to those in
our corporate offices. During the early stages of the pandemic, Ring’s management team directed the Company’s overall COVID-19 pandemic response by
implementing all relevant county, state and local government guidelines, directives and regulations, and developed and adopted work-from-home
provisions and procedures, implemented safe working protocols for production teams, assessed and implemented appropriate return-to-office protocols,
and provided timely and transparent communications to employees and key stakeholders.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Ring began providing the following benefits to its employees:
●

covering the cost of COVID-19 testing through expanded insurance coverage;

●

promoting telehealth benefits;

●

promoting mental health and well-being plans; and

●

providing additional paid sick leave for quarantined employees.
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Seasonal Nature of Business
Generally, the demand for oil and natural gas fluctuates depending on the time of year. Seasonal anomalies such as mild winters and summers may
sometimes lessen this fluctuation. Further, pipelines, utilities, local distribution companies, and industrial end users utilize oil and natural gas storage
facilities and purchase some of their anticipated winter requirements during the summer, which can also lessen seasonal demand.
Available Information
Our website can be found at www.ringenergy.com. Our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8K and amendments to those reports filed pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act of 1934 will be available through our website free of
charge as soon as reasonably practical after we electronically file such material with, or furnish it to, the SEC. The information on, or that can be accessed
through, our website is not incorporated by reference into this Annual Report and should not be considered part of this Annual Report. The SEC also
maintains a website (http://www.sec.gov) that contains reports, proxy and information statements and other information regarding issuers that file
electronically with the SEC.
Item 1A:

Risk Factors

Our business is subject to various risks and uncertainties in the ordinary course of business. The following summarizes significant risks and
uncertainties that may adversely affect our business, financial condition, or results of operations. We cannot assure you that any of the events discussed in
the risk factors below will not occur. Further, the risks and uncertainties described below are not the only ones we face. Additional risks not presently
known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also materially affect our business. Readers should carefully consider the risk factors included
below as well as those matters referenced in this report under “Forward-Looking Statements” and other information included and incorporated by reference
into this report.
Risks Relating to Our Business, Operations and Strategy
Part of our strategy involves using some of the latest available horizontal drilling and completion techniques, which involve additional risks and
uncertainties in their application as compared to conventional drilling.
Our operations utilize some of the latest horizontal drilling and completion techniques as developed by us, other oil and natural gas exploration
and production companies and our service providers. The additional risks that we face while drilling horizontally include, but are not limited to, the
following:
●

drilling wells that are significantly longer and/or deeper than conventional wells;

●

landing our wellbore in the desired drilling zone;

●

staying in the desired drilling zone while drilling horizontally through the formation;

●

running our casing the entire length of the wellbore; and

●

being able to run tools and other equipment consistently through the horizontal wellbore.

Risks that we face while completing our wells include, but are not limited to, the following:
●

the ability to fracture or stimulate the planned number of stages in a horizontal or lateral wellbore;

●

the ability to run tools the entire length of the wellbore during completion operations; and

●

the ability to successfully clean out the wellbore after completion of the final fracture stimulation stage.
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If our assessments of purchased properties are materially inaccurate, it could have a significant impact on future operations and earnings.
The successful acquisition of producing properties requires assessments of many factors, which are inherently inexact and may be inaccurate,
including the following:
●

unforeseen title issues;

●

the amount of recoverable reserves;

●

future oil and natural gas prices;

●

estimates of operating costs;

●

estimates of future development costs;

●

estimates of the costs and timing of plugging and abandonment; and

●

potential environmental and other liabilities.

Our assessment will not reveal all existing or potential problems, nor will it permit us to become familiar enough with the properties to assess
fully their capabilities and deficiencies. We plan to undertake further development of our properties through the use of cash flow from existing production.
Therefore, a material deviation in our assessments of these factors could result in less cash flow being available for such purposes than we presently
anticipate, which could either delay future development operations (and delay the anticipated conversion of reserves into cash) or cause us to seek
alternative sources to finance development activities.
Prospects that we decide to drill may not yield oil or natural gas in commercially viable quantities.
Our prospects are in various stages of evaluation, ranging from prospects that are currently being drilled to prospects that will require substantial
additional seismic data processing and interpretation. There is no way to predict in advance of drilling and testing whether any particular prospect will
yield oil or natural gas in sufficient quantities to recover drilling or completion costs or to be economically viable. This risk may be enhanced in our
situation, due to the fact that a significant percentage (44)% of our proved reserves is currently proved undeveloped reserves. The use of seismic data and
other technologies and the study of producing fields in the same area will not enable us to know conclusively prior to drilling whether oil or natural gas
will be present or, if present, whether oil or natural gas will be present in commercial quantities. We cannot assure you that the analogies we draw from
available data obtained by analyzing other wells, more fully explored prospects or producing fields will be applicable to our drilling prospects.
A substantial percentage of our proved properties are undeveloped; therefore, the risk associated with our success is greater than would be the
case if the majority of our properties were categorized as proved developed.
Because a substantial percentage of our proved properties are proved undeveloped (44)%, we will require significant additional capital to develop
such properties before they may become productive. Further, because of the inherent uncertainties associated with drilling for oil and gas, some of these
properties may never be developed to the extent that they result in positive cash flow. Even if we are successful in our development efforts, it could take
several years for a significant portion of our undeveloped properties to be converted to positive cash flow.
While our current business plan is to fund the development costs with cash flow from our other producing properties, if such cash flow is not
sufficient, we may be forced to seek alternative sources for cash, through the issuance of additional equity or debt securities, increased borrowings or other
means.
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Hedging transactions may limit our potential gains.
To reduce our exposure to commodity price uncertainty and increase cash flow predictability relating to the marketing of our crude oil and natural
gas, we have entered into crude oil and natural gas price hedging arrangements with respect to a portion of our expected production in order to
economically hedge a portion of our forecasted oil and natural gas production. Additionally, our credit facility requires us to hedge a portion of our
production. In addition, these derivative contracts may limit the benefit we would otherwise receive from increases in the prices for oil and natural gas. As
of December 31, 2021, the Company has in place derivative contracts covering 3,129 barrels of oil per day for the calendar year 2022. All of the 3,129
barrels of oil in 2022 are in the form of swaps of WTI Crude Oil prices. The oil swap prices for 2022 range from $44.22 to $50.05, with a weighted
average swap price of $46.60.
Hedging transactions may expose us to risk of financial loss.
While intended to reduce the effects of volatile crude oil and natural gas prices, such derivative contracts expose us to risk of financial loss in
some circumstances, including when there is a change in the expected differential between the underlying price in the hedging agreement and actual prices
received, or when the counterparty to the derivative contract is financially constrained and defaults on its contractual obligations. It is also possible that
sales volumes fall below the hedged volumes leaving a portion of our position uncovered.
The transition from LIBOR to alternative reference “benchmark” interest rates is uncertain and could adversely affect the value of or the interest
rates on our investments and obligations indexed to LIBOR, as well as the revenue and expenses associated with those assets and obligations.
LIBOR is an interest rate benchmark that has been widely used in financial contracts around the world for decades. In July 2017, the United
Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), which regulates the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) announced that it intended to phase out
LIBOR by the end of 2021. Following discussions with the FCA and other official sector bodies, the Intercontinental Exchange Benchmark Administration
announced in March 2021 the publication of certain USD LIBOR settings will continue through June 30, 2023. The Alternative Reference Rates
Committee of the Federal Reserve Board (ARRC), a group of market participants convened to help ensure a successful transition away from LIBOR, has
recommended the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) as its preferred alternative reference rate and has proposed a transition plan and timeline
designed to encourage the adoption of SOFR from LIBOR.
We are in the process of analyzing and identifying our population of securities, financial instruments and contracts that utilize LIBOR
(collectively “LIBOR Instruments”) to determine if we have any material exposure to the transition from LIBOR. To the extent we hold LIBOR
Instruments, the terms of these instruments may have fallback provisions that provide for an alternative reference rate when LIBOR ceases to exist. For
securities without adequate fallback provisions already in place, legislation governing securities under New York law has been enacted to provide a safe
harbor for transition to the recommended alternative reference rate. In addition, federal legislation has been introduced to provide the same protection for
securities not governed by New York law.
Notwithstanding, in preparation for the phase out of LIBOR, we may need to renegotiate our LIBOR Instruments that utilize
LIBOR. However, these efforts may not be successful in mitigating the legal and financial risk from changing the reference rate in our LIBOR Instruments.
Furthermore, the discontinuation of LIBOR may adversely impact our ability to manage and hedge exposures to fluctuations in interest rates using
derivative instruments.
As a result, the transition of our LIBOR Instruments to alternative reference rates may result in adverse changes to the net investment income, fair
market value and return on those investments. We intend to continue to evaluate and monitor the risks associated with the LIBOR transition which include
identifying and monitoring our exposure to LIBOR, monitoring the market adoption of alternative reference rates and ensuring operational processes are
updated to accommodate alternative rates. Due to uncertainty surrounding alternative rates, we are unable to predict the overall impact of this change at
this time.
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We may be adversely affected by natural disasters, pandemics (including the recent coronavirus outbreak) and other catastrophic events, and by
man-made problems such as terrorism, that could disrupt our business operations.
Natural disasters, adverse weather conditions, floods, pandemics (including the recent coronavirus outbreak), acts of terrorism and other
catastrophic or geo-political events may cause damage or disruption to our operations and the global economy, or could result in market disruption, any of
which could have an adverse effect on our business, operating results, and financial condition.
The ongoing coronavirus outbreak has impacted various businesses throughout the world, including an impact on the global demand for oil and
natural gas, travel restrictions and the extended shutdown of certain businesses in impacted geographic regions. If the coronavirus outbreak situation
should worsen, it could have a material adverse impact on our business operations, operating results and financial condition.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and the relations of and agreements between OPEC+ producers, could disrupt our operations and adversely
impact our business and financial results.
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to worldwide shutdowns, reductions in commercial and interpersonal activity, and changes in consumer
behavior. In attempting to control the spread of COVID-19, governments around the world-imposed regulations such as shelter-in-place orders,
quarantines, executive orders and similar restrictions. As a result, the global economy has been marked by significant slowdown and uncertainty, which has
in the past led to a precipitous decline in oil prices in response to decreased demand. We currently are unable to predict the duration or severity of the
spread of COVID-19 or the adverse effects thereof.
The loss of key members of management or failure to attract and retain other highly qualified personnel could, in the future, affect the
Company’s business results.
The Company’s success depends on its ability to attract, retain and motivate a highly-skilled and diverse management team and workforce. During
the latter half of 2020, the Company experienced significant leadership changes, including appointing a new Chief Executive Officer, Executive Vice
President of Operations, a new Executive Vice President of Engineering and Corporate Strategy, a new Vice President of Compliance, a new Executive
Vice President of Land, Legal, Human Resources and Marketing along with the appointment of new directors to the Board of Directors. In the first quarter
of 2021, the Company appointed a new Chief Financial Officer. Executive leadership transitions can be difficult to manage and could cause disruption to
our business. Failure to ensure that the Company has the depth and breadth of management and personnel with the necessary skill set and experience could
impede its ability to achieve growth objectives and execute its operational strategy. As the Company continues to expand, it will need to promote or hire
additional staff, and, as a result of increased compensation and benefit mandates, it may be difficult to attract or retain such individuals without incurring
significant additional costs.
Risks Relating to the Oil and Natural Gas Industry
A substantial or extended decline in oil and natural gas prices may adversely affect our business, financial condition or results of operations and
our ability to meet our capital expenditure obligations and financial commitments.
The price we receive for our oil and natural gas production heavily influences our revenue, profitability, access to capital and future rate of
growth. Oil and natural gas are commodities and, therefore, their prices are subject to wide fluctuations in response to relatively minor changes in supply
and demand. Historically, the markets for oil and natural gas have been volatile. These markets will likely continue to be volatile in the future. The prices
we receive for our production, and the levels of our production, depend on numerous factors beyond our control. These factors include, but are not limited
to, the following:
●

changes in global supply and demand for oil and natural gas;

●

the actions of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, or OPEC;

●

the actions of oil exporting countries that are not members of OPEC;

●

the price and quantity of imports of foreign oil and natural gas;
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●

political conditions, including embargoes, in or affecting other oil-producing activity;

●

acts of war and related armed conflicts;

●

the level of global oil and natural gas exploration and production activity;

●

the level of global oil and natural gas inventories;

●

weather conditions;

●

technological advances affecting energy consumption; and

●

the price and availability of alternative fuels.

Lower oil and natural gas prices may not only decrease our revenues on a per BOE basis but also may reduce the amount of oil and natural gas
that we can produce economically. Lower prices also negatively impact the value of our proved reserves. A substantial or extended decline in oil or natural
gas prices may materially and adversely affect our future business, financial condition, results of operations, liquidity or ability to finance planned capital
expenditures.
Drilling for and producing oil and natural gas are high risk activities with many uncertainties that could adversely affect our business, financial
condition or results of operations.
Our future success will depend on our exploitation, exploration, development and production activities. Our oil and natural gas exploration and
production activities are subject to numerous risks beyond our control, including the risk that drilling will not result in commercially viable oil or natural
gas production. For example, in January 2021, President Biden signed an Executive Order directing the Department of Interior (the “DOI”) to temporarily
pause new oil and gas leases on federal lands and waters pending completion of a comprehensive review of the federal government’s existing oil and gas
leasing and permitting program. In June 2021, a federal district court enjoined the DOI from implementing the pause and leasing resumed, although
litigation over the leasing pause remains ongoing. In February 2022, another judge ruled that the Biden Administration’s efforts to raise the cost of climate
change in its environmental assessments, would increase energy costs and damage state revenues from energy production. This ruling has cause federal
agencies to delay issuing new oil and gas leases and permits on federal lands and waters. While we do not have a significant federal lands acreage position
(240 net acres as of December 31, 2021), these actions could have a material adverse effect on our industry and the Company.
Our decisions to purchase, explore, develop or otherwise exploit prospects or properties will depend in part on the evaluation of data obtained
through geophysical and geological analyses, production data and engineering studies, the results of which are often inconclusive or subject to varying
interpretations. Please read “—Reserve estimates depend on many assumptions that may turn out to be inaccurate. . .” (below) for a discussion of the
uncertainty involved in these processes. Our cost of drilling, completing and operating wells is often uncertain before drilling commences. Overruns in
budgeted expenditures are common risks that can make a particular well or project uneconomical. Further, many factors may curtail, delay or cancel
drilling, including delays imposed by or resulting from compliance with regulatory requirements; pressure or irregularities in geological formations;
shortages of or delays in obtaining equipment and qualified personnel; equipment failures or accidents; adverse weather conditions; reductions in oil and
natural gas prices; title problems; and limitations in the market for oil and natural gas.
Decreases in oil and natural gas prices may require us to take write-downs of the carrying values of our oil and natural gas properties which could
negatively impact the trading value of our common stock.
Accounting rules require that we review periodically the carrying value of our oil and natural gas properties for possible impairment. Based on
specific market factors and circumstances at the time of prospective impairment reviews, and the continuing evaluation of development plans, production
data, economics and other factors, we may be required to write-down the carrying value of our oil and natural gas properties. A write-down would likely
constitute a non-cash charge to earnings. The cumulative effect of a write-down could also negatively impact the trading price of our common stock.
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We follow the full cost method of accounting for our oil and natural gas properties. Under the full cost method, the net book value of properties,
less related deferred income taxes, may not exceed a calculated “ceiling.” The ceiling is the estimated after tax future net revenues from proved oil and
natural gas properties, discounted at 10% per year. Discounted future net revenues are estimated using oil and natural gas spot prices based on the average
price during the preceding 12-month period determined as an un-weighted, arithmetic average of the first-day-of-the-month price for each month within
such period, except for changes which are fixed and determinable by existing contracts. The net book value is compared to the ceiling on a quarterly basis.
The excess, if any, of the net book value above the ceiling is required to be written off as an impairment expense. During the year ended December 31,
2020, we recorded a non-cash write-down of $277.5 million. During the years ended December 31, 2021, and 2019, we did not incur a write-down. Under
SEC full cost accounting rules, any write-off recorded may not be reversed even if higher oil and natural gas prices increase the ceiling applicable to future
periods. Future price decreases could result in reductions in the carrying value of such assets and an equivalent charge to earnings.
It is difficult to predict with reasonable certainty the amount of any future impairments given the many factors impacting the ceiling test
calculation including, but not limited to, future pricing, operating costs, upward or downward reserve revisions, reserve adds, and tax attributes.
Decreases in oil and natural gas prices may affect our borrowing base, potentially requiring earlier than anticipated debt repayment, which could
negatively impact the trading value of our common stock.
Decreases in oil and natural gas prices could also result in reductions in the borrowing base of our Credit Facility, thus requiring earlier than
anticipated repayment of debt or possible default under our Credit Facility in the event we are unable to make payments under the Credit Facility on a
timely basis.
Reserve estimates depend on many assumptions that may turn out to be inaccurate. Any material inaccuracies in these reserve estimates or
underlying assumptions will materially affect the quantities and present value of our reserves.
The process of estimating oil and natural gas reserves is complex. It requires interpretations of available technical data and many assumptions,
including assumptions relating to economic factors. Any significant inaccuracies in these interpretations or assumptions could materially affect the
estimated quantities and present value of our reported reserves.
In order to prepare our estimates, we must project production rates and timing of development expenditures. We must also analyze available
geological, geophysical, production and engineering data. The extent, quality and reliability of this data can vary. The process also requires economic
assumptions about matters such as oil and natural gas prices, drilling and operating expenses, capital expenditures, taxes and availability of funds.
Therefore, estimates of oil and natural gas reserves are inherently imprecise.
Actual future production, oil and natural gas prices, revenues, taxes, development expenditures, operating expenses and quantities of recoverable
oil and natural gas reserves most likely will vary from our estimates. Any significant variance could materially affect the estimated quantities and present
value of our reported reserves. In addition, we may adjust estimates of proved reserves to reflect production history, results of exploration and
development, prevailing oil and natural gas prices and other factors, many of which are beyond our control.
You should not assume that the present value of future net revenues from our reported proved reserves is the current market value of our estimated
oil and natural gas reserves. In accordance with SEC requirements, we generally base the estimated discounted future net cash flows from our proved
reserves on prices and costs on the date of the estimate. Actual future prices and costs may differ materially from those used in the present value estimate.
If future values decline or costs increase it could negatively impact our ability to finance operations, and individual properties could cease being
commercially viable, affecting our decision to continue operations on producing properties or to attempt to develop properties. All of these factors would
have a negative impact on earnings and net income, and most likely the trading price of our common stock. These factors could also result in the
acceleration of debt repayment and a reduction in our borrowing base under our credit facility.
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We may incur substantial losses and be subject to substantial liability claims as a result of our oil and natural gas operations.
We are not insured against all risks. Losses and liabilities arising from uninsured and underinsured events could materially and adversely affect
our business, financial condition and results of operations. Our oil and natural gas exploration and production activities are subject to all of the operating
risks associated with drilling for and producing oil and natural gas, including the possibility of:
●

environmental hazards, such as uncontrollable flows of oil, natural gas, brine, well fluids, toxic gas or other pollution into the environment,
including groundwater and shoreline contamination;

●

abnormally pressured formations;

●

mechanical difficulties, such as stuck oil field drilling and service tools and casing collapse;

●

fires and explosions;

●

personal injuries and death; and

●

natural disasters.

Any of these risks could adversely affect our ability to conduct operations or result in substantial losses to our Company. We may elect not to
obtain insurance if we believe that the cost of available insurance is excessive relative to the risks presented. In addition, pollution and environmental risks
generally are not fully insurable. If a significant accident or other event occurs and is not fully covered by insurance, then it could materially and adversely
affect us.
Unless we replace our oil and natural gas reserves, our reserves and production will decline as reserves are produced.
Unless we conduct successful development, exploitation and exploration activities or acquire properties containing proved reserves, our proved
reserves will decline as those reserves are produced. Producing oil and natural gas reservoirs generally are characterized by declining production rates that
vary depending upon reservoir characteristics and other factors. Our future oil and natural gas reserves and production, and, therefore, our cash flow and
income, are highly dependent on our success in efficiently developing and exploiting our current reserves and economically finding or acquiring additional
recoverable reserves. If we are unable to develop, exploit, find or acquire additional reserves to replace our current and future production, our cash flow
and income will decline as production declines, until our existing properties would be incapable of sustaining commercial production.
Competition is intense in the oil and natural gas industry.
We operate in a highly competitive environment for acquiring properties and marketing oil and natural gas. Our competitors include multinational
oil and natural gas companies, major oil and natural gas companies, independent oil and natural gas companies, individual producers, financial buyers as
well as participants in other industries that supply energy and fuel to consumers. Many of our competitors have greater and more diverse resources than we
do. Additionally, competition for acquisitions may significantly increase the cost of available properties. We compete for the personnel and equipment
required to explore, develop and operate properties. Our competitors also may have established long-term strategic positions and relationships in areas in
which we may seek to enter. Consequently, our competitors may be able to address these competitive factors more effectively than we can. If we are not
successful in our competition for oil and natural gas reserves or in our marketing of production, then our financial condition and operation results may be
adversely affected.
If our access to markets is restricted, it could negatively impact our production, our income and our ability to retain our leases.
Market conditions or the unavailability of satisfactory oil and natural gas transportation arrangements may hinder our access to oil and natural gas
markets or delay our production. The availability of a ready market for our oil and natural gas production depends on a number of factors, including the
demand for and supply of oil and natural gas and the proximity of reserves to pipelines and terminal facilities. Our ability to market our production
depends in substantial part on the availability and capacity of gathering systems, pipelines
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and processing facilities owned and operated by third parties. Our failure to obtain such services on acceptable terms could materially harm our business.
Currently, the majority of our production is sold to marketers and other purchasers that have access to nearby pipeline facilities. However, as we
further develop our properties, we may find production in areas with limited or no access to pipelines, thereby necessitating delivery by other means, such
as trucking or requiring compression facilities. Such restrictions on our ability to sell our oil or natural gas could have several adverse effects, including
higher transportation costs, fewer potential purchasers (thereby potentially resulting in a lower selling price) or, in the event we were unable to market and
sustain production from a particular lease for an extended time, possibly causing us to lose a lease due to lack of production.
Many of our properties are in areas that may have been partially depleted or drained by offset wells and certain of our wells may be adversely
affected by actions we or other operators may take when drilling, completing, or operating wells that we or they own.
Many of our properties are in reservoirs that may have already been partially depleted or drained by earlier offset drilling. The owners of
leasehold interests adjoining any of our properties could take actions, such as drilling and completing additional wells, which could adversely affect our
operations. When a new well is completed and produced, the pressure differential in the vicinity of the well causes the migration of reservoir fluids toward
the new wellbore (and potentially away from existing wellbores). As a result, the drilling and production of these potential locations by us or other
operators could cause depletion of our proved reserves and may inhibit our ability to further develop our proved reserves. In addition, completion
operations and other activities conducted on adjacent or nearby wells by us or other operators could cause production from our wells to be shut in for
indefinite periods of time, could result in increased lease operating expenses and could adversely affect the production and reserves from our wells after
they re-commence production. We have no control over the operations or activities of offsetting operators.
Multi-well pad drilling may result in volatility in our operating results.
We utilize multi-well pad drilling where practical. Because wells drilled on a pad are not brought into production until all wells on the pad are
drilled and completed and the drilling rig is moved from the location, multi-well pad drilling delays the commencement of production from a given pad,
which may cause volatility in our operating results. In addition, problems affecting one pad could adversely affect production from all wells on such pad.
As a result, multi-well pad drilling can cause delays in the scheduled commencement of production or interruptions in ongoing production.
Extreme weather conditions, which could become more frequent or severe due to climate change, could adversely affect our ability to conduct
drilling, completion and production activities in the areas where we operate.
Our exploitation and development activities and equipment could be adversely affected by extreme weather conditions, such as hurricanes or
freezing temperatures, which may cause a loss of production from temporary cessation of activity from regional power outages or lost or damaged facilities
and equipment. Such extreme weather conditions could also impact access to our drilling and production facilities for routine operations, maintenance and
repairs and the availability of and our access to, necessary third-party services, such as gathering, processing, compression and transportation services.
These constraints and the resulting shortages or high costs could delay or temporarily halt our operations and materially increase our operation and capital
costs, which could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Restrictions on drilling activities intended to protect certain species of wildlife may adversely affect our ability to conduct drilling activities in
some of the areas where we operate.
Oil and natural gas operations in our operating areas can be adversely affected by seasonal or permanent restrictions on drilling activities designed
to protect certain wildlife, such as those restrictions imposed under The Endangered Species Act. Seasonal restrictions may limit our ability to operate in
protected areas and can intensify competition for drilling rigs, oilfield equipment, services, supplies and qualified personnel, which may lead to periodic
shortages when drilling is allowed. These constraints and the resulting shortages or high costs could delay our operations and materially increase our
operating and capital costs. Permanent restrictions imposed to protect endangered species could prohibit drilling in certain areas or require the
implementation of expensive mitigation measures. The designation of previously unprotected species in areas where we operate as threatened or
endangered could cause us to incur increased
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costs arising from species protection measures or could result in limitations on our exploration, development and production activities that could have an
adverse impact on our ability to develop and produce our reserves.
Our operations are substantially dependent on the availability, use and disposal of water. New legislation and regulatory initiatives or restrictions
relating to water disposal wells could have a material adverse effect on our future business, financial condition, operating results and prospects.
Water is an essential component of our drilling and hydraulic fracturing processes. If we are unable to obtain water to use in our operations from
local sources, we may be unable to economically produce oil, natural gas and NGLs, which could have an adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations. Wastewaters from our operations typically are disposed of via underground injection. Some studies have linked
earthquakes in certain areas to underground injection, which is leading to greater public scrutiny of disposal wells. Any new environmental initiatives or
regulations that restrict injection of fluids, including, but not limited to, produced water, drilling fluids and other wastes associated with the exploration,
development or production of oil and gas, or that limit the withdrawal, storage or use of surface water or ground water necessary for hydraulic fracturing of
our wells, could increase our operating costs and cause delays, interruptions or cessation of our operations, the extent of which cannot be predicted, and all
of which would have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows.
Risks Relating to Legal, Regulatory, Privacy and Tax Matters
We are subject to complex laws that can affect the cost, manner or feasibility of doing business.
Exploration, development, production and sale of oil and natural gas are subject to extensive federal, state, local and international regulation. It is
not possible to predict how or when regulations affecting our operations might change. In January 2021, President Biden signed an Executive Order
directing the Department of Interior (the “DOI”) to temporarily pause new oil and gas leases on federal lands and waters pending completion of a
comprehensive review of the federal government’s existing oil and gas leasing and permitting program. In June 2021, a federal district court enjoined the
DOI from implementing the pause and leasing resumed, although litigation over the leasing pause remains ongoing. In February 2022, another judge ruled
that the Biden Administration’s efforts to raise the cost of climate change in its environmental assessments, would increase energy costs and damage state
revenues from energy production. This ruling has caused federal agencies to delay issuing new oil and gas leases and permits on federal lands and waters.
Similarly, at the state level, New Mexico’s consideration of legislation to prohibit certain uses of freshwater in fracking operations, implement new
disclosure requirements, and increase penalties may affect the cost and feasibility of our business. We may be required to make large expenditures to
comply with governmental regulations. Other matters subject to regulation include: discharge permits for drilling operations; drilling bonds; reports
concerning operations; the spacing of wells; unitization and pooling of properties; and taxation.
Under these laws, we could be liable for personal injuries, property damage and other damages. Failure to comply with these laws also may result
in the suspension or termination of our operations and subject us to administrative, civil and criminal penalties. Moreover, these laws could change in ways
that substantially increase our costs. Any such liabilities, penalties, suspensions, terminations or regulatory changes could materially adversely affect our
financial condition and results of operations.
Our operations may incur substantial liabilities to comply with the environmental laws and regulations.
Our oil and natural gas operations are subject to stringent federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to the release or disposal of
materials into the environment or otherwise relating to environmental protection. These laws and regulations may require the acquisition of a permit before
drilling commences, restrict the types, quantities and concentration of substances that can be released into the environment in connection with drilling and
production activities, limit or prohibit drilling activities on certain lands lying within wilderness, wetlands and other protected areas, and impose substantial
liabilities for pollution resulting from our operations. Failure to comply with these laws and regulations may result in the assessment of administrative,
civil and criminal penalties, incurrence of investigatory or remedial obligations or the imposition of injunctive relief. Changes in environmental laws and
regulations occur frequently, and any changes that result in more stringent or costly waste handling, storage, transport, disposal or cleanup requirements
could require us to make significant expenditures to maintain compliance and may otherwise have a material adverse effect on our results of operations,
competitive position or financial condition as well as the industry in general. Under these environmental laws and regulations, we could be held strictly
liable for the removal or remediation of previously released materials or property contamination regardless of whether we were responsible for the release
or if our operations were standard in the industry at the time they were
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performed. The amount of additional future costs is not fully determinable due to such factors as the unknown magnitude of possible contamination, the
unknown timing and extent of the corrective actions or compliance efforts that may be required, the determination of the Company’s liability in proportion
to other responsible parties, and the extent to which such costs are recoverable from third parties.
Our operations are subject to a series of risks arising out of the threat of climate change that could result in increased operating costs, limit the
areas in which we may conduct oil and natural gas exploration and production activities, and reduce demand for the oil and natural gas we
produce.
In the United States, no comprehensive climate change legislation has been implemented at the federal level. However, following the U.S.
Supreme Court finding that GHG emissions constitute a pollutant under the CAA, the EPA has adopted regulations that, among other things, establish
construction and operating permit reviews for emissions from certain large stationary sources, require the monitoring and annual reporting of GHG
emissions from certain petroleum and natural gas system sources in the United States, and together with the DOT, implement GHG emissions limits on
vehicles manufactured for operation in the United States. The federal regulation of methane from oil and gas facilities has been subject to uncertainty in
recent years. In September 2020, the Trump Administration revised prior regulations to rescind certain methane standards and remove the transmission and
storage segments from the source category for certain regulations. However, shortly after taking office, President Biden issued an executive order directing
all federal agencies to review and take action to address any federal regulations, orders, guidance documents, policies and similar agency actions
promulgated during the prior administration that may be inconsistent with the current administration’s policies. In response, the U.S. Congress has
approved, and President Biden has signed into law, a resolution under the Congressional Review Act to repeal the September 2020 revisions to the methane
standards, effectively reinstating the prior standards. In November 2021, as required by President Biden’s executive order, the EPA proposed new
regulations to establish comprehensive standards of performance and emission guidelines for methane and volatile organic compound emissions from
existing operations in the oil and gas sector, including the exploration and production, transmission, processing, and storage segments. The EPA is
currently seeking public comments on its proposal, which the EPA hopes to finalize by the end of 2022. Once finalized, the regulations will also need to be
incorporated in state implementation plans and approved by EPA. However, all of these regulatory actions will likely be subject to legal challenges. As a
result, we cannot predict the scope of any final methane regulatory requirements or the cost to comply with such requirements. However, given the longterm trend toward increasing regulation, future federal GHG regulations of the oil and gas industry remain a significant possibility.
Governmental, scientific, and public concern over the threat of climate change arising from GHG emissions has resulted in increasing political
risks in the United States, including climate change related pledges made by certain candidates elected to public office. President Biden has issued several
executive orders focused on addressing climate change, including items that may impact our costs to produce, or demand for, oil and gas. Additionally, in
November 2021, the Biden Administration released “The Long-Term Strategy of the United States: Pathways to Net-Zero Greenhouse Gas Emissions by
2050,” which establishes a roadmap to net zero emissions in the United States by 2050 through, among other things, improving energy efficiency;
decarbonizing energy sources via electricity, hydrogen, and sustainable biofuels; and reducing non-CO2 GHG emissions, such as methane and nitrous
oxide. The Biden Administration is also considering revisions to the leasing and permitting programs for oil and gas development on federal lands.
Litigation risks are also increasing, as a number of entities have sought to bring suit against oil and natural gas companies in state or federal court, alleging,
among other things, that such companies created public nuisances by producing fuels that contributed to climate change. Suits have also been brought
against such companies under shareholder and consumer protection laws, alleging that companies have been aware of the adverse effects of climate change
but failed to adequately disclose those impacts.
There are also increasing financial risks for fossil fuel producers as shareholders currently invested in fossil-fuel energy companies may elect in
the future to shift some or all of their investments into other sectors. Institutional lenders who provide financing to fossil-fuel energy companies also have
become more attentive to sustainable lending practices and some of them may elect not to provide funding for fossil fuel energy companies. For example,
at COP26, the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (“GFANZ”) announced that commitments from over 450 firms across 45 countries had resulted in
over $130 trillion in capital committed to net zero goals. The various sub-alliances of GFANZ generally require participants to set short-term, sectorspecific targets to transition their financing, investing, and/or underwriting activities to net zero emissions by 2050. There is also a risk that financial
institutions will be required to adopt policies that have the effect of reducing the funding provided to the fossil fuel sector. President Biden signed an
executive order calling for the development of a “climate finance plan” and, separately, the Federal Reserve has joined the Network for Greening the
Financial System (“NGFS”), a consortium of financial regulators focused on addressing climate-related risks in the financial sector. More recently, in
November 2021, the Federal Reserve issued a statement in support of the efforts of the NGFS to
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identify key issues and potential solutions for the climate-related challenges most relevant to central banks and supervisory authorities. Limitation of
investments in and financings for fossil fuel energy companies could result in the restriction, delay or cancellation of drilling programs or development or
production activities.
The adoption and implementation of new or more stringent international, federal or state legislation, regulations or other regulatory initiatives that
impose more stringent standards for GHG emissions from the oil and natural gas sector or otherwise restrict the areas in which this sector may produce oil
and natural gas or generate GHG emissions could result in increased costs of compliance or costs of consuming, and thereby reduce demand for, oil and
natural gas. Additionally, political, litigation and financial risks may result in us restricting or cancelling production activities, incurring liability for
infrastructure damages as a result of climatic changes, or having an impaired ability to continue to operate in an economic manner. One or more of these
developments could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
As a final note, climate change could have an effect on the severity of weather (including hurricanes, droughts and floods), sea levels, the arability
of farmland, water availability and quality, and meteorological patterns. If such effects were to occur, our development and production operations have the
potential to be adversely affected.
Potential adverse effects could include damages to our facilities from powerful winds, extreme temperatures, or rising waters in low lying areas,
disruption of our production activities either because of climate related damages to our facilities or in our costs of operation potentially arising from such
climatic effects, less efficient or non- routine operating practices necessitated by climate effects or increased costs for insurance coverage in the aftermath
of such effects. Significant physical effects of climate change could also have an indirect effect on our financing and operations by disrupting the
transportation or process-related services provided by midstream companies, service companies or suppliers with whom we have a business relationship.
Additionally, changing meteorological conditions, particularly temperature, may result in changes to the amount, timing, or location of demand for energy
or the products we produce. We may not be able to recover through insurance some or any of the damages, losses or costs that may result from potential
physical effects of climate change. At this time, we have not developed a comprehensive plan to address the legal, economic, social or physical impacts of
climate change on our operations.
Risks Relating to Our Capital Structure
If our indebtedness increases, it could reduce our financial flexibility.
We have a credit facility in place with $350 million in commitments for borrowings and letters of credit. As of December 31, 2021, $290 million
was outstanding on our credit facility. If we further utilize this facility, the level of our indebtedness could affect our operations in several ways, including
the following:
●

a significant portion of our cash flow could be used to service the indebtedness;

●

a high level of debt would increase our vulnerability to general adverse economic and industry conditions;

●

the covenants contained in our credit facility limit our ability to borrow additional funds, dispose of assets, pay dividends and make certain
investments, and;

●

a high level of debt could impair our ability to obtain additional financing in the future for working capital, capital expenditures, acquisitions,
general corporate or other purposes.

In addition, our bank borrowing base is subject to semi-annual redeterminations. We could be required to repay a portion of our bank borrowings
due to redeterminations of our borrowing base. If we are required to do so, we may not have sufficient funds to make such repayments, and we may need to
negotiate renewals of our borrowings or arrange new financing or sell significant assets. Any such actions could have a material adverse effect on our
business and financial results.
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We may be unable to access the equity or debt capital markets to meet our obligations.
Our plans for growth may include accessing the capital markets. Recent reluctance to invest in the exploration and production sector based on
market volatility, historically perceived underperformance, and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) trends, among other things, has raised
concerns regarding capital availability for the sector. If those markets are unavailable, or if we are unable to access alternative means of financing on
acceptable terms, we may be unable to implement all of our development plans, make acquisitions or otherwise carry out our business strategy, which
would have a material adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations and impair our ability to service our indebtedness.
Risks Relating to Technology and Cybersecurity
We rely on computer and telecommunications systems, and failures in our systems or cyber security attacks or breaches could result in
information theft, data corruption, disruption in operations and/or financial loss.
The oil and natural gas industry has become increasingly dependent upon digital technologies to conduct day-to-day operations including certain
exploration, development and production activities. We depend on digital technology to estimate quantities of oil and natural gas reserves, process and
record financial and operating data, analyze seismic and drilling information, process and store personally identifiable information on our employees and
royalty owners and communicate with our employees and other third parties. Our business partners, including vendors, service providers, purchasers of our
production and financial institutions, are also dependent on digital technology. It is possible that we could incur interruptions from cyber security attacks or
breaches, computer viruses or malware that could result in disruption of our business operations and/or financial loss. Although we utilize various
procedures and controls to monitor and protect against these threats and mitigate our exposure to such threats, there can be no assurance that these
procedures and controls will be sufficient in preventing security threats from materializing and causing us to suffer losses in the future. Even so, any cyber
incidents or interruptions to our computing and communications infrastructure or our information systems could lead to data corruption, communication
interruption, unauthorized release, gathering, monitoring, misuse or destruction of proprietary or other information, or otherwise significantly disrupt our
business operations. As cyber threats continue to evolve, we may be required to expend significant additional resources to continue to modify or enhance
our protective measures or to investigate and remediate any information security vulnerabilities.
Risks Relating to Our Common Stock
The market price of our common stock may be volatile, which could cause the value of your investment to decline.
The stock markets have experienced extreme volatility that has often been unrelated to the operating performance of particular companies. These
broad market fluctuations may adversely affect the trading price of our common stock. The market price of our common stock may also fluctuate
significantly in response to the following factors, some of which are beyond our control:
●

our operating and financial performance and prospects;

●

variations in our quarterly operating results and changes in our liquidity position;

●

investor perceptions of us and the industry and markets in which we operate;

●

future sales, or the availability for sale, of equity or equity-related securities;

●

changes in securities analysts’ estimates of our financial performance;

●

changes in market valuations of similar companies;

●

changes in the price of oil and natural gas; and

●

general financial, domestic, economic and other market conditions.
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We have no current plans to pay dividends on our common stock.
We do not currently anticipate paying any cash dividends on our common stock. We currently intend to retain future earnings, if any, to pay down
debt and finance the expansion of our business. Our future dividend policy is within the discretion of our Board of Directors and will depend upon various
factors, including our business, financial condition, results of operations, capital requirements and investment opportunities. In addition, our credit facility
currently prohibits us from paying dividends.
Our Board of Directors can, without stockholder approval, cause preferred stock to be issued on terms that could adversely affect common
stockholders.
Under our Articles of Incorporation, our Board of Directors is authorized to issue up to 50,000,000 shares of preferred stock, of which none are
issued and outstanding as of the date of this Annual Report. Also, our Board of Directors, without stockholder approval, may determine the price, rights,
preferences, privileges and restrictions, including voting rights, of those shares. If the Board of Directors causes shares of preferred stock to be issued, the
rights of the holders of our common stock could be adversely affected. The Board of Director’s ability to determine the terms of preferred stock and to
cause its issuance, while providing desirable flexibility in connection with possible acquisitions and other corporate purposes, could have the effect of
making it more difficult for a third party to acquire a majority of our outstanding voting stock. Preferred shares issued by the Board of Directors could
include voting rights, or even super voting rights, which could shift the ability to control the Company to the holders of the preferred stock. Preferred
shares could also have conversion rights into shares of common stock at a discount to the market price of the common stock which could negatively affect
the market for our common stock. In addition, preferred shares would typically have preference in the event of liquidation of the Company, which means
that the holders of preferred shares would be entitled to receive the net assets of the Company distributed in liquidation before the common stockholders
receive any distribution of the liquidated assets. We have no current plans to issue any shares of preferred stock.
Provisions under Nevada law could delay or prevent a change in control of our company, which could adversely affect the price of our common
stock.
In addition to the ability of the Board of Directors to issue preferred stock, the existence of some provisions under Nevada law could delay or
prevent a change in control of the Company, which could adversely affect the price of our common stock. Nevada law imposes some restrictions on
mergers and other business combinations between us and any holder of 10% or more of our outstanding common stock.
Item 1B:

Unresolved Staff Comments

None.
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Item 2:

Properties

General Background
Ring is currently engaged in oil and natural gas development, production, acquisition, and exploration activities currently focused in Texas and
New Mexico.
Management’s Business Strategy Related to Properties
Our goal is to increase stockholder value by investing in oil and natural gas projects with attractive rates of return on capital employed. We plan to
achieve this goal by exploiting and developing our existing oil and natural gas properties and pursuing strategic acquisitions of additional properties.
Developing and Exploiting Existing Properties
We believe that there is significant value to be created by drilling the identified undeveloped opportunities on our properties. As of December 31,
2021, we owned interests in a total of 60,882 gross (50,981 net) developed acres and operate the vast majority of our acreage position. In addition, as of
December 31, 2021, we owned interests in approximately 22,722 gross (13,399 net) undeveloped acres. While our near-term plans are focused towards
drilling wells on our existing acreage to develop the potential contained therein, our long-term plans also include continuing to evaluate acquisition and
leasing opportunities that can earn attractive rates of return on capital employed.
Pursuing Profitable Acquisitions
We have historically pursued acquisitions of properties that we believe to have exploitation and development potential comparable to our existing
inventory of drilling locations. We have an experienced team of management, engineering, geoscience, and land professionals who identify and evaluate
acquisition opportunities, negotiate and close purchases and manage acquired properties.
Summary of Oil and Natural Gas Properties and Projects
Significant Operations
Northwest Shelf –Yoakum, Runnels and Coke County, Texas and Lea County, New Mexico – In 2019, we acquired properties consisting of 49,754
gross (38,230 net) acres with an average working interest of 77% and an average net revenue interest of 58%. As of December 31, 2021, our acreage
position in these counties is 35,810 gross (25,655 net) acres with 17,950 gross (13,662 net) developed acres held by production and 17,860 gross (11,993
net) undeveloped acres. Our reserve estimates include 79 identified proved horizontal drilling locations and 11 proved vertical drilling locations. Our
reserve estimates include the capital costs required to develop these wells. We believe the Northwest Shelf leases contain additional potential drilling
locations.
Central Basin Platform - Andrews and Gaines County, Texas leases – In 2011, we acquired a 100% working interest and a 75% net revenue
interest in our initial leases in Andrews and Gaines counties. Since that time, we have acquired working and net revenue interests in additional producing
leases and acquired additional undeveloped acreage in and around our Andrews County and Gaines County leases. The working interests range from 1100% and the net revenue interests range from 1-88%. In total as of December 31, 2021, we own 29,065 gross (20,288 net), acres with 24,203 gross
(18,882 net) developed acres held by production and the remaining 4,862 gross (1,406 net) acres being undeveloped. Our reserve estimates include 2
vertical and 38 horizontal PUD wells in this area. Our reserve estimates include the capital costs required to develop these wells. We believe the Central
Basin Platform leases contain additional potential drilling locations.
Delaware Basin - Culberson and Reeves County, Texas leases – In 2015, we acquired properties consisting of 19,983 gross (19,679 net) acres with
an average working interest of 98% and an average net revenue interest of 79%. Since that time, we have acquired additional undeveloped acreage in and
around our Culberson and Reeves County leases. In total as of December 31, 2021, we own 18,729 gross (18,437 net) acres, all of which is developed and
held by production (no undeveloped acreage). Our reserve estimates include 5 vertical and 4 horizontal PUD wells. Our reserve estimates include the
capital costs required to develop these wells. We believe the Delaware Basin leases contain additional potential drilling locations.
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Title to Properties
We generally conduct a preliminary title examination prior to the acquisition of properties or leasehold interests. Prior to commencement of
operations on such acreage, a thorough title examination is usually conducted and any significant defects are remedied before proceeding with operations.
We believe the title to our leasehold properties is good, defensible and customary with practices in the oil and natural gas industry, subject to such
exceptions that we believe do not materially detract from the use of such properties. With respect to our properties of which we are not the record owner,
we rely on contracts with the owner or operator of the property or assignment of leases, pursuant to which, among other things, we generally have the right
to have our interest placed on record.
Our properties are generally subject to royalty, overriding royalty and other interests customary in the industry, liens incident to lending
agreements, current taxes and other customary burdens, minor encumbrances, easements and restrictions. We do not believe any of these burdens will
materially interfere with our use of these properties.
Summary of Oil and Natural Gas Reserves
As of December 31, 2021, our estimated proved reserves had a pre-tax PV-10 value of approximately $1,332.1 million and a Standardized
Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows of approximately $1,137.4 million, 100% of which relates to our properties in the Permian Basin in Texas
and New Mexico. We spent approximately $95.1 million on acquisitions and capital projects during 2020 and 2021. We expect to further develop these
properties through additional drilling.
The following table summarizes our total net proved reserves, pre-tax PV-10 value and Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash
Flows as of December 31, 2021. All of our reserves are in the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico.

Oil
(Bbl)

65,838,609

Natural
Gas (Mcf)

71,773,789

Total
(Boe) (1)

Standardized
Measure of
Discounted Future
Net Cash Flows

Pre-Tax PV-10
Value (2)

77,800,907

$

1,332,097,625

$

1,137,364,848

(1) Six Mcf is the equivalent of one Boe.
(2) PV-10 is a non-GAAP financial measure. See below for a reconciliation.
The Company presents the pre-tax PV-10 value, which is a non-GAAP financial measure, because it is a widely used industry standard which we
believe is useful to those who may review this Annual Report when comparing our asset base and performance to other comparable oil and natural gas
exploration and production companies. PV-10 is a non-GAAP measure that differs from a measure under GAAP known as “standardized measure of
discounted future net cash flows” in that PV-10 is calculated without including future income taxes. PV-10 does not necessarily represent the fair market
value of oil and natural gas properties. PV-10 is not a measure of financial or operational performance under GAAP, nor should it be considered in isolation
or as a substitute for the standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows as defined under GAAP.
The table below provides a reconciliation of PV-10 to the standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows (in thousands):
Present value of estimated future net revenues
Future income taxes, discounted at 10%
Standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows

$
$
$
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Reserve Quantity Information
Our estimates of proved reserves and related valuations are based on reports independently determined and prepared by Cawley, Gillespie &
Associates, Inc., independent petroleum engineers. These reserves are attributable solely to properties within the United States. A summary of the changes
in quantities of proved (developed and undeveloped) oil and natural gas reserves is shown below.
Oil (Bbl)

Gas (Mcf)

Boe (1)

Balance, December 31, 2019
Extensions, discoveries and improved recovery
Production
Revisions of previous quantity estimates
Balance, December 31, 2020

71,359,014
3,495,210
(2,801,528)
(5,788,410)
66,264,286

58,271,882
1,824,310
(2,494,501)
3,703,336
61,305,027

81,070,994
3,799,262
(3,217,278)
(5,171,187)
76,481,791

Purchase of minerals in place
Extensions, discoveries and improved recovery
Sales of minerals in place
Production
Revisions of previous quantity estimates
Balance, December 31, 2021

2,180,497
3,975,675
(462,970)
(2,686,940)
(3,431,939)
65,838,609

824,512
5,172,392
(555,879)
(2,535,188)
7,562,925
71,773,789

2,317,916
4,837,740
(555,617)
(3,109,471)
(2,171,452)
77,800,907

(1) Six Mcf is the equivalent of one Boe.
Revisions represent changes in previous reserves estimates, either upward or downward, resulting from new information normally obtained from
development drilling and production history or resulting from a change in economic factors, such as commodity prices, operating costs or development
costs.
During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company’s extensions and discoveries of 4,838 MBOE resulted primarily from new proved
undeveloped locations resulting from the 2021 operated drilling program in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform as well as non-operated
activity in the Northwest Shelf. Negative revisions of 2,172 MBOE were the result of Delaware PUD removal due to the 5 Year Rule, well performance,
and increased cost from 2021 industry activity increase partially offset by commodity price increases.
Our proved oil and natural gas reserves are shown below.
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For the Years Ended December 31,
2021
2020

Oil (Bbls)
Developed
Undeveloped
Total
Natural Gas (Mcf)
Developed
Undeveloped
Total
Total (Boe)
Developed
Undeveloped
Total

36,820,824
29,017,785

38,260,638
28,003,648

65,838,609

66,264,286

39,748,880
32,024,909

34,335,520
26,969,507

71,773,789

61,305,027

43,445,637
34,355,270

43,983,225
32,498,566

77,800,907

76,481,791

Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
Our standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows relating to proved oil and natural gas reserves and changes in the standardized
measure as described below were prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Future income tax expenses are calculated by applying appropriate year-end tax rates to future pre-tax net cash flows relating to proved oil and
natural gas reserves, less the tax basis of properties involved. Future income tax expenses give effect to permanent differences, tax credits and loss
carryforwards relating to the proved oil and natural gas reserves. Future net cash flows are discounted at a rate of 10% annually to derive the standardized
measure of discounted future net cash flows. This calculation procedure does not necessarily result in an estimate of the fair market value of our oil and
natural gas properties.
Our estimates of reserves and future cash flow as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 were prepared using an average price equal to the unweighted
arithmetic average of the first day of the month price for each month within the 12-month periods ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, in
accordance with SEC guidelines. As of December 31, 2021, our reserves are based on an SEC average price of $63.04 per Bbl of WTI oil posted and
$3.598 per MMBtu of Henry Hub natural gas. As of December 31, 2020, our reserves are based on an SEC average price of $36.04 per Bbl of WTI oil
posted and $1.99 per MMBtu Henry Hub natural gas. Prices are adjusted by local field and lease level differentials and are held constant for life of reserves
in accordance with SEC guidelines.
The standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows relating to the proved oil and natural gas reserves are shown below.
Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
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December 31,
Future cash inflows
Future production costs
Future development costs
Future income taxes

2021

2020

2019

$ 4,853,709,000

$ 2,682,488,655

$ 3,825,773,515

(1,395,437,250)
(347,757,000)
(501,586,949)

Future net cash flows

2,608,927,801

10% annual discount for estimated timing of cash flows

(1,471,562,953)

Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows

$ 1,137,364,848

(821,515,126)
(244,323,270)
(208,645,934)

(964,887,856)
(252,457,833)
(424,715,966)

1,408,004,325

2,183,711,860

(852,133,072)
$ 555,871,253

(1,260,536,809)
$

923,175,051

The changes in the standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows relating to the proved oil and natural gas reserves are shown below.
Changes in Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
2021

Beginning of the year
Purchase of minerals in place
Extensions, discoveries and improved recovery
Development costs incurred during the year
Sales of oil and gas produced, net of production costs
Sales of minerals in place
Accretion of discount
Net changes in price and production costs
Net change in estimated future development costs
Revisions of previous quantity estimates
Changes in estimated timing of cash flows
Net change in income taxes

$

End of the Year

$

34

2020

555,871,253 $
33,688,718
79,003,885
17,513,180
(154,615,685)
(2,523,746)
63,810,764
636,884,944
(44,357,751)
(22,259,508)
86,845,188
(112,496,394)
1,137,364,848

$

2019

923,175,051
—
61,303,074
29,916,746
(70,634,853)
—
92,838,323
(368,974,767)
(3,883,985)
(66,213,586)
(139,039,115)
97,384,365

$

455,944,641
598,489,190
334,641,933
152,125,320
(137,663,314)
(30,174,528)
47,463,292
(219,608,128)
47,617,158
(126,143,669)
(107,443,484)
(92,073,360)

555,871,253

$

923,175,051
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Our proved reserves by state as of December 31, 2021 are summarized in the table below.

Oil (Bbl)

Gas (Mcf)

Total (Boe)

% of Total
Proved

Standardized
Measure of
Discounted Future
Net Cash Flows
(In thousands)

Pre-tax PV-10
(In thousands)

Future Capital
Expenditures
(In thousands)

Texas
PD
PUD

34,437,795
28,054,230

37,424,268
31,210,705

40,675,173
33,256,014

52 % $
43 %

748,346
516,430

$

638,949
440,936

$

53,892
280,458

Total Proved:

62,492,025

68,634,973

73,931,187

95 % $

1,264,776

$

1,079,884

$

334,350

New Mexico
PD
PUD

2,383,029
963,555

2,324,612
814,204

2,770,464
1,099,256

4% $
1%

46,169
21,153

$

39,420
18,061

$

1,228
12,179

Total Proved:

3,346,584

3,138,816

3,869,720

5% $

67,322

$

57,481

$

13,407

Total
PD
PUD

36,820,824
29,017,785

39,748,880
32,024,909

43,445,637
34,355,270

56 % $
44 %

794,515
537,583

$

678,369
458,996

$

55,120
292,637

Total Proved:

65,838,609

71,773,789

77,800,907

100 % $

1,332,098

$

1,137,365

$

347,757

Proved Reserves
We have approximately 77.8 million BOE of proved reserves, consisting of approximately 85% oil and 15% natural gas, as summarized in the
table above as of December 31, 2021. Our reserve estimates have not been filed with any Federal authority or agency (other than the SEC).
As of December 31, 2021, approximately 56% of the proved reserves have been classified as proved developed, or “PD” and the remaining 44%
are proved undeveloped, or “PUD”.
As of December 31, 2021, our total proved reserves had a net pre-tax PV-10 value of approximately $1,332.1 million and a Standardized Measure
of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows of approximately $1,137.4 million. Approximately $794.5 million and $678.4 million, respectively, of total proved
reserves are associated with the PD reserves, which is approximately 60% of the total proved reserves’ pre-tax PV-10 value. The remaining $537.6 million
and $459.0 million, respectively, are associated with PUD reserves.
Proved Undeveloped Reserves
Our reserve estimates as of December 31, 2021 include approximately 34.4 million BOE as proved undeveloped reserves. As of December 31,
2020, our reserve estimates included approximately 32.5 million BOE as proved undeveloped reserves. Below is a description of the changes in our PUD
reserves from December 31, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
During the year ended December 31, 2021, we incurred costs of approximately $22.9 million to convert 2,899 MBOE of reserves from PUD to
PD through development.
The increase in proved undeveloped reserves was primarily attributable to extensions of 4,110 MBOE resulting primarily from the 2021 operated
drilling program in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform as well as non-operated activity in the Northwest Shelf.
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The following table indicates projected reserves that we currently estimate will be converted from proved undeveloped to proved developed, as
well as the estimated costs per year involved in such development.
Estimated Costs Related to Conversion of Proved Undeveloped Reserves to Proved Developed Reserves

Year

Estimated Oil
Reserves
Developed (Bbls)

Estimated Gas
Reserves
Developed (Mcf)

2022
2023
2024
2025

8,671,710
12,828,397
7,353,579
164,099

8,665,935
12,188,540
9,896,043
1,274,390

10,116,032
14,859,821
9,002,919
376,497

29,017,785

32,024,908

34,355,269

Estimated
Development Costs

Total Boe

89,000,630
123,533,117
76,828,066
3,275,000
$

292,636,813

Preparation and Internal Controls Over Reserves Estimates
All the proved oil and natural gas reserves disclosed in this report are based on reserve estimates determined and prepared by independent reserve
engineers Cawley, Gillespie & Associates (“CGA”), a leader of petroleum property analysis for industry and financial institutions. CGA was founded in
1960 and performs consulting petroleum engineering services under Texas Board of Professional Engineers Registration No. F-693. Within CGA, the
technical person primarily responsible for preparing the estimates set forth in the CGA letter dated February 28, 2022, filed as an exhibit to this Annual
Report on Form 10-K, was Mr. Zane Meekins. Mr. Meekins has been a practicing consulting petroleum engineer at CGA since 1989. Mr. Meekins is a
Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Texas (License No. 71055) and has over 31 years of practical experience in petroleum engineering, with
over 31 years of experience in the estimation and evaluation of reserves. He graduated from Texas A&M University in 1987 with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Petroleum Engineering. Mr. Meekins meets or exceeds the education, training, and experience requirements set forth in the Standards Pertaining
to the Estimating and Auditing of Oil and Gas Reserves Information promulgated by the Society of Petroleum Engineers; he is proficient in judiciously
applying industry standard practices to engineering and geoscience evaluations as well as applying SEC and other industry reserve definitions and
guidelines.
The proved oil and natural gas reserves disclosed in this report are based on reserve estimates determined and prepared by independent reserve
engineers primarily using decline curve analysis to determine the reserves of individual producing wells. To establish reasonable certainty with respect to
our estimated proved reserves, the independent reserve engineers employed technologies that have been demonstrated to yield results with consistency and
repeatability. Reserves attributable to producing wells with limited production history and for undeveloped locations were estimated using volumetric
estimates or performance from analogous wells in the surrounding area. These wells were considered to be analogous based on production performance
from the same formation and completions using similar techniques. The technologies and economic data used to estimate our proved reserves include, but
are not limited to, well logs, geological maps, seismic data, well test data, production data, historical price and cost information and property ownership
interests. This data was reviewed by various levels of management for accuracy before consultation with independent reserve engineers. This consultation
included review of properties, assumptions and available data. Internal reserve estimates were compared to those prepared by independent reserve
engineers to test the estimates and conclusions before the reserves were included in this report. The accuracy of the reserve estimates is dependent on many
factors, including the following:
●

the quality and quantity of available data and the engineering and geological interpretation of that data;

●

estimates regarding the amount and timing of future costs, which could vary considerably from actual costs;

●

the accuracy of economic assumptions; and

●

the judgment of the personnel preparing the estimates.

Ring’s Executive Vice President of Engineering and Corporate Strategy, Mr. Alex Dyes, is the technical professional primarily responsible for
overseeing the preparation of our reserves estimates. He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Petroleum Engineering from the University of Texas with over
15 years of practical industry experience, including over 11 years of estimating and evaluating
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reserve information. He is a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers since 2013 and his qualifications meet or exceed the Society of Petroleum
Engineers’ standard requirements to be a professionally qualified Reserve Estimator and Auditor.
We encourage ongoing professional education for our engineers and analysts on new technologies and industry advancements as well as refresher
training on basic skill sets. In order to ensure the reliability of reserves estimates, the Corporate Reserves department follows comprehensive SECcompliant internal controls and policies to determine, estimate and report proved reserves including:
●

confirming that we include reserves estimates for all properties owned and that they are based upon proper working and net revenue interests;

●

ensuring the information provided by other departments within the Company such as Accounting is accurate;

●

communicating, collaborating, and analyzing with technical personnel in our business units;

●

comparing and reconciling the internally generated reserves estimates to those prepared by third parties; and

●

utilizing experienced reservoir engineers or those under their direct supervision to prepare reserve estimates.

Each quarter, the Executive Vice President of Engineering and Corporate Strategy presents the status of the Company’s reserves to senior
executives, and subsequently obtains approval of significant changes from key executives. Additionally, the five-year PUD development plan is reviewed
and approved annually by the Company’s Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Executive Vice President of Operations, and the Executive Vice
President of Land, Legal, Human Resources, and Marketing.
The Corporate Reserves department works closely with independent petroleum consultants at each fiscal year end to ensure the integrity, accuracy
and timeliness of annual independent reserves estimates. These independently developed reserves estimates are presented to the Audit Committee. In
addition to reviewing the independently developed reserve reports, the Audit Committee also periodically meets with the independent petroleum
consultants that prepare estimates of proved reserves.
Summary of Oil and Natural Gas Properties and Projects
Acreage
The following table summarizes gross and net developed and undeveloped acreage as of December 31, 2021 by region (net acreage is our
percentage ownership of gross acreage). Acreage in which our interest is limited to royalty and overriding royalty interests is excluded.
Developed Acreage
Gross
Net

Undeveloped Acreage
Gross
Net

Total Acreage
Gross

Net

Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf

24,203
18,729
17,950

18,882
18,437
13,662

4,862
—
17,860

1,406
—
11,993

29,065
18,729
35,810

20,288
18,437
25,655

Total

60,882

50,981

22,722

13,399

83,604

64,380

Leases of undeveloped acreage will generally expire at the end of their respective primary terms unless production from such leasehold acreage
has been established prior to expiration of such primary term. If production is established on such acreage, the lease will generally remain in effect until the
cessation of production from such acreage and is referred to in the industry as “Held-By-Production” or “HBP.” Leases of undeveloped acreage may
terminate or expire as a result of not meeting certain drilling commitments, if any, or otherwise by not complying with the terms of a lease depending on
the specific terms that are negotiated between lessor and lessee.
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The following table sets forth the gross and net undeveloped acreage, as of December 31, 2021, under lease which would expire over the next
three years unless (i) production is established on the lease or within a spacing unit of which the lease is participating, or (ii) the lease is renewed or
extended prior to the relevant expiration dates:
Undeveloped acreage
2023
Net

2022

Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

Gross

Net

3,241
—
9,946
13,187

2024

Gross

371
—
5,626
5,997

360
—
7,818
8,178

Gross

40
—
2,032
2,072

Net

960
—
7,088
8,048

895
—
266
1,161

Production History
The following table presents the historical information about our produced natural gas and oil volumes for the years ended December 31, 2021,
2020, and 2019:
Years Ended December 31,
2020

2021

2019

Oil (Bbls)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

867,835
104,129
1,714,976
2,686,940

958,691
159,635
1,683,202
2,801,528

1,590,473
275,080
1,670,573
3,536,126

Gas (Mcf)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

171,690
288,918
2,074,580
2,535,188

268,495
468,177
1,757,830
2,494,502

315,228
939,437
1,221,807
2,476,472

Total production (BOE)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

896,087
152,282
2,060,739
3,109,108

1,003,440
237,665
1,976,173
3,217,278

1,643,011
431,653
1,874,207
3,948,871

2,455
417
5,646
8,518

2,742
649
5,399
8,790

4,501
1,183
5,135
10,819

Daily production (Boe/d)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total
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Production Prices and Production Costs
The following tables provides historical pricing and costs statistics for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019.
Years Ended December 31,
2020

2021

Average sales price:
Oil (per Bbl)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

$

Natural gas (per Mcf)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

$

Total (per Boe)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

$

67.66
65.98
67.61
67.56

$

4.63
4.75
6.08
5.83

$

66.42
54.13
62.38
63.14

$

2021
Average lease operating expenses (per Boe)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

Average gathering, transportation and
processing costs (per Boe)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total
Average ad valorem taxes (per Boe)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

$

—
—
2.10
1.39

$

Average production taxes (per Boe)
Central Basin Platform
Delaware Basin
Northwest Shelf
Total

$

$

39

$

$

$

1.12
0.54
1.91
1.57

$

38.17
24.57
34.86
35.13

$

$

$

$

53.89
52.70
54.88
54.27

1.70
1.01
1.91
1.54

52.49
35.77
50.16
49.56

Years Ended December 31,
2020
2019

15.97
32.75
5.34
9.75

$

$

39.64
35.00
38.93
38.95

2019

$

$

15.44
19.13
4.91
9.25

$

—
—
2.07
1.27

1.17
0.33
0.57
0.73

$

2.85
2.45
3.01
2.93

$

$

$

$

$

14.31
14.26
6.70
10.69

$

—
—
1.53
0.73

1.82
0.50
0.60
0.97

$

1.67
1.30
1.64
1.63

$

$

$

1.16
0.49
0.69
0.86

2.28
1.85
2.45
2.31
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The average oil sales price amounts above are calculated by dividing revenue from oil sales by the volume of oil sold, in barrels “Bbl.” The
average natural gas sales price amounts above are calculated by dividing revenue from natural gas sales by the volume of natural gas sold, in thousand
cubic feet “Mcf.” The total average sales price amounts are calculated by dividing total revenues by total volume sold, in BOE. The average production
costs above are calculated by dividing production costs by total production in BOE.
Productive Wells
The following table presents our ownership as of December 31, 2021 in productive oil and natural gas wells (a net well is our percentage
ownership of a gross well). All of such wells are in the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico.
Oil Wells
Gross

Gas wells
Net

491

Total Wells

Gross

Net

333

Gross

—

—

Net

491

333

Drilling Activity
During 2021, we drilled 11 gross (9.91 net) wells in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform in the Permian Basin. We completed and
placed on production each of these wells during 2021, and completed and placed on production two gross (1.998 net) wells that were drilled in December
2020. In addition, Ring also participated in two gross (.23 net) non-operated wells in the Northwest shelf. These wells were successful and there were no
dry wells.
The table below contains information regarding the number of wells drilled and participated in during the periods indicated.
For the year ended December 31,
2020
Gross
Net

2021
Gross

Exploratory
Productive
Dry
Development
Productive
Dry
Total
Productive
Dry

Net

2019
Gross

Net

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

13.00
—

10.14
—

6.00
—

5.61
—

30.00
—

29.33
—

13.00
—

10.14
—

6.00
—

5.61
—

30.00
—

29.33
—

Present Activities
We had no wells in the process of being drilled or completed as of December 31, 2021.
Cost Information
We conduct our oil and natural gas activities entirely in the United States. As noted in the table under “Production Prices and Production Costs”,
our average production costs, per BOE, were $11.88 and $11.49 for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, and our average production
taxes, per BOE, were $2.93 and $1.63 for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. These amounts are calculated by dividing our total
production costs or total production taxes by our total volume sold, in BOE.
Costs incurred for property acquisition, exploration and development activities for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 are shown
below:
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2021
Wishbone Acquisition (1)
Acquisition of proved properties
Divestiture of proved properties
Development costs
Total Costs Incurred

$

$

—
1,368,437
(2,000,000)
51,302,131
50,670,568

2020
$

$

—
1,317,313
—
42,457,745
43,775,058

$

$

2019
304,392,921
3,400,411
(8,547,074)
152,125,320
451,371,578

(1) Wishbone Acquisition in 2019 includes $28.3 million in fair value of stock issued as consideration in acquisitions.
Other Properties and Commitments
Effective January 1, 2021, the Company moved its corporate headquarters to The Woodlands, Texas. Prior to this, our principal offices were in
Midland, Texas. Those offices now serve as an operations office. Our office space lease in Tulsa, Oklahoma was terminated as of March 31, 2021. We
expect our current office space to be adequate for the foreseeable future.
Item 3:

Legal Proceedings

The Company is a defendant in a lawsuit in Harris County District Court, Houston, Texas, styled EPUS Permian Assets, LLC, v. Ring
Energy, Inc., that was filed in July 2021. The plaintiff, EPUS Permian Assets, LLC, claims breach of contract, money had and received by fraudulent
inducement, unjust enrichment and constructive trust. The plaintiff is requesting its forfeited deposit of $5,500,000 in connection with a proposed property
sale by the Company plus related damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs. The action relates to a proposed property sale by the Company to the plaintiff,
which was extended by the Company on several occasions with the plaintiff ultimately failing to perform on the agreement and the Company keeping the
deposit. The Company believes that the claims by the plaintiff are entirely without merit and is conducting a vigorous defense and counterclaim. The
Company has filed an answer and a counterclaim denying the allegations and asserting affirmative defenses that would bar or substantially limit the
plaintiff’s claims, asserting breach of contract and requesting a declaratory judgment and attorneys’ fees and costs. The parties are conducting discovery.
Item 4:

Mine safety disclosures
Not applicable.
PART II

Item 5:

Market for Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

Market for our Common Stock
Our common stock is listed on the NYSE American under the trading symbol “REI.”
Performance Graph
The following graph compares the cumulative 5-year total return attained by stockholders on Ring’s common stock relative to the cumulative total
returns of the S&P 500 index and that of a selected peer group, named below. The graph assumes a $100 investment at the closing price on December 31,
2016, and reinvestment of dividends on the date of payment without commission. This table is not intended to forecast future performance of our common
stock.
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* The peer group consists of: Abraxas Petroleum Corporation, Amplify Energy Corp., Civitas Resources, Inc., Earthstone Energy, Inc., Laredo
Petroleum, Inc., Ranger Oil Corporation, SilverBow Resources, Inc., and W&T Offshore, Inc., each of which is in the oil and natural gas exploration and
production industry.
The performance graph above is furnished and not filed for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Acts and will not be incorporated by reference
into any registration filed under the Securities Act unless specifically identified therein as being incorporated by reference. The performance graph is not
solicitation material subject to Regulation 14A.
Record Holders
As of March 8, 2022, there were approximately 18,089 holders of record of our common stock.
Dividend Policy
We do not currently anticipate paying any cash dividends on our common stock. We currently intend to retain future earnings, if any, to pay down
debt and finance the expansion of our business. Our future dividend policy is within the discretion of our Board of Directors and will depend upon various
factors, including our business, financial condition, results of operations, capital requirements and investment opportunities. In addition, our credit facility
currently prohibits us from paying dividends.
Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities and Use of Proceeds from Registered Securities
None
Issuer Repurchases
We did not make any repurchases of our equity securities during the year ended December 31, 2021.
Item 6:

Reserved
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Item 7:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with our accompanying financial statements and the notes to those financial
statements included elsewhere in this Annual Report. The following discussion includes forward-looking statements that reflect our plans, estimates and
beliefs and our actual results could differ materially from those discussed in these forward-looking statements as a result of many factors, including those
discussed under “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Annual Report.
Overview
Ring is a growth oriented independent exploration and production company based in The Woodlands, Texas and is engaged in oil and natural gas
development, production, acquisition, and exploration activities currently focused in Texas and New Mexico. Our primary drilling operations target the oil
and liquids rich producing formations in the Northwest Shelf, the Central Basin Platform, and the Delaware Basin all of which are part of the Permian
Basin in Texas and New Mexico.
Business Description and Plan of Operation
The Company is focused on balancing the need to reduce long-term debt and further developing our oil and gas properties to maintain or grow our
annual production. We intend to achieve both through proper allocation of cash flow generated by our operations and potentially through the sale of noncore assets. We intend to continue evaluating potential transactions to acquire strategic producing assets with attractive acreage positions that can provide
competitive returns for our shareholders.
2021 Developments and Highlights
As the weak commodity price environment began to recover and the contraction in oil demand seen from the COVID-19 pandemic began to ease,
Ring initiated its Phase I four well program in the Northwest Shelf Asset by drilling two wells in December 2020 and two wells in January 2021. All four
wells were completed and placed on production during first quarter 2021. During that quarter, the Company also performed nine conversions from
electrical submersible pumps to rod pumps (such conversions, “CTRs”) with seven performed in the Northwest Shelf and two in the Central Basin
Platform. New wells were added throughout the year by drilling in phases, to ensure the Company would continue operating within cash flow. In the
second quarter of 2021, the Company completed its Phase II drilling program and placed on production three new horizontal San Andres wells in the
Northwest Shelf, along with four additional CTRs in the Northwest Shelf and one CTR in the Central Basin Platform. in the third quarter of 2021, the
Phase III drilling program resulted in two horizontal San Andres wells in Northwest Shelf and two horizontal San Andres wells in the Central Basin
Platform. During third quarter 2021, the Company also performed seven CTRs in the Northwest Shelf and three CTRs in the Central Basin Platform. In
the fourth quarter of 2021, the Company drilled one new well and performed one CTR in the Northwest Shelf and drilled one new well in the Central Basin
Platform. Lastly, during 2021 the Company participated with offset operators in two wells in the Northwest Shelf Asset as a non-operated working interest
owner.
Our oil and natural gas producing properties are located in the Permian Basin of Texas and New Mexico. Oil sales represented approximately
92.5% and 96.5% of our total revenue for the twelve months ended December 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The 4% variance in oil sales revenue was
due to higher realized gas and NGL prices in 2021. As of December 31, 2021, we had in place derivative contracts covering 3,129 barrels of oil per day for
the calendar year 2022. All of the 3,129 barrels of oil in 2022 are in the form of swaps of WTI Crude Oil prices. The oil swap prices for 2022 range from
$44.22 to $50.05, with a weighted average swap price of $46.60. Our 2021 derivative hedges resulted in total unrealized fair value loss of approximately
$25.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2021 and realized loss on derivatives of approximately $52.8 million for the year ended December 31,
2021. All of our hedges are financial hedges and do not have physical delivery requirements.
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In December 2021, the semi-annual redetermination of our lending group reaffirmed our borrowing base of $350 million, as well as continued the
prior hedging requirement of 3,100 barrels per day of crude oil sales for the calendar year 2022. During the fourth quarter, the Company paid down
approximately $5 million in debt leaving approximately $290 million outstanding on our credit facility as of December 31, 2021.
Market Conditions and Commodity Prices
Our financial results depend on many factors, particularly the price of crude oil and natural gas and our ability to market our production on
economically attractive terms. Commodity prices are affected by many factors outside of our control, including changes in market supply and demand,
which are impacted by weather conditions, pipeline capacity constraints, inventory storage levels, basis differentials and other factors. As a result, we
cannot accurately predict future commodity prices and, therefore, we cannot determine with any degree of certainty what effect increases or decreases in
these prices will have on our drilling program, production volumes or revenues.
The pandemic induced reduction in oil prices experienced in 2020 and the improvement of oil and natural gas prices experienced in 2021
continues to demonstrate commodity price volatility and we believe oil and natural gas prices may continue to be volatile for the foreseeable future. The
ability to find and develop sufficient amounts of crude oil and natural gas reserves at economical costs are critical to our long-term success.
Results of Operations
The following table sets forth selected operating data for the periods indicated:
For the Years Ended December 31,

2021

Net production:
Oil (Bbls)
Natural gas (Mcf)

2020

2,686,940
2,535,188

2019

2,801,528
2,494,502

3,536,126
2,476,472

Net sales:
Oil
Natural gas

$

181,533,093
14,772,873

$

109,113,557
3,911,581

$

191,891,314
3,811,517

Average sales price:
Oil (per Bbl)
Natural gas (per Mcf)

$

67.56
5.83

$

38.95
1.57

$

54.27
1.54

$

29,753,413
4,090,238
3,125,222
5,228,090
43,010,660
277,501,943
21,366,068
906,616
1,196,372

$

42,213,006
2,874,155
3,409,064
9,130,379
56,204,269
—
(3,000,078)
943,707
925,217

Production costs and expenses
Lease operating expenses
Gathering, transportation and processing costs
Ad valorem taxes
Production taxes
Depreciation, depletion and amortization expense
Ceiling test impairment
Gain (loss) on derivative contracts
Asset retirement obligation accretion
Operating lease expense
General and administrative expense
(excluding stock-based compensation)
Stock-based compensation expense

$

30,312,399
4,333,232
2,276,463
9,123,420
37,167,967
—
(77,853,141)
744,045
523,487
13,649,782
2,418,323
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Year Ended December 31, 2021 Compared to Year Ended December 31, 2020
Oil and natural gas sales. Oil and natural gas sales revenue increased from 2020 levels by approximately $83.3 million to $196.3 million in 2021.
Oil sales increased approximately $72.4 million and natural gas sales increased approximately $10.9 million. The oil sales increase was the result of an
increase in the average realized per barrel oil price from $38.95 in 2020 to $67.56 in 2021, slightly offset by a decrease in sales volume from 2,801,528
barrels of oil in 2020 to 2,686,940 barrels of oil in 2021. These per barrel amounts are calculated by dividing revenue from oil sales by the volume of oil
sold, in barrels. Despite the few months of shut in or curtailed production due to oil price destabilizing from the COVID-19 pandemic, volumes in 2020
significantly benefited from the large amount of capital activity seen in the previous year. Likewise, the lack of capital activity in 2020 resulted in a
negative impact to 2021 volumes due to natural well decline. Activity in 2021 helped offset declines, but not enough to overcome the full impact from the
reduced capital activity in 2020.
The natural gas sales volume increased from 2,494,502 Mcf in 2020 to 2,535,188 Mcf in 2021 and the average realized per Mcf gas price
increased from $1.57 in 2020 to $5.83 in 2021. The price increase was driven by a steady increase in NGL prices and a 92% increase in the underlying
Henry Hub gas price, which included the impact of Winter Storm Uri in 2021. These per Mcf amounts are calculated by dividing revenue from gas sales by
the volume of gas sold, in Mcf. Natural gas sales volumes in 2021 were positively impacted by higher volumes associated with reservoir de-pressurization
at the Northwest Shelf properties which were partially offset by purchaser inability to receive gas volumes at certain times throughout the year due to
downtime or mechanical issues effecting efficiencies with their facilities.
Lease operating expenses. Our total lease operating expenses (“LOE”) increased slightly from $29,753,413 in 2020 to $30,312,399 in 2021 and
increased on a BOE basis from $9.25 in 2020 to $9.75 in 2021. These per BOE amounts are calculated by dividing our total lease operating expenses by
our total volume sold, in BOE. LOE increased due to the higher amount of activity in 2021 compared to the lack of activity resulting from the oil price
destabilization from the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
Gathering, transportation and processing costs. Our total gathering, transportation and processing costs (“GTP”) increased slightly from
$4,090,238 in 2020 to $4,333,232 in 2021 and increased on a BOE basis from $1.27 in 2020 to $1.39 in 2021. GTP costs increased due to the higher gas
volumes processed in the Northwest Shelf.
Ad valorem taxes. Our total ad valorem taxes decreased from $3,125,222 in 2020 to $2,276,463 in 2021 and decreased on a BOE basis from $0.97
in 2020 to $0.73 in 2021. Ad valorem taxes decreased due to the Company’s compliance department’s annual detailed review of each property’s current
production, ownership, and lease operating expenses, which resulted in cost savings for the taxes assessed.
Oil and natural gas production taxes. Oil and natural gas production taxes as a percentage of oil and natural gas sales were 4.63% during 2020
and increased to 4.65% in 2021. The slight increase was due to higher Texas gas revenue which is taxed at 7.5%. Production taxes vary from state to state.
Therefore, these taxes are likely to vary in the future depending on the mix of production we generate from various states (currently only Texas and New
Mexico), and on the possibility that any state may raise its production tax rates.
Depreciation, depletion and amortization. Our depreciation, depletion and amortization expense decreased from $43,010,660 in 2020 to
$37,167,967 in 2021. The decrease was the result of an increase in our total reserves and an average decrease of total property cost from the impairment in
2020, resulting in a reduction to our average depreciation, depletion and amortization rate from $13.37 per BOE during 2020 to $11.95 per BOE during
2021. These per BOE amounts are calculated by dividing our total depreciation, depletion and amortization expense by our total volume sold, in BOE.
Ceiling Test Write-Down. The Company did not record a ceiling test write-down during 2021. The ceiling test was calculated based upon the
average of quoted market prices in effect on the first day of the month for the preceding twelve-month period as of December 31, 2021, adjusted for market
differentials, per SEC guidelines. The Company recorded a non-cash write-down of the carrying value of its proved oil and natural gas properties of
$277,501,943 for the year ended December 31, 2020 as a result of ceiling test limitations, which was reflected as ceiling test impairments in the
accompanying Statements of Operations. The primary reason for the write-down was a reduction in the oil price used for calculating the reserves from
$52.19 in 2019 to $36.04 in 2020.
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Asset retirement obligation accretion. Our asset retirement obligation (“ARO”) accretion decreased from $906,616 in 2020 to $744,045 in 2021.
This was a result of the reduction of ARO liabilities from the sale of assets in the first quarter of 2021 and plugging activities throughout the year.
Operating lease expense. Our operating lease expense decreased from $1,196,372 in 2020 to $523,487 in 2021 due to the month to month leases
for office equipment and compressors used in its operations on which the Company had previously elected to apply ASU 2016-02. The office equipment
and compressors are not subject to ASU 2016-02 based on the agreement and nature of use. The costs are recorded as short-term lease costs and amounts
included in Oil and gas production costs. The Company terminated its Oklahoma lease as of March 31, 2021 and negotiated a reduction to its Midland
office lease.
General and administrative expenses (including share-based compensation). General and administrative expenses decreased from $16,874,050 in
2020 to $16,068,105 in 2021. The decrease was primarily related to a $2,945,839 reduction in share-based compensation, offset by increases from salaries,
accounting expenses, and non-recurring costs associated with investor relations.
Interest expense. Interest expense decreased from $17,617,614 in 2020 to $14,490,474 in 2021. The decrease was the result of having lower amounts
outstanding on our credit facility throughout 2021.
Gain (loss) on derivative contracts. During 2020, the Company recorded a gain on derivative contracts of $21,366,068. During 2021, the
Company incurred a loss on derivative contracts of $77,853,141. The significant change was due to the rise of crude oil prices during 2021, which was
above the fixed price of the contracts.
Deposit forfeiture income. During 2021, the Company did not earn deposit forfeiture income. During 2020, the Company received $5,500,000 in
non-refundable deposits from the intended buyer regarding the attempted divestiture of the Company’s Delaware assets. With the cancellation of that
agreement, the non-refundable deposits were recognized as income on our Statements of Operations.
Benefit from (Provision for) income taxes. The benefit from (provision for) income taxes changed from a benefit of $6,001,176 for 2020 to a
provision of $90,342 for 2021. The change was primarily the result of a full valuation allowance on federal taxes in 2021 with only state tax activity
recognized.
Net income (loss). The Company had a net loss of ($253,411,828) in 2020 as compared to net income of $3,322,892 in 2021. The change in net
income (loss) is primarily the result of the ceiling test write-down in 2020.
Year Ended December 31, 2020 Compared to Year Ended December 31, 2019
Oil and natural gas sales. Oil and natural gas sales revenue decreased from 2019 levels by approximately $82.7 million to $113.0 million in 2020.
Oil sales decreased approximately $82.8 million while natural gas sales increased approximately $0.1 million. The oil sales decrease was the result of both
a decrease in sales volume from 3,536,126 barrels of oil in 2019 to 2,801,528 barrels of oil in 2020 and a decrease in the average realized per barrel oil
price from $54.27 in 2019 to $38.95 in 2020. These per barrel amounts are calculated by dividing revenue from oil sales by the volume of oil sold, in
barrels. The reduction in oil volume was the result of shutting in production and reducing our capital development program due to oil commodity prices,
which led to fewer wells drilled.
The natural gas sales volume increased slightly from 2,476,472 Mcf in 2019 to 2,494,502 Mcf in 2020 and the average realized per Mcf gas price
increased from $1.54 in 2019 to $1.57 in 2020. These per Mcf amounts are calculated by dividing revenue from gas sales by the volume of gas sold, in
Mcf. The slight increase was due to higher gas production volumes associated with reservoir de-pressurization at the Northwest Shelf properties.
Lease operating expenses. Our lease operating expenses (LOE) decreased from $42,213,006 in 2019 to $29,753,413 in 2020 and decreased on a
BOE basis from $10.69 in 2019 to $9.25 in 2020. These per BOE amounts are calculated by dividing our total lease operating expenses by our total volume
sold, in BOE. LOE decreased due to the extreme focus our operating team began early during the pandemic-induced downturn. We reduced overhead,
expense repairs, and converted 29 electrical submersible pumps to rod pumps, which have an overall lower operating cost. In addition, artificial lift
optimization has continued to reduce overall well failure rates, resulting in further reductions to operating costs.
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Gathering, transportation and processing costs. Our gathering, transportation and processing costs increased from $2,874,155 in 2019 to
$4,090,238 in 2020. This is due to the acquisition of the Northwest Shelf in April 2019, which accounted for the lower GTP costs during the year ended
December 31, 2019.
Ad valorem taxes. Our total ad valorem taxes decreased from $3,409,064 in 2019 to $3,125,222 in 2020 and increased on a BOE basis from $0.86
in 2019 to $0.97 in 2020. Ad valorem taxes decreased in total due to lower revenues and well counts year-over-year.
Oil and natural gas production taxes. Oil and natural gas production taxes as a percentage of oil and natural gas sales were 4.69% during 2019
and decreased to 4.63% in 2020. Production taxes vary from state to state. Therefore, these taxes are likely to vary in the future depending on the mix of
production we generate from various states, and on the possibility that any state may raise its production tax.
Depreciation, depletion and amortization. Our depreciation, depletion and amortization expense decreased from $56,204,269 in 2019 to
$43,010,660 in 2020. The decrease was the result of decreased sales volumes and a reduction in our average depreciation, depletion and amortization rate
from $14.23 per BOE during 2019 to $13.37 per BOE during 2020. These per BOE amounts are calculated by dividing our total depreciation, depletion
and amortization expense by our total volume sold, in BOE.
Ceiling Test Write-Down. The Company recorded a non-cash write-down of the carrying value of its proved oil and natural gas properties of
$277,501,943 for the year ended December 31, 2020 as a result of ceiling test limitations, which is reflected as ceiling test impairments in the
accompanying Statements of Operations. The Company did not have any write-downs for the period ended December 31, 2019. The ceiling test was
calculated based upon the average of quoted market prices in effect on the first day of the month for the preceding twelve-month period as of December 31,
2019, adjusted for market differentials, per SEC guidelines. The write-down reduced earnings in the period and is expected to result in a lower
depreciation, depletion and amortization rate in future periods. The primary reason for the write-down is a reduction in the oil price used for calculating the
reserves from $52.19 in 2019 to $36.04 in 2020.
Asset retirement obligation accretion. Our asset retirement obligation (ARO) accretion decreased from $943,707 in 2019 to $906,616 in 2020.
This was a result of the settlement of the ARO during 2020.
Operating lease expense. Our operating lease expense increased from $925,217 in 2019 to $1,196,372 in 2020 due to operating leases entered into
during 2019 which had only a partial year impact, as well as additional operating leases entered into during 2020.
General and administrative expenses (including share-based compensation). General and administrative expenses decreased from $19,866,706 in
2019 to $16,874,050 in 2020. The decrease was primarily related to acquisition related expenses incurred in 2019.
Interest income. Interest income decreased from $13,511 in 2019 to $8 in 2020. The decrease was the result of lower average cash on hand during
2020.
Interest expense. Interest expense increased from $13,865,556 in 2019 to $17,617,614 in 2020. The increase was the result of having larger
amounts outstanding on our credit facility during 2020.
Gain(loss) on derivative contracts. During 2019, the Company recorded a loss on derivative contracts of $3,000,078. During 2020, the Company
recorded a gain on derivative contracts of $21,366,068. The change was the result of the reduction in the oil price during 2020, compared to the prices
within the derivative contracts held.
Deposit forfeiture income. During 2020, the Company received $5,500,000 in non-refundable deposits from the intended buyer regarding the
attempted divestiture of the Company’s Delaware assets. With the cancellation of that agreement, the non-refundable deposits were recognized as income
on our Statements of Operations. No similar income item occurred during 2019.
Benefit from (Provision for) income taxes. The benefit from (provision for) income taxes changed from a provision of $13,787,654 for 2019 to a
benefit of $6,001,176 for 2020. The change was primarily the result of losses due to the ceiling test write-down in 2020 offset by a valuation allowance
against the deferred tax asset.
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Net income (loss). The Company had net income of $29,496,551 in 2019 compared to a net loss of ($253,411,828) in 2020. The change in net
income (loss) is primarily the result of the ceiling test write-down in 2020.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
Financing of Operations. We have historically funded our operations through cash available from operations and from equity offerings of our
stock. Our primary source of cash in 2021 was from funds generated from the sale of oil and natural gas production. These cash flows were primarily used
to fund our capital expenditures.
Credit Facility. On July 1, 2014, the Company entered into a Credit Agreement with SunTrust Bank (now Truist), as lender, issuing bank and
administrative agent for several banks and other financial institutions and lenders (the “Administrative Agent”), which was amended on June 26, 2015,
July 24, 2015, May 18, 2016, and June 14, 2018. In April 2019, the Company amended and restated its Credit Agreement with the Administrative Agent
(as amended and restated, the “Credit Facility”). The amendment and restatement of the Credit Facility, among other things, increased the maximum
borrowing amount to $1 billion, extended the maturity date through April 2024 and made other modifications to the terms of the Credit Facility. This
Credit Facility was amended on December 23, 2020 and June 17, 2020. The latest amendment adjusted the borrowing base to $350 million and made other
modifications to the terms of the Credit Facility. The fourth amendment on June 10, 2021, among other things, reaffirmed the borrowing base at $350
million and modified the definition for “Fall 2020 Borrowing Base Hedges,” from 4,000 barrels of oil per day to 3,100 barrels of oil per day for calendar
year 2022. The fifth amendment on June 25, 2021 incorporates contractual fallback language for US dollar LIBOR denominated syndicated loans, which
language provides for the transition away from LIBOR to an alternative reference rate, and incorporates certain provisions that clarify the rights of agents
to recover from lenders erroneous payments made to such lenders. The Credit Facility is secured by a first lien on substantially all of the Company’s assets.
The Borrowing Base is subject to periodic redeterminations, mandatory reductions and further adjustments from time to time. The Borrowing
Base is redetermined semi-annually on each May 1 and November 1. The Borrowing Base will be reduced in certain circumstances such as the sale or
disposition of certain oil and gas properties of the Company or its subsidiaries and cancellation of certain hedging positions.
The Credit Facility allows for Eurodollar Loans and Base Rate Loans (as respectively defined in the Credit Facility). The interest rate on each
Eurodollar Loan will be the adjusted LIBOR for the applicable interest period plus a margin between 2.5% and 3.5% (depending on the then-current level
of Borrowing Base usage). The annual interest rate on each Base Rate Loan is (a) the greatest of (i) the Administrative Agent’s prime lending rate, (ii) the
Federal Funds Rate (as defined in the Credit Facility) plus 0.5% per annum, (iii) the adjusted LIBOR determined on a daily basis for an interest period of
one-month, plus 1.00% per annum and (iv) 0.00% per annum, plus (b) a margin between 1.5% and 2.5% (depending on the then-current level of Borrowing
Base usage).
The Credit Facility contains certain covenants, which, among other things, require the maintenance of (i) a total Leverage Ratio (outstanding debt
to adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) of not more than 4.0 to 1.0 and (ii) a minimum ratio of Current Assets to Current
Liabilities (as such terms are defined in the Credit Facility) of 1.0 to 1.0. The December 2020 amendment permitted a total Leverage Ratio not greater than
4.25 for the period ending March 31, 2021. The Credit Facility also contains other customary affirmative and negative covenants and events of default. As
of December 31, 2021, $290,000,000 was outstanding on the Credit Facility. As of December 31, 2021, we were in compliance with all covenants
contained in the Credit Facility.
Equity Offering. In October 2020, the Company closed on an underwritten public offering of 9,575,800 Common Shares, (ii) 13,428,500 PreFunded Warrants and (iii) 23,004,300 Common Warrants at a combined purchase price of $0.70. This includes a partial exercise of the over-allotment. The
Common Warrants have a term of five years and an exercise price of $0.80 per share. Gross proceeds totaled $16,089,582.
Concurrently with the underwritten public offering, the Company closed on a registered direct offering of (i) 3,500,000 Common Shares, (ii)
3,300,000 Pre-Funded Warrants and (iii) 6,800,000 Common Warrants at a combined purchase price of $0.70. The Common Warrants have a term of five
years and an exercise price of $0.80 per share. Gross proceeds totaled $4,756,700.
Total gross proceeds from the 2020 underwritten public offering and the registered direct offering aggregated $20,846,282. Total net proceeds
aggregated $19,383,131.
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Cash Flows. Historically, our primary sources of cash have been from operations, equity offerings and borrowings on our Credit Facility. During
2021, 2020, and 2019 we had cash inflow from operations of $72,731,212, $72,159,255, and $106,616,221, respectively. During the three years ended
December 31, 2021, we financed $19,750,640 through proceeds from the sale of stock. During 2021, 2020, and 2019, we had proceeds from drawdowns on
our Credit Facility of $60,150,000, $26,500,000, and $327,000,000, respectively. We primarily used this cash to fund our capital expenditures and
development aggregating $528,032,951 over the three years ended December 31, 2021. Additionally, during 2021 and 2020 we used $83,150,000 and
$80,000,000, respectively, to reduce the outstanding balance on our Credit Facility. As of December 31, 2021, we had cash on hand of $2,408,316 and
negative working capital of $46,861,767, compared to cash on hand of $3,578,634 and negative working capital of $16,141,847 as of December 31, 2020
and cash on hand of $10,004,622 and negative working capital of $20,384,013 as of December 31, 2019.
Contractual Obligations. The Company maintains a Credit Facility which currently has a $350 million borrowing base. The outstanding balance
on that Credit Facility as of December 31, 2021 is $290 million, which will require repayment or refinancing at or prior to maturity in April 2024.
The Company leases office space in The Woodlands, Texas. The Woodlands office is under a five-and-a-half-year lease beginning January 15,
2021.
The Company has financing leases for vehicles with varying maturity dates from April 2022 through August 2024. At the end of the term of these
leases, the Company will own the vehicles. Future lease payments through August 2024 aggregate $692,090.
Subsequent Events
Effective February 1, 2022, the Company entered into a derivative contract with its lender for 1,000 barrels of oil per day for the remainder of 2022 (total
notional quantity of 334,000 barrels). Fixed swap prices vary by month, ranging from $90.78 per barrel in February to $80.01 per barrel by the end of the
year, with a weighted average swap price of $84.61 per barrel.
Effects of Inflation and Pricing
The oil and natural gas industry is very cyclical and the demand for goods and services of oil field companies, suppliers and others associated with
the industry puts extreme pressure on the economic stability and pricing structure within the industry. Typically, as prices for oil and natural gas increase,
so do associated costs. Material changes in prices impact the current revenue stream, estimates of future reserves, borrowing base calculations of bank
loans and the value of properties in purchase and sale transactions. Material changes in prices can impact the value of oil and natural gas companies and
their ability to raise capital, borrow money and retain personnel. We anticipate business costs will vary in accordance with commodity prices for oil and
natural gas, and the associated increase or decrease in demand for services related to production and exploration.
Off-Balance Sheet Financing Arrangements
As of December 31, 2021, we had no off-balance sheet financing arrangements.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Our discussion of financial condition and results of operations is based upon the information reported in our financial statements. The preparation
of these statements requires us to make assumptions and estimates that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses as well as
the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of our financial statements. We base our assumptions and estimates on historical experience
and other sources that we believe to be reasonable at the time. Actual results may vary from our estimates due to changes in circumstances, weather,
politics, global economics, mechanical problems, general business conditions and other factors. Our significant accounting policies, as well as
considerations of recent accounting pronouncements, are detailed in Note 1 to our financial statements included in this Annual Report. We have outlined
below certain of these policies as being of particular importance to the portrayal of our financial position and results of operations and which require the
application of significant judgment by our management.
Revenue Recognition. In January 2018, the Company adopted Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) 2014-09 Revenues from Contracts with
Customers (Topic 606) (“ASU 2014-09”). The timing of recognizing revenue from the sale of produced crude oil and
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natural gas was not changed as a result of adopting ASU 2014-09. The Company predominantly derives its revenue from the sale of produced crude oil
and natural gas. The contractual performance obligation is satisfied when the product is delivered to the customer. Revenue is recorded in the month the
product is delivered to the purchaser. The Company receives payment from one to three months after delivery. The transaction price includes variable
consideration as product pricing is based on published market prices and reduced for contract specified differentials. The new guidance regarding ASU
2014-09 does not require that the transaction price be fixed or stated in the contract. Estimating the variable consideration does not require significant
judgment and Ring engages third party sources to validate the estimates. Revenue is recognized net of royalties due to third parties in an amount that
reflects the consideration the Company expects to receive in exchange for those products. See Note 2 of our financial statements for additional information.
Full Cost Method of Accounting. We account for our oil and natural gas operations using the full cost method of accounting. Under this method,
all costs (internal or external) associated with property acquisition, exploration and development of oil and gas reserves are capitalized. Costs capitalized
include acquisition costs, geological and geophysical expenditures, lease rentals on undeveloped properties and cost of drilling and equipping productive
and non-productive wells. Drilling costs include directly related overhead costs. All of our properties are located within the continental United States.
Write-down of Oil and Natural Gas Properties. Companies that use the full cost method of accounting for oil and natural gas exploration and
development activities are required to perform a ceiling test calculation each quarter. The full cost ceiling test is an impairment test prescribed by SEC
Regulation S-X Rule 4-10. The ceiling test is performed quarterly utilizing the average of prices in effect on the first day of the month for the preceding
twelve-month period in accordance with SEC Release No. 33-8995. The ceiling limits such pooled costs to the aggregate of the present value of future net
revenues attributable to proved crude oil and natural gas reserves discounted at 10%, plus the lower of cost or market value of unproved properties, less
any associated tax effects. If such capitalized costs exceed the ceiling, the Company will record a write-down to the extent of such excess as a non-cash
charge to earnings. Any such write-down will reduce earnings in the period of occurrence and results in a lower depletion, depreciation and amortization
(“DD&A”) rate in future periods. A write-down may not be reversed in future periods even though higher oil and natural gas prices may subsequently
increase the ceiling.
During 2020, the Company recorded a non-cash write-down of the carrying value of the Company’s proved oil and natural gas properties as a
result of a ceiling test limitation of approximately $277.5 million, which is reflected with ceiling test and other impairments in the accompanying
Statements of Operations. The Company did not have any write-downs related to the full cost ceiling limitation in 2021.
Our estimates of reserves and future cash flow as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 were prepared using an average price equal to the unweighted
arithmetic average of the first day of the month price for each month within the 12-month periods ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, in
accordance with SEC guidelines. As of December 31, 2021, our reserves are based on an SEC average price of $63.04 per Bbl of WTI oil posted and
$3.598 per MMBtu Henry Hub natural gas. As of December 31, 2020, our reserves are based on an SEC average price of $36.04 per Bbl of WTI oil posted
and $1.99 per MMBtu Henry Hub natural gas. Prices are adjusted by local field and lease level differentials and are held constant for life of reserves in
accordance with SEC guidelines.
Oil and Natural Gas Reserve Quantities. Reserve quantities and the related estimates of future net cash flows affect our periodic calculations of
depletion and impairment of our oil and natural gas properties. Proved oil and natural gas reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil, natural gas and
natural gas liquids which geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future periods from known reservoirs
under existing economic and operating conditions. Reserve quantities and future cash flows included in this Annual Report are prepared in accordance with
guidelines established by the SEC and FASB. The accuracy of our reserve estimates is a function of:
●

the quality and quantity of available data;

●

the interpretation of that data;

●

the accuracy of various mandated economic assumptions; and

●

the judgments of the persons preparing the estimates.

Our proved reserve information included in this Annual Report was prepared and determined by Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc.,
independent petroleum engineers. Because these estimates depend on many assumptions, all of which may differ substantially from actual results, reserve
estimates may be different from the quantities of oil and natural gas that are ultimately
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recovered. We continually make revisions to reserve estimates throughout the year as additional properties are acquired. We make changes to depletion
rates and impairment calculations in the same period that changes to the reserve estimates are made.
All capitalized costs of oil and natural gas properties, including estimated future costs to develop proved reserves and estimated future costs of site
restoration, are amortized on the unit-of-production method using estimates of proved reserves as determined by independent engineers. Investments in
unproved properties and major development projects are not amortized until proved reserves associated with the projects can be determined.
Income Taxes. Deferred income taxes are provided for the difference between the tax basis of assets and liabilities and the carrying amount in our
financial statements. This difference will result in taxable income or deductions in future years when the reported amount of the asset or liability is settled.
Since our tax returns are filed after the financial statements are prepared, estimates are required in valuing tax assets and liabilities. We record adjustments
to the actual values in the period the Company files its tax returns.
In assessing the Company’s deferred tax assets, we consider whether a valuation allowance should be recorded for some or all of the deferred tax
assets which may not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is assessed at each reporting period and is dependent up on the generation
of future taxable income and the Company’s ability to utilize operation loss carryforwards during the periods in which the temporary differences become
deductible. We also consider the scheduled reversal of deferred tax liabilities and available tax planning strategies.
In January 2017, the Company adopted ASU 2016-09, Compensation – Stock Compensation (Topic 718.) The Company used the modified
retrospective method to account for unrecognized excess tax benefits from prior periods and uses the prospective method to account for current period and
future excess tax benefit.
Item 7A:

Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk

Commodity Price Risk
Our major market risk exposure is in the pricing applicable to our oil and natural gas production. Market risk refers to the risk of loss from
adverse changes in oil and natural gas prices. Realized pricing is primarily driven by the prevailing domestic price for crude oil and spot prices applicable
to the region in which we produce natural gas. Historically, prices received for oil and natural gas production have been volatile and unpredictable. We
expect pricing volatility to continue.
The prices we receive depend on many factors outside of our control. Oil prices we received during 2021 ranged from a monthly average low of
$52.52 per barrel to a monthly average high of $80.41 per barrel. Natural gas prices we received during 2021 ranged from a monthly average low of $3.74
per Mcf to a monthly average high of $11.19 per Mcf. A significant decline in the prices of oil or natural gas could have a material adverse effect on our
financial condition and results of operations. In order to reduce commodity price uncertainty and increase cash flow predictability relating to the marketing
of our crude oil and natural gas, we may enter into crude oil and natural gas price hedging arrangements with respect to a portion of our expected
production. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had in place derivative contracts covering 3,129 barrels of oil per day for the calendar year 2022. All
of the 3,129 barrels of oil in 2022 are in the form of swaps of WTI Crude Oil prices. The oil swap prices for 2022 range from $44.22 to $50.05, with a
weighted average swap price of $46.60. See Note 8 to our Financial Statements for further information.
Customer Credit Risk
Our principal exposure to credit risk is through receivables from the sale of our oil and natural gas production (approximately $24.0 million as of
December 31, 2021). We are subject to credit risk due to the concentration of our oil and natural gas receivables with our most significant customers. We
do not require our customers to post collateral, and the inability of our significant customers to meet their obligations to us or their insolvency or
liquidation may adversely affect our financial results. For the fiscal year 2021, sales to three customers, Phillips 66, NGL Crude and BP Energy
represented 76%, 7% and 6%, respectively, of oil and natural gas revenues. As of December 31, 2021, Phillips 66 represented 75% of our accounts
receivable, NGL Crude represented 8% of our accounts receivable and BP Energy represented 4% of our accounts receivable. Due to availability of other
purchasers, we do not believe the loss of any single oil or natural gas customer would have a material adverse effect on our results of operations.
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Interest Rate Risk
We are subject to market risk exposure related to changes in interest rates on our indebtedness under our Credit Facility, which bears variable
interest based upon a prime rate and is therefore susceptible to interest rate fluctuations. Changes in interest rates affect the interest earned on the
Company’s cash and cash equivalents and the interest rate paid on borrowings under the Credit Facility.
As of December 31, 2021, we had $290 million outstanding on our Credit Facility with a weighted average interest rate of 4.4%. A 1% change in
the interest rate on our Credit Facility would result in an estimated $2,900,000 change in our annual interest expense. See note 10 in the Footnotes to the
Financial Statements for more information on the Company’s interest rates on our Credit Facility.
Currently, the Company does not use interest rate derivative instruments to manage exposure to interest rate changes.
Please also see Item 1A “Risk Factors” above for a discussion of other risks and uncertainties we face in our business.
Item 8:

Financial Statements and Supplementary Data
The financial statements and supplementary data required by this item are included beginning at page F-1 of this Annual Report.

Item 9:

Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants and Accounting and Financial Disclosure
None.

Item 9A:

Controls and Procedures

Evaluation of disclosure controls and procedures.
Under the direction of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, we have established disclosure controls and procedures, as defined
in Rule 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by us in the reports that we
file or submit under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms. The
disclosure controls and procedures are also intended to ensure that such information is accumulated and communicated to management, including our
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosures. In designing and evaluating
the disclosure controls and procedures, management is required to apply judgment in evaluating the benefits of possible controls and procedures relative to
their costs.
As of December 31, 2021, an evaluation was performed under the supervision and with the participation of management, including our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure controls and procedures pursuant to Rule
13a-15(b) under the Exchange Act. Based upon our evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer have concluded that as of
December 31, 2021, our disclosure controls and procedures are effective.
Changes in internal control over financial reporting.
We regularly review our system of internal control over financial reporting and make changes to our processes and systems to improve controls
and increase efficiency, while ensuring that we maintain an effective internal control environment. Changes may include such activities as implementing
new, more efficient systems, consolidating activities, and migrating processes. During the first quarter of 2021, the Company transitioned its accounting
and reporting functions from Tulsa in conjunction with its corporate headquarters relocation. On March 24, 2021, Travis Thomas was named Chief
Financial Officer, replacing William Broaddrick.
Except as described above, there were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2021 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and Report of Independent Accounting Firm
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls over financial reporting. Our internal control system is
designed to provide reasonable assurance to our management and Board of Directors regarding the preparation and fair presentation of published financial
statements.
All internal control systems, no matter how well designed, have inherent limitations. Therefore, even those systems determined to be effective can
provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement preparation and presentation. Furthermore, the effectiveness of a system of internal
control over financial reporting in future periods can change as conditions change.
In making our assessment of internal control over financial reporting, our management used the criteria issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) in Internal Control – Integrated Framework (2013). Based on our assessment, we believe that, as of
December 31, 2021, our internal control over financial reporting is effective based on those criteria.
The independent registered public accounting firm, Grant Thornton LLP, has audited the financial statements included in this Annual Report on
Form 10-K, and has issued their report on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting at December 31, 2021. The report,
which expresses an unqualified opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting at December 31, 2021, is set forth
below.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Stockholders
Ring Energy, Inc.
Opinion on internal control over financial reporting
We have audited the internal control over financial reporting of Ring Energy, Inc. (a Nevada corporation) (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2021, based
on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (“COSO”). In our opinion, the Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2021, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by COSO.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”), the financial
statements of the Company as of and for the year ended December 31, 2021, and our report dated March 16, 2022 expressed an unqualified opinion on
those financial statements.
Basis for opinion
The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of
internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm
registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the
applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an
understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design and operating
effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Definition and limitations of internal control over financial reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting
and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. A company’s internal control
over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly
reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit
preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are
being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding
prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial
statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of
compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Houston, Texas
March 16, 2022
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Item 9B:

Other Information

None.
Item 9C:

Disclosure Regarding Foreign Jurisdictions that Prevent Inspections

None.
PART III
Item 10:

Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference herein from the 2022 Proxy Statement to be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after December 31, 2021. If the Proxy Statement is not filed with the SEC by such time, such information will be included in an amendment to
this Annual Report by such time.
Item 11:

Executive Compensation

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference herein from the 2022 Proxy Statement to be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after December 31, 2021. If the Proxy Statement is not filed with the SEC by such time, such information will be included in an amendment to
this Annual Report by such time.
Item 12:

Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference herein from the 2022 Proxy Statement to be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after December 31, 2021. If the Proxy Statement is not filed with the SEC by such time, such information will be included in an amendment to
this Annual Report by such time.
Item 13:

Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference herein from the 2022 Proxy Statement to be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after December 31, 2021. If the Proxy Statement is not filed with the SEC by such time, such information will be included in an amendment to
this Annual Report by such time.
Item 14:

Principal Accounting Fees and Services

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference herein from the 2022 Proxy Statement to be filed with the SEC no later than
120 days after December 31, 2021. If the Proxy Statement is not filed with the SEC by such time, such information will be included in an amendment to
this Annual Report by such time.
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PART IV
Item 15:

Exhibits, Financial Statement Schedules
(a) Financial Statements
The following financial statements are filed with this Annual Report:
Page

Report of Grant Thornton, LLP, Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm (PCAOB ID Number 248)

F-5

Report of Eide Bailly LLP, Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm (PCAOB ID Number 286)

F-8

Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2021 and 2020

F-9

Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019

F-10

Statements of Stockholders’ Equity for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019

F-11

Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019

F-12

Notes to Financial Statements

F-14

Supplemental Information on Oil and Gas Producing Activities

F-33
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Incorporated by Reference
Exhibit
Number
2.1

3.1
3.1(a)
3.2
4.1
4.2
4.3
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5*
10.6*
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13
10.14
10.15

10.16

Exhibit Description
Purchase and Sale Agreement, dated February 25, 2019 by and
among Ring Energy, Inc. and Wishbone Energy Partners, LLC,
Wishbone Texas operating Company LLC and WB
WaterWorks, LLC
Articles of Incorporation (as amended)

Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation,
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SIGNATURES
In accordance with Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, the registrant caused this report to be signed on behalf by the undersigned, thereunto
duly authorized.
Ring Energy, Inc.
By: /s/ Paul D. McKinney
Mr. Paul D. McKinney
Chief Executive Officer
Date: March 16, 2022
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that each individual whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Paul D.
McKinney, his or her true and lawful attorneys-in-fact and agents, with full power of substitution and resubstitution, for him or her and in his or her name,
place and stead, in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments to the annual report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, hereby ratifying and confirming his signature as he may be signed by his or her said attorney to any and all amendments to said Annual
Report on Form 10-K.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of the
Registrant and in the capacities indicated on the dates indicated.
/s/ Paul D. McKinney
Mr. Paul D. McKinney
Chief Executive Officer and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)
Date: March 16, 2022

/s/ Thomas L. Mitchell
Mr. Thomas L. Mitchell
Director

/s/ Travis T. Thomas
Mr. Travis T. Thomas
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)
Date: March 16, 2022

/s/ Anthony B. Petrelli
Mr. Anthony B. Petrelli
Director

/s/ Regina Roesener
Mrs. Regina Roesener
Director

/s/ Clayton E. Woodrum
Mr. Clayton E. Woodrum
Director

Date: March 16, 2022

Date: March 16, 2022

/s/ Richard Harris
Mr. Richard Harris
Director

/s/ John Crum
Mr. John Crum
Director

Date: March 16, 2022

Date: March 16, 2022

Date: March 16, 2022

Date: March 16, 2022
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Stockholders
Ring Energy, Inc.
Opinion on the financial statements
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Ring Energy, Inc. (a Nevada corporation) (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2021, the related
statements of operations, stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2021, and the related notes (collectively referred to as the
“financial statements”). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of
December 31, 2021, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2021, in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”), the Company’s
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2021, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”), and our report dated March 16, 2022 expressed an unqualified
opinion.
Basis for opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s financial
statements based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company
in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. Our audit included performing
procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to
those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audit also
included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Critical audit matters
The critical audit matters communicated below are matters arising from the current period audit of the financial statements that were communicated or
required to be communicated to the audit committee and that: (1) relate to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial statements and
(2) involved our especially challenging, subjective, or complex judgments. The communication of critical audit matters does not alter in any way our
opinion on the financial statements, taken as a whole, and we are not, by communicating the critical audit matters below, providing separate opinions on
the critical audit matters or on the accounts or disclosures to which they relate.
The development of estimated proved reserves used in the calculation of depletion, depreciation and amortization expense and evaluation of full cost
ceiling impairment under the full cost method of accounting
As described further in Note 1 to the financial statements, the Company accounts for its oil and gas properties using the full cost method of accounting
which requires management to make estimates of proved reserve volumes and future net revenues to record depletion, depreciation and amortization
expense and assess its oil and gas properties for potential full cost ceiling impairment. To estimate the volume of proved reserves and future net revenue,
management makes significant estimates and assumptions including forecasting the production decline rate of producing properties and forecasting the
timing and volume of production associated with the Company’s development plan for proved undeveloped properties. In addition, the estimation of
proved reserves is also impacted by management’s judgments and estimates regarding the financial performance of wells associated with proved reserves
to determine if wells are expected with reasonable certainty to be economical under the appropriate pricing assumptions required in the estimation of
depletion,
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depreciation and amortization expense and potential full cost ceiling impairment assessment. We identified the estimation of proved reserves of oil and gas
properties as a critical audit matter.
The principal consideration for our determination that the estimation of proved reserves is a critical audit matter is that changes in certain inputs and
assumptions, which require a high degree of subjectivity, necessary to estimate the volume and future net revenues of the Company’s proved reserves could
have a significant impact on the measurement of depletion, depreciation and amortization expense and potential full cost ceiling impairment. In turn,
auditing those inputs and assumptions required subjective and complex auditor judgment.
Our audit procedures related to the estimation of proved reserves included the following, among others.
●

We tested the design and operating effectiveness of controls relating to management’s estimation of proved reserves for the purpose of estimating
depletion, depreciation and amortization expense and assessing the Company’s oil and gas properties for potential full cost ceiling impairment.

●

We evaluated the independence, objectivity, and professional qualifications of the Company’s reserve engineers, made inquiries of those
specialists regarding the process followed and judgments made to estimate the Company’s proved reserve volumes, and read the reserve report
prepared by the Company’s specialists.
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●

To the extent key inputs and assumptions used to determine proved reserve volumes and other cash flow inputs and assumptions are derived from
the Company’s accounting records, including, but not limited to: historical pricing differentials, operating costs, estimated capital costs, and
ownership interests, we tested management’s process for determining the assumptions, including examining the underlying support on a sample
basis. Specifically, our audit procedures involved testing management’s assumptions by performing the following:
o

We compared the estimated pricing differentials used in the reserve report to prices realized by the Company related to revenue
transactions recorded in the current year and examined contractual support for the pricing differentials

o

We tested models used to estimate the future operating costs in the reserve report and compared amounts to historical operating
costs

o

We evaluated the method used to determine the estimated future development costs used in the reserve report and compared
management’s estimates to amounts expended for recently drilled and completed wells

o

We tested the working and net revenue interests used in the reserve report by inspecting land and division order records;

o

We evaluated evidence supporting the amount of proved undeveloped properties reflected in the reserve report by examining
historical conversion rates and support for the Company’s ability to fund and intent to develop the proved undeveloped properties;
and

o

We applied analytical procedures to production forecasts in the reserve report by comparing to historical actual results.

/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2021.
Houston, Texas
March 16, 2022
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Board of Directors and
Stockholders of Ring Energy, Inc.
The Woodlands, Texas
Opinions on the Financial Statements and Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Ring Energy, Inc. (Ring Energy) as of December 31, 2020, and the related statements of operations,
stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “financial
statements”). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Ring Energy as of December 31, 2020,
and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
We also have audited Ring Energy’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2020, based on criteria established in 2013 Internal
Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). In our opinion, Ring
Energy maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2020, based on criteria established in
2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by COSO.
Basis for Opinion
Ring Energy’s management is responsible for these financial statements, for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting, and for its
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Annual Report on Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting appearing under Item 9A. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the entity’s financial statements and an opinion
on the entity’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”) and are required to be independent with respect to Ring Energy in accordance with the U.S.
federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud, and whether effective internal control
over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects.
Our audits of the financial statements included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included
obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the
design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing such other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.
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Definition and Limitations of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
An entity’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and
the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
An entity’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the entity; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and
expenditures of the entity are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the entity; and (3) provide reasonable
assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the entity’s assets that could have a material effect on
the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of
compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
Critical Audit Matters
The critical audit matters communicated below are matters arising from the current period audit of the financial statements that were communicated or
required to be communicated to the audit committee that (1) relate to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial statements and (2) involve
our especially challenging, subjective, or complex judgement. The communication of critical audit matters does not alter in any way our opinion on the
financial statements, taken as a whole, and we are not, by communicating the critical audit matters below, providing separate opinions on the critical audit
matters or on the accounts or disclosures to which they relate.
Depletion expense and ceiling test calculation of oil and natural gas properties impacted by the estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves
As described further in Note 1 to the financial statements, the Company uses the full cost method of accounting for oil and natural gas properties. This
accounting method requires management to make estimates of proved oil and natural gas reserves and related future cash flows to compute and record
depreciation, depletion and amortization expense, as well as to assess potential impairment of oil and natural gas properties (the full cost ceiling test). To
estimate the volume of proved oil and natural gas reserves quantities, management makes significant estimates and assumptions including forecasting the
production decline rate of producing properties and forecasting the timing and volume of production associated with the Company’s development plan for
proved undeveloped properties. In addition, the estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves is also impacted by management’s judgements and
estimates regarding the financial performance of wells associated with those proved oil and natural gas reserves to determine if wells are expected to be
economical under the appropriate pricing assumptions that are required in the estimation of depreciation, depletion and amortization expense and potential
ceiling test impairment assessments. We identified the estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves as it relates to the recognition of depreciation,
depletion and amortization expense and the assessment of potential impairment as a critical audit matter.
The principal consideration for our determination that the estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves is a critical audit matter is that there is
significant judgement by management and use of specialist in developing the estimates of proved oil and natural gas reserves and a relatively minor change
in certain inputs and assumptions that are necessary to estimate the volume and future cash flows of the Company’s proved oil and natural gas reserves
could have a significant impact on the measurement of depreciation, depletion and amortization expense and/or impairment expense. In turn, auditing those
inputs and assumptions required subjective and complex auditor judgement.
Our audit procedures related to the estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves included the following, among others.
●

We tested the design and operating effectiveness of internal controls relating to management’s estimation of proved oil and natural gas reserves
for the purpose of estimating depreciation, depletion and amortization expense and assessing for ceiling test impairment.

●

We evaluated the independence, objectivity, and professional qualifications of the Company’s independent petroleum engineer specialist and read
the report prepared by the Company’s independent petroleum engineer specialist.
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●

We evaluated the sensitive inputs and assumptions used to determine proved reserve volumes and other cash flow inputs and assumptions that are
derived from the Company’s accounting records, such as historical pricing differentials, operating costs, estimated capital costs, and ownership
interests. We tested management’s process for determining the assumptions, including the underlying support, on a sample basis where
applicable. Specifically, our audit procedures involved testing management’s assumptions as follows:
o

Tested the working and net revenue interest used in the reserve report

o

Tested the model used to determine the future capital expenditures by comparing estimated future capital expenditures used in the
reserve report to amounts expended for recently drilled and completed wells, where applicable;

o

Compared the estimated pricing differentials used in the reserve report to realized prices related to revenue transactions recorded in the
current year;

o

Tested the model used to estimate the operating costs at year end and compared to historical operating costs;

o

Evaluated the Company’s evidence supporting the proved undeveloped properties reflected in the reserve report by examining historical
conversion rates and support for the Company’s ability to fund and intent to develop the proved undeveloped properties.
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Valuation Allowance of Deferred Tax Assets
As described in Note 1 to the financial statements, the Company records a valuation allowance to reduce total net deferred tax assets when a
judgement is made that is considered more likely than not that a tax benefit will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is dependent
upon the generation of future taxable income during the periods in which those temporary differences will become deductible. We identified the
realizability of deferred tax assets as a critical audit matter.
The principal considerations for our determination that the realizability of deferred tax assets is a critical audit matter are that (a) the forecast of
future taxable income is subject to a high level of estimation and (b) the determination of any limitations on the utilization of net operating loss
carryforwards involve complex calculations and judgement. There is inherent uncertainty and subjectivity related to management’s judgements and
assumptions regarding the Company’s future taxable income, which are complex in nature and require significant auditor judgment.
Our audit procedures related to the valuation of deferred tax assets included the following, among others.
●

We tested the effectiveness of controls over management’s estimate of the realization of the deferred tax assets and management’s tax planning
strategies and the determination of whether it is more likely than not that the deferred tax assets will be realized prior to expiration.

●

We tested the reasonableness of management’s corporate model used to estimate future taxable income by comparing the estimates to the
following:
o

Historical taxable income.

o

Evidence obtained in other areas of the audit.

o

Management’s history of carrying out its stated plans and its ability to carry out its plans.

We have served as Ring Energy’s auditor since 2013.

Denver, Colorado
March 16, 2021
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RING ENERGY, INC.
BALANCE SHEETS

As of December 31,

2021

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Joint interest billing receivable
Derivative receivable
Prepaid expenses and retainers
Total Current Assets
Properties and Equipment
Oil and natural gas properties, full cost method
Financing lease asset subject to depreciation
Fixed assets subject to depreciation
Total Properties and Equipment
Accumulated depreciation, depletion and amortization
Net Properties and Equipment
Operating lease asset
Deferred financing costs
Total Assets

$

$

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Financing lease liability
Operating lease liability
Derivative liabilities
Notes Payable
Total Current Liabilities

2,408,316
24,026,807
2,433,811
—
938,029
29,806,963
883,844,745
1,422,487
2,089,722
887,356,954
(235,997,307)
651,359,647
1,277,253
1,713,466
684,157,329

$

Noncurrent Liabilities
Deferred income taxes
Revolving line of credit
Financing lease liability, less current portion
Operating lease liability, less current portion
Derivative liabilities
Asset retirement obligations
Total Liabilities
Stockholders' Equity
Preferred stock - $0.001 par value; 50,000,000 shares authorized; no shares issued or outstanding
Common stock - $0.001 par value; 225,000,000 shares authorized; 100,192,562 shares and 85,868,287
shares issued and outstanding, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit
Total Stockholders’ Equity
Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity

$

46,233,452
316,514
290,766
29,241,588
586,410
76,668,730

$

$

$

3,578,634
14,997,979
1,327,262
499,906
396,109
20,799,890
836,514,815
858,513
1,520,890
838,894,218
(200,111,658)
638,782,560
1,494,399
2,379,348
663,456,197

32,500,081
295,311
859,017
3,287,328
—
36,941,737

90,292
290,000,000
343,727
1,138,319
—
15,292,054
383,533,122

—
313,000,000
126,857
635,382
869,273
17,117,135
368,690,384

—

—

100,193
553,472,292
(252,948,278)
300,624,207
684,157,329

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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$

85,568
550,951,415
(256,271,170)
294,765,813
663,456,197
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RING ENERGY, INC.
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
For the years ended December 31,

2021

Oil and Natural Gas Revenues

$

Costs and Operating Expenses
Lease operating expenses
Gathering, transportation and processing costs
Ad valorem taxes
Oil and natural gas production taxes
Depreciation, depletion and amortization
Ceiling test impairment
Asset retirement obligation accretion
Operating lease expense
General and administrative expense
Total Costs and Operating Expenses
Income (Loss) from Operations
Other Income (Expense)
Interest income
Interest (expense)
Gain (loss) on derivative contracts
Deposit forfeiture income
Net Other Income (Expense)
Income (Loss) Before Provision for Income Taxes

2020

196,305,966

$

113,025,138

$

195,702,831

30,312,399
4,333,232
2,276,463
9,123,420
37,167,967
—
744,045
523,487
16,068,105

29,753,413
4,090,238
3,125,222
5,228,090
43,010,660
277,501,943
906,616
1,196,372
16,874,050

42,213,006
2,874,155
3,409,064
9,130,379
56,204,269
—
943,707
925,217
19,866,706

100,549,118

381,686,604

135,566,503

95,756,848

(268,661,466)

60,136,328

1
(14,490,474)
(77,853,141)
—
(92,343,614)

8
(17,617,614)
21,366,068
5,500,000
9,248,462

13,511
(13,865,556)
(3,000,078)
—
(16,852,123)

3,413,234

(259,413,004)

43,284,205

6,001,176
(253,411,828) $

(13,787,654)
29,496,551

(3.48) $
(3.48) $

0.44
0.44

Benefit from (Provision for) Income Taxes
Net Income (Loss)

$

(90,342)
3,322,892 $

Basic Earnings (Loss) per share
Diluted Earnings (Loss) per share

$
$

0.03
0.03

$
$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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RING ENERGY, INC.
STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Balance, December 31, 2018
Common stock issued as partial consideration in
acquisition
Restricted stock vested
Share-based compensation
Net income
Balance, December 31, 2019
Return of common stock issued as
consideration in asset acquisition
Common stock and warrants issued for cash, net
Exercise of pre-funded warrants issued in offering
Common stock issued for services
Restricted stock vested
Share-based compensation
Net (loss)
Balance, December 31, 2020
Common stock and warrants issued for cash, net
Exercise of pre-funded warrants issued in offering
Exercise of common warrants issued in offering
Options exercised
Restricted stock vested
Shares to cover tax withholdings
Payments to cover tax withholdings
Share-based compensation
Net income (loss)
Balance, December 31, 2021

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Common Stock
Shares
Amount

63,229,710
4,576,951
187,136
—
—
67,993,797

$

63,230

$

4,577
187
—
—
67,994

(16,702)
13,075,800
3,300,000
35,000
1,180,392
—
—
85,568,287 $
— $
13,428,500
442,600
100,000
785,357
(132,182)
—
—
—
100,192,562 $

Retained Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

$

494,892,093

$

(32,355,893) $

462,599,430

$

28,326,750
(187)
3,082,625
—
526,301,281 $

—
—
—
29,496,551
(2,859,342) $

28,331,327
—
3,082,625
29,496,551
523,509,933

(17)
13,076
3,300
35
1,180
—
—
85,568 $
— $
13,429
443
100
785
(132)
—
—
—
100,193 $

(103,368)
19,366,756
—
23,765
(1,180)
5,364,162
—
550,951,415 $
(65,000) $
—
353,637
199,900
(785)
132
(385,330)
2,418,323
—
553,472,292 $

—
—
—
—
—
—
(253,411,828)
(256,271,170) $
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
3,322,892
(252,948,278) $

(103,385)
19,379,832
3,300
23,800
—
5,364,162
(253,411,828)
294,765,813
(65,000)
13,429
354,080
200,000
—
—
(385,330)
2,418,323
3,322,892
300,624,207

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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RING ENERGY, INC.
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
For the Years Ended December 31,
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Net income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation, depletion and amortization
Ceiling test impairment
Asset retirement obligation accretion
Amortization of deferred financing costs
Share-based compensation
Shares issued for services
Deferred income tax expense (benefit)
Excess tax expense (benefit) related to share-based compensation
Adjustment to deferred tax asset for change in effective tax rate
(Gain) loss on derivative contracts
Cash received (paid) for derivative settlements, net
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and retainers
Accounts payable
Settlement of asset retirement obligation
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Payments for the Wishbone Acquisition
Payments to purchase oil and natural gas properties
Proceeds from divestiture of oil and natural gas properties
Payments to develop oil and natural gas properties
Payments to acquire or improve fixed assets subject to depreciation
Net Cash (Used in) Investing Activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Proceeds from revolving line of credit
Payments on revolving line of credit
Proceeds from issuance of common stock and warrants
Proceeds from option exercise
Payments for taxes withheld on vested restricted shares
Proceeds from notes payable
Payments on notes payable
Payment of deferred financing costs
Reduction of financing lease liabilities
Net Cash (Used in) Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash
Cash at Beginning of Period
Cash at End of Period
Supplemental Cash Flow Information
Cash paid for interest

2021
$

3,322,892

2020
$

2019
$

29,496,551

37,167,967
—
744,045
665,882
2,418,323
—
265,479
(175,187)
—
77,853,141
(52,768,154)

43,010,660
277,501,943
906,616
1,190,109
5,364,162
23,800
(3,975,170)
(2,026,006)
—
(21,366,068)
22,522,591

56,204,269
—
943,707
991,310
3,082,625
—
9,500,517
3,855,389
431,748
2,937,024
63,054

(9,483,639)
(541,920)
15,449,215
(2,186,832)
72,731,212

7,896,517
3,586,146
(8,380,594)
(683,623)
72,159,255

(10,035,648)
(1,878,667)
12,320,308
(1,295,966)
106,616,221

—
(1,368,437)
2,000,000
(51,302,131)
(568,832)
(51,239,400)

—
(1,317,313)
—
(42,457,745)
(55,339)
(43,830,397)

(276,061,594)
(3,400,411)
8,547,074
(152,125,320)
—
(423,040,251)

$

60,150,000
(83,150,000)
367,509
200,000
(385,330)
1,297,718
(711,308)
(104,818)
(325,901)
(22,662,130)
(1,170,318)
3,578,634
2,408,316

$

26,500,000
(80,000,000)
19,383,131
—
—
—
—
(355,049)
(282,928)
(34,754,846)
(6,425,988)
10,004,622
3,578,634

$

327,000,000
—
—
—
—
—
—
(3,781,657)
(153,417)
323,064,926
6,640,896
3,363,726
10,004,622

$

14,110,421

$

16,911,344

$

10,364,313

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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RING ENERGY, INC.
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (CONTINUED)
For the Years Ended December 31,
Noncash Investing and Financing Activities
Asset retirement obligation incurred during development
Asset retirement obligation acquired
Asset retirement obligation revision of estimate
Asset retirement obligation sold
Operating lease assets obtained in exchange for new operating lease liability
Operating lease asset revision
Financing lease assets obtained in exchange for new financing lease liability
Prepaid asset settled in divestiture of oil and natural gas properties
Oil and gas assets and properties acquired through stock issuance
Stock issued in property acquisition returned in final settlement
Capitalized expenditures attributable to drilling projects financed through current liabilities

2021
$

Supplemental Schedule of Investing Activities Wishbone Acquisition
Assumption of joint interest billing receivable
Assumption of prepaid assets
Assumption of accounts and revenue payables
Asset retirement obligation incurred through acquisition
Common stock issued as partial consideration in acquisition
Oil and gas properties subject to amortization
Cash paid

2020

171,390
662,705
435,419
(2,934,126)
839,536
(621,636)
—
—
—
—
309,365
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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$

2019

99,436
—
34,441
—
823,727
—
—
—
—
103,385
1,415,073
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

$

631,727
39,701
—
—
2,319,185
—
858,513
1,019,876
—
—
15,170,000
1,464,394
2,864,554
(1,234,861)
(3,705,941)
(28,331,327)
305,004,775
276,061,594
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RING ENERGY, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1 – ORGANIZATION, BASIS OF PRESENTATION AND SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Organization and Nature of Operations – Ring Energy, Inc., a Nevada corporation (“Ring,” “Ring Energy,” the “Company,” “we,” “us,” “our,” or similar
terms), is a growth oriented independent exploration and production company based in The Woodlands, Texas and is engaged in oil and natural gas
development, production, acquisition, and exploration activities currently focused in Texas and New Mexico. Our primary drilling operations target the oil
and liquids rich producing formations in the Northwest Shelf, the Central Basin Platform, and the Delaware Basin all of which are part of the Permian
Basin in Texas and New Mexico.
Reclassifications – Certain prior period amounts relating to components of operating expense have been reclassified to conform to current year
presentation within “Costs and Operating Expenses” in the Statements of Operations. Additionally, certain prior amounts associated with realized and
unrealized gains (losses) have been reclassified within the Statements of Operations and Statements of Cash Flows to conform with current year
presentation.
Use of Estimates – The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
(“GAAP”) requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, disclosure of contingent
assets and liabilities and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Changes in the future estimated oil and natural gas reserves or the estimated future cash flows attributable to the reserves that are utilized for impairment
analysis could have a significant impact on the future results of operations.
Fair Value Measurements - Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants at the measurement date (exit price). The Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) has established a fair value hierarchy that
prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. This hierarchy consists of three broad levels. Level 1 inputs are the highest
priority and consist of unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets and liabilities. Level 2 are inputs other than quoted prices that are
observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly. Level 3 are unobservable inputs for an asset or liability.
Fair Values of Financial Instruments – The carrying amounts reported for the revolving line of credit approximates fair value because the underlying
instruments are at interest rates which approximate current market rates. The carrying amounts of receivables and accounts payable and other current
assets and liabilities approximate fair value because of the short-term maturities and/or liquid nature of these assets and liabilities.
Fair Value of Non-financial Assets and Liabilities – The Company also applies fair value accounting guidance to initially, or as events dictate, measure
non-financial assets and liabilities such as those obtained through business acquisitions, property and equipment and asset retirement obligations. These
assets and liabilities are subject to fair value adjustments only in certain circumstances and are not subject to recurring revaluations. Fair value may be
estimated using comparable market data, a discounted cash flow method, or a combination of the two as considered appropriate based on the
circumstances. Under the discounted cash flow method, estimated future cash flows are based on management’s expectations for the future and include
estimates of future oil and natural gas production or other applicable sales estimates, operational costs and a risk-adjusted discount rate. The Company
may use the present value of estimated future cash inflows and/or outflows or third-party offers or prices of comparable assets with consideration of
current market conditions to value its non-financial assets and liabilities when circumstances dictate determining fair value is necessary. Given the
significance of the unobservable nature of a number of the inputs, these are considered Level 3 on the fair value hierarchy.
Concentration of Credit Risk and Accounts Receivable – Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to a concentration of credit risk
consist principally of cash and accounts receivable. The Company has cash in excess of federally insured limits of $1,936,805 and $3,328,634 as of
December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The Company places its cash with a high credit quality financial institution. The Company has not experienced
any losses in such accounts and believes it is not exposed to significant credit risk in this area.
Substantially all of the Company’s accounts receivable is from purchasers of oil and natural gas. Oil and natural gas sales are generally unsecured. The
Company has not had any significant credit losses in the past and believes its accounts receivable are fully collectable. The Company also has a joint
interest billing receivable. Joint interest billing receivables are collateralized by the pro
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rata revenue attributable to the joint interest holders and further by the interest itself. Accordingly, no material credit losses have been provided as of
December 31, 2021 and 2020.
Cash and Cash Equivalents – The Company considers all highly liquid investments purchased with an original maturity of three months or less to be cash
equivalents.
Oil and Natural Gas Properties – The Company uses the full cost method of accounting for oil and natural gas properties. Under this method, all costs
(direct and indirect) associated with acquisition, exploration, and development of oil and natural gas properties are capitalized. Costs capitalized include
acquisition costs, geological and geophysical expenditures, lease rentals on undeveloped properties and costs of drilling and equipping productive and
non-productive wells. Drilling costs include directly related overhead costs. Capitalized costs are categorized either as being subject to amortization or not
subject to amortization.
The Company records a liability in the period in which an asset retirement obligation (“ARO”) is incurred, in an amount equal to the discounted estimated
fair value of the obligation that is capitalized. Thereafter this liability is accreted up to the final retirement cost. An ARO is a future expenditure related to
the disposal or other retirement of certain assets. The Company’s ARO relates to future plugging and abandonment expenses of its oil and natural gas
properties and related facilities disposal.
All capitalized costs of oil and natural gas properties, including the estimated future costs to develop proved reserves and estimated future costs to plug
and abandon wells and costs of site restoration, less the estimated salvage value of equipment associated with the oil and natural gas properties, are
amortized on the unit-of-production method using estimates of proved reserves as determined by independent petroleum engineers. If the results of an
assessment indicate that the properties are impaired, the amount of the impairment is offset to the capitalized costs to be amortized. The following table
shows total depletion and the depletion per barrel-of-oil-equivalent rate, for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019.
2021

Depletion
Depletion rate, per barrel-of-oil-equivalent (BOE)

$
$

For the Years Ended December 31,
2020
2019

36,735,070
11.82

$
$

42,634,294
13.25

$
$

55,870,246
14.15

In addition, capitalized costs less accumulated depreciation, depletion and amortization and related deferred income taxes shall not exceed an amount (the
full cost ceiling) equal to the sum of:
1) the present value of estimated future net revenues discounted ten percent computed in compliance with SEC guidelines;
2) plus the cost of properties not being amortized;
3) plus the lower of cost or estimated fair value of unproven properties included in the costs being amortized;
4) less income tax effects related to differences between the book and tax basis of the properties.
For the year ended December 31, 2020, the Company recognized an impairment on oil and natural gas properties as a result of the ceiling test in the
amount of $277,501,943. No impairment was recorded for the years ended December 31, 2021 or 2019.
Land, Buildings, Equipment and Leasehold Improvements – Land, buildings, equipment and leasehold improvements are carried at historical cost,
adjusted for impairment loss and accumulated depreciation. Historical costs include all direct costs associated with the acquisition of land, buildings,
equipment and leasehold improvements and placing them in service.
Depreciation of buildings, equipment , software and leasehold improvements is calculated using the straight-line method based upon the following
estimated useful lives:
Leasehold improvements
Office equipment and software
Equipment

3‑10 years
3‑7 years
5‑10 years

Depreciation expense was $432,897, $376,366, and 334,023 for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019, respectively.
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Notes Payable – During 2021, the Company obtained external insurance for directors and officers, control of well, and cybersecurity through signing three
promissory notes. As of December 31, 2021, our notes payable balance included within current liabilities on our balance sheet is $586,410.
Revenue Recognition – In January 2018, the Company adopted Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) 2014-09 Revenues from Contracts with Customers
(Topic 606) (“ASU 2014-09”). The timing of recognizing revenue from the sale of produced crude oil and natural gas was not changed as a result of
adopting ASU 2014-09. The Company predominantly derives its revenue from the sale of produced crude oil and natural gas. The contractual performance
obligation is satisfied when the product is delivered to the customer. Revenue is recorded in the month the product is delivered to the purchaser. The
Company receives payment from one to three months after delivery. The transaction price includes variable consideration as product pricing is based on
published market prices and reduced for contract specified differentials. The new guidance regarding ASU 2014-09 does not require that the transaction
price be fixed or stated in the contract. Estimating the variable consideration does not require significant judgment and Ring engages third party sources to
validate the estimates. Revenue is recognized net of royalties due to third parties in an amount that reflects the consideration the Company expects to
receive in exchange for those products. See Note 2 for additional information.
Income Taxes – Provisions for income taxes are based on taxes payable or refundable for the current year and deferred taxes. Deferred taxes are provided
on differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities and their reported amounts in the financial statements, and tax carryforwards. Deferred tax
assets and liabilities are included in the financial statements at currently enacted income tax rates applicable to the period in which the deferred tax assets
and liabilities are expected to be realized or settled. As changes in tax laws or rates are enacted, deferred tax assets and liabilities are adjusted through the
provision for income taxes.
In January 2017, the Company adopted ASU 2016-09, Compensation – Stock Compensation (Topic 718.) The Company used the modified retrospective
method to account for unrecognized excess tax benefits from prior periods and uses the prospective method to account for current period and future excess
tax benefit.
Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes – In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, the Company has analyzed its filing
positions in all jurisdictions where it is required to file income tax returns for the open tax years in such jurisdictions. The Company has identified its
federal income tax return and its franchise tax return in Texas in which it operates as “major” tax jurisdictions. The Company’s federal income tax returns
for the years ended December 31, 2017 through 2021 remain subject to examination. The Company’s federal income tax returns for the years ended
December 31, 2007 through 2021 remain subject to examination to the extent of the net operating loss (NOL) carryforwards. The Company’s franchise tax
returns in Texas remain subject to examination for 2016 through 2021. The Company currently believes that all significant filing positions are highly
certain and that all of its significant income tax filing positions and deductions would be sustained upon audit. Therefore, the Company has no significant
reserves for uncertain tax positions and no adjustments to such reserves were required by generally accepted accounting principles. No interest or penalties
have been levied against the Company and none are anticipated; therefore, no interest or penalty has been included in our provision for income taxes in the
statements of operations.
Earnings (Loss) Per Share – Basic earnings (loss) per share is computed by dividing net income (loss) by the weighted-average number of common
shares outstanding during the year. Diluted earnings (loss) per share are calculated to give effect to potentially issuable dilutive common shares.
Major Customers – During the year ended December 31, 2021, sales to three customers represented 76%, 7% and 6%, respectively, of total oil and natural
gas sales. As of December 31, 2021, sales outstanding from these three customers represented 75%, 8% and 4%, respectively, of accounts receivable.
During the year ended December 31, 2020, sales to three customers represented 68%, 10% and 8%, respectively, of total oil and natural gas sales. As of
December 31, 2020, sales outstanding from these three customers represented 80%, 0% and 5%, respectively, of accounts receivable. During the year
ended December 31, 2019, sales to three customers represented 42%, 36% and 7%, respectively, of total oil and natural gas sales. As of December 31,
2019, sales outstanding from these three customers represented 47%, 31% and 9%, respectively, of accounts receivable.
Share-Based Employee Compensation – The Company has outstanding stock option grants and restricted stock awards to directors, officers and
employees, which are described more fully in Note 13. The Company recognizes the cost of employee services received in exchange for an award of
equity instruments based on the grant-date fair value of the award and recognizes the related compensation expense over the period during which an
employee is required to provide service in exchange for the award, which is generally the vesting period.
Share-Based Compensation to Non-Employees – The Company accounts for share-based compensation issued to non-employees as either the fair value
of the consideration received or the fair value of the equity instruments issued, whichever is more reliably
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measurable. The measurement date for these issuances is the earlier of (i) the date at which a commitment for performance by the recipient to earn the
equity instruments is reached or (ii) the date at which the recipient’s performance is complete.
Share-based compensation incurred for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019 was $2,418,323, $5,364,162, and $3,082,625, respectively.
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities – The Company may periodically enter into derivative contracts to manage its exposure to commodity
risk. These derivative contracts, which are generally placed with major financial institutions, may take the form of forward contracts, futures contracts,
swaps, or options. The oil and gas reference prices upon which the commodity derivative contracts are based reflect various market indices that have a
high degree of historical correlation with actual prices received by the Company for its oil and natural gas production.
When applicable, the Company records all derivative instruments, other than those that meet the normal purchases and sales exception, on the balance
sheet as either an asset or liability measured at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognized currently in earnings unless specific hedge accounting
criteria are met. Refer to Note 8 for further details.
Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements – In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU 2018-13, Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): Changes to the
Disclosure Requirements for Fair Value Measurement (“ASU 2018-13”). ASU 2018-13 eliminates, adds and modifies certain disclosure requirements for
fair value measurement. ASU 2018-13 is effective for annual and interim periods beginning January 1, 2020, with early adoption permitted for either the
entire standard or only the provisions that eliminate or modify requirements. ASU 2018-13 requires that the additional disclosure requirements be adopted
using a retrospective approach. The adoption of this guidance did not have a material impact on the Company’s financial statements.
Effective January 1, 2019, the Company adopted ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). The purpose of this guidance is to increase transparency and
comparability among organizations by recognizing certain lease assets and lease liabilities on the balance sheet and disclosing key information about
leasing arrangements. See Note 3 for a discussion of the impact on the Company’s financial statements.
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, Financial Instruments-Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial
Instruments, followed by other related ASUs that provided targeted improvements (collectively “ASU 2016-13”). ASU 2016-13 provides financial
statement users with more decision-useful information about the expected credit losses on financial instruments and other commitments to extend credit
held by a reporting entity at each reporting date. The guidance is to be applied using a modified retrospective method and is effective for fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 2019, with early adoption permitted. The Company adopted ASU 2016-13 on January 1, 2020. The adoption of ASU 201613 did not have a material impact to the Company’s consolidated financial statements or disclosures.
In December 2019, the FASB released ASU No. 2019-12 (“ASU 2019-12”), Income Taxes (Topic 740) – Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes,
which removes certain exceptions for recognizing deferred taxes for investments, performing intraperiod allocation and calculating income taxes in
interim periods. The ASU also adds guidance to reduce complexity in certain areas, including recognizing deferred taxes for tax goodwill and allocating
taxes to members of a consolidated group. The amended standard is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2020. The adoption of ASU
2019-12 did not have a material impact to the Company’s financial statements or disclosures. In October 2020, the FASB issued ASU 202010, Codification Improvements, which clarifies or improves disclosure requirements for various topics to align with SEC regulations. This update was
effective for the Company beginning in the first quarter of 2021 and is being applied retrospectively. The adoption and implementation of this ASU did not
have a material impact on the Company’s financial statements.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements – In March 2020, the FASB issued ASU 2020-04, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Facilitation of the Effects of
Reference Rate Reform on Financial Reporting (“ASU 2020-04”), which provides optional expedients and exceptions for applying GAAP to contract
modifications and hedging relationships, subject to meeting certain criteria, that reference LIBOR or another rate that is expected to be discontinued. ASU
2020-04 will be in effect through December 31, 2022. In January 2021, issued ASU No. 2021-01, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Scope (“ASU
2021-01”), to provide clarifying guidance regarding the scope of Topic 848. ASU 2020-04 was issued to provide optional guidance for a limited period of
time to ease the potential burden in accounting for (or recognizing the effects of) reference rate reform on financial reporting. The Company is currently
assessing the impact of adopting this new guidance.
In August 2020, the FASB issued ASU No. 2020-06, Debt - Debt with Conversion and Other Options (Subtopic 470-20) and Derivatives and Hedging Contracts in Entity’s Own Equity (Subtopic 815-40) (“ASU 2020-06”). ASU 2020-06 was issued to reduce the complexity associated with accounting for
certain financial instruments with characteristics of liabilities and equity. The
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guidance is to be applied using either a modified retrospective or a fully retrospective method. ASU 2020-06 is effective for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2021, with early adoption permitted. The Company will adopt ASU 2020-06 effective January 1, 2022. The adoption of ASU 2020-06 is not
expected to have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements or disclosures.
In October 2021, the FASB issued ASU 2021-08, "Business Combinations (Topic 805) – Accounting for Contract Assets and Contract Liabilities
from Contracts with Customers.” This update requires the acquirer in a business combination to record contract asset and liabilities following Topic 606 –
“Revenue from Contracts with Customers” at acquisition as if it had originated the contract, rather than at fair value. This update is effective for public
business entities beginning after December 15, 2022, with early adoption permitted. The Company continues to evaluate the provisions of this update, but
it does not believe the adoption will have a material impact on its financial position, results of operations or liquidity.
NOTE 2 – REVENUE RECOGNITION
Oil sales
Under the Company’s oil sales contracts, the Company sells oil production at the point of delivery and collects an agreed upon index price, net of pricing
differentials. The Company recognizes revenue when control transfers to the purchaser at the point of delivery at the net price received.
Natural gas sales
Under the Company’s natural gas sales processing contracts for our Central Basin Platform properties, Delaware Basin properties and part of our
Northwest Shelf assets, the Company delivers unprocessed natural gas to a midstream processing entity at the wellhead. The midstream processing entity
obtains control of the natural gas at the wellhead. The midstream processing entity gathers and processes the natural gas and remits proceeds to the
Company for the resulting sale of natural gas. Under these processing agreements, the Company recognizes revenue when control transfers to the
purchaser at the point of delivery. As such, the Company accounts for any fees and deductions as a reduction of the transaction price.
Under the Company natural gas sales processing contracts for the bulk of our Northwest Shelf assets, the Company delivers unprocessed natural gas to a
midstream processing entity at the wellhead. However, the Company maintains ownership of the gas through processing and receives proceeds from the
marketing of the resulting products. Under this processing agreement, the Company recognizes the fees associated with the processing as an expense
rather than netting these costs against revenue.
Disaggregation of Revenue. The following table presents revenues disaggregated by product:
2021

Operating revenues
Oil
Natural gas
Total operating revenues

$
$

For the years ended December 31,
2020

181,533,093
14,772,873
196,305,966

$
$

109,113,557
3,911,581
113,025,138

$
$

2019

191,891,314
3,811,517
195,702,831

NOTE 3 – LEASES
Effective January 1, 2019, the Company adopted ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). This guidance attempts to increase transparency and comparability
among organizations by recognizing certain lease assets and lease liabilities on the balance sheet and disclosing key information about leasing
arrangements. The main difference between previous GAAP methodology and the method in this new guidance is the recognition on the balance sheet of
certain lease assets and lease liabilities by lessees for those leases that were classified as operating leases under previous GAAP.
The Company made accounting policy elections to not capitalize leases with a lease term of twelve months or less and to not separate lease and non-lease
components for all asset classes. The Company has also elected to adopt the package of practical expedients within ASU 2016-02 that allows an entity to
not reassess prior to the effective date (i) whether any expired or existing contracts are or contain leases, (ii) the lease classification for any expired or
existing leases, or (iii) initial direct costs for any existing leases and the practical expedient regarding land easements that exist prior to the adoption of
ASU 2016-02. The Company did not elect the practical expedient of hindsight when determining the lease term of existing contracts at the effective date.
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The Company has operating leases for our offices in Midland, Texas and The Woodlands, Texas. The Midland office is under a five-year lease which
began January 1, 2021. Also beginning January 15, 2021, the Company entered into a five-and-a-half-year sub-lease for office space in The Woodlands,
Texas. The future payments associated with these operating leases are reflected below. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 the Company
had an operating lease with Arenaco, LLC for its Tulsa, Oklahoma office. The Tulsa lease was terminated as of March 31, 2021, with payments made until
the end of February 2021. Refer to Note 14 for further details.
The Company also has month to month leases for office equipment and compressors used in our operations on which the Company has elected to apply
ASU 2016-02 (i.e not capitalize). The office equipment and compressors are not subject to ASU 2016-02 based on the agreement and nature of use.
These leases are for terms that are less than 12 months and the Company does not intend to continue to lease this equipment for more than 12 months. The
lease costs associated with these leases is reflected in the short-term lease costs within Lease operating expenses, shown below.
The Company also has financing leases for vehicles. These leases have a term of 36 months at the end of which the Company owns the vehicles. These
vehicles are generally sold at the end of their term and the proceeds applied to a new vehicle.
Future lease payments associated with these operating and financing leases as of December 31, 2021 are as follows:

Operating lease payments (1)
Financing lease payments (2)

2022
$ 349,127
336,206

2023
$ 356,991
213,530

2024
$ 376,855
142,354

2025
$ 384,719
—

$

2026
110,096
—

(1) The weighted average discount rate as of December 31, 2021 for operating leases was 4.50%. Based on this rate, the future lease payments above
include imputed interest of $148,701. The weighted average remaining term of operating leases was 4.3 years.
(2) The weighted average discount rate as of December 31, 2021 for financing leases was 4.22%. Based on this rate, the future lease payments above
include imputed interest of $31,850. The weighted average remaining term of financing leases was 2.23 years.
The following table provides supplemental information regarding cash flows from operations:

2021

Operating lease costs
Short term lease costs (1)
Financing lease costs:
Amortization of financing lease assets (2)
Interest on lease liabilities (3)
(1) Amount included in Lease operating expenses
(2) Amount included in Depreciation, depletion and amortization
(3) Amount included in Interest expense
NOTE 4 – EARNINGS (LOSS) PER SHARE INFORMATION
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$
$

523,487
4,161,540

$
$

307,936
22,088
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For the years ended December 31,
Net Income (Loss)
Basic Weighted-Average Shares Outstanding
Effect of dilutive securities:
Stock options
Restricted stock
Common warrants
Diluted Weighted-Average Shares Outstanding
Basic Earnings (Loss) per Share
Diluted Earnings (Loss) per Share

$

$
$

2021
3,322,892
99,387,028
75,897
1,613,810
20,116,440
121,193,175
0.03
0.03

$

$
$

2020
(253,411,828)
72,891,310
—
—
—
72,891,310
(3.48)
(3.48)

$

$
$

2019
29,496,551
66,571,738
174,944
10,346
—
66,757,028
0.44
0.44

Stock options to purchase 113,659, 465,500, and 2,353,500 shares of common stock were excluded from the computation of diluted earnings per share
during the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively, as their effect would have been anti-dilutive. Also excluded from the
computation of diluted earnings per share were 114,880 (including 94,270 shares related to the performance stock units further described in Note 13),
2,144,617, and 704,684 shares of unvested restricted stock during the year ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively, as their effect would
have been anti-dilutive. Common warrants to purchase 29,804,300 shares of common stock were excluded from the computation of diluted earnings per
share during the year ended December 31, 2020, as their effect would have been anti-dilutive.
Pre-funded warrants to purchase 13,428,500 shares of common stock were included in the calculation of the Basic Weighted-Average Shares
Outstanding for the year ended December 31, 2020 as they were exercisable for a nominal amount and so were treated as if they were exercised at
issuance. These shares were exercised in January 2021 and have also been included in the beginning shares outstanding for the calculation of Basic
Weighted-Average Shares Outstanding for the year ended December 31, 2021.
NOTE 5 – ACQUISITIONS & DIVESTITURES
On April 9, 2019, the Company completed the acquisition of oil and gas properties from Wishbone Energy Partners, LLC, Wishbone Texas Operating
Company LLC and WB WaterWorks LLC (collectively, “Wishbone”) on the Northwest Shelf in Gaines, Yoakum, Runnels and Coke Counties, Texas and
Lea County, New Mexico (the “Acquisition”) pursuant to a purchase and sale agreement dated as of February 25, 2019 by and among the Company and
Wishbone (the “Purchase and Sale Agreement”). The acquired properties consist of 49,754 gross (38,230 net) acres and include a 77% average working
interest and a 58% average net revenue interest. Ring executed the Acquisition for the existing production and future development potential. The
Company incurred approximately $4.1 million in acquisition related costs, which were recognized in general and administrative expense. Total
consideration after purchase price adjustments included cash payments totaling approximately $276.1 million and the issuance of 4,576,951 shares of
common stock, of which 2,538,071 shares were placed in escrow to satisfy potential indemnification claims. The shares held in escrow were released in
April of 2020. The shares were valued at the price on the date of the signing of the Purchase and Sale Agreement, February 25, 2019, of $6.19 per share.
The Acquisition was recognized as a business combination whereby Ring recorded the assets acquired and the liabilities assumed at their fair values as of
February 1, 2019, which is the date the Company obtained control of the properties and was the acquisition date for financial reporting purposes. The
Company determined that it had effective control of the properties effective February 1, 2019 based on Ring having primary decision making ability
regarding the properties beginning at that time. Revenues and related expenses for the Acquisition are included in our statements of operations beginning
February 1, 2019. The estimated fair value of the acquired properties approximated the consideration paid, which the Company concluded approximated
the fair value that would be paid by a typical market participant. The following table summarizes the fair values of the assets acquired and the liabilities
assumed:
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Assets acquired:
Proved oil and natural gas properties
Joint interest billing receivable
Prepaid assets
Liabilities assumed
Accounts and revenues payable
Asset retirement obligations
Total Identifiable Net Assets

$

$

305,004,775
1,464,394
2,864,554
(1,234,861)
(3,705,941)
304,392,921

The revenues and direct operating costs associated with the acquired properties included in our financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019
are as follows:
Revenue

$

105,102,038

Oil and natural gas production costs
Oil and natural gas production taxes

17,037,228
4,646,660

Total direct costs (1)

21,683,888
$

Earnings from the Acquired properties

83,418,150

(1) This includes only oil and natural gas production costs and oil and natural gas production taxes and does not give account to depreciation, depletion
and amortization, accretion of asset retirement obligation, general and administrative expense, interest expense or any other cost that cannot be
directly correlated to the Acquisition.
The Company entered into a Purchase, Sale and Exchange Agreement dated February 1, 2021, effective January 1, 2021, with an unrelated party, covering
the sale and exchange of certain oil and gas interests in Andrews County, Texas. Upon the sale and transfer of wells and leases between the two parties, the
Company received a cash consideration of $2,000,000 and reduced the Company’s asset retirement obligations by $2,934,126 for the properties sold and
added $662,705 of asset retirement obligations for the wells acquired.
NOTE 6 – DEPOSIT FORFEITURE INCOME
In the second quarter of 2020, the Company entered into an agreement with an intended buyer to sell the Company’s Delaware Basin assets. The
agreement was amended on six different occasions throughout 2020 releasing the initial deposits to the Company and requiring additional non-refundable
deposits. In total, $5,500,000 in non-refundable deposits were made to the Company. In October 2020, the agreement was terminated as the buyer was not
able to consummate the transaction. As such, the Company recognized the $5,500,000 as income in our Statements of Operations as no divestiture of
assets had occurred. Refer to Note 17 for further details.
NOTE 7 – OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCING ACTIVITIES
Set forth below is certain information regarding the aggregate capitalized costs of oil and natural gas properties and costs incurred by the Company for its
oil and natural gas property acquisitions, development and exploration activities:
Net Capitalized Costs
As of December 31,

2021

2020

Oil and natural gas properties, full cost method
Financing lease asset subject to depreciation
Fixed assets subject to depreciation
Total Properties and Equipment
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and amortization

$

883,844,745
1,422,487
2,089,722
887,356,954
(235,997,307)

$

836,514,815
858,513
1,520,890
838,894,218
(200,111,658)

Net Properties and Equipment

$

651,359,647

$

638,782,560
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Net Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities
For the years Ended December 31,

2021

Payments to purchase oil and natural gas properties
Proceeds from divestiture of oil and natural gas properties
Payments to develop oil and natural gas properties
Payments to acquire or improve fixed assets subject to depreciation
Total Net Costs Incurred

$

$

2020

1,368,437
(2,000,000)
51,302,131
568,832
51,239,400

$

1,317,313
—
42,457,745
55,339
43,830,397

$

NOTE 8 – DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The Company is exposed to fluctuations in crude oil and natural gas prices on its production. We can utilize derivative strategies that consist of either a
single derivative instrument or a combination of instruments to manage the variability in cash flows associated with the forecasted sale of our future
domestic oil and natural gas production. While the use of derivative instruments may limit or partially reduce the downside risk of adverse commodity
price movements, their use also may limit future income from favorable commodity price movements.
From time to time the Company enters into derivative contracts to protect the Company’s cash flow from price fluctuation and maintain its capital
programs. The Company has historically used either costless collars or swaps for this purpose. Oil derivative contracts are based on WTI Crude Oil prices
and natural gas contacts are based on Henry Hub. A “costless collar” is the combination of two options, a put option (floor) and call option (ceiling) with
the options structured so that the premium paid for the put option will be offset by the premium received from selling the call option. Similar to costless
collars, there is no cost to enter into the swap contracts. On swap contracts, there is no spread and payments will be made or received based on the
difference between WTI and the swap contract price.
Throughout 2020 and 2021, the Company entered into additional derivative contracts in the form of oil swaps for 2022. The following tables reflect the
details of those contracts:
Oil derivative contracts
Date entered into

Period covered

Barrels
per day

Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022
Calendar year 2022

500
500
500
250
250
250
879 (1)

Swap price

2022 swaps
12/4/2020
12/7/2020
12/10/2020
12/17/2020
1/4/2021
2/4/2021
5/11/2021

$

44.22
44.75
44.97
45.98
47.00
50.05
49.03

(1) The notional quantity per the swap contract entered into on May 11, 2021 is for 26,750 barrels of oil per month. The 879 represents the daily
amount on an annual basis.
We did not designate our derivative instruments as hedges for accounting purposes. Derivative financial instruments are recorded at fair value and
included as either assets or liabilities in the accompanying balance sheets. Any gains or losses resulting from changes in fair value of outstanding
derivative financial instruments and from the settlement of derivative financial instruments are recognized in earnings and included as a component of
other income in the accompanying statements of operations.
The following presents the impact of the Company’s contracts on its balance sheets for the periods indicated.
As of December 31,
2021

Liabilities
Commodity derivative instruments
Derivative liabilities, current

$
$
F-22

29,241,588
29,241,588

2020

$
$

3,287,328
3,287,328
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Commodity derivative instruments
Derivative liabilities, non-current

$
$

—
—

$
$

869,273
869,273

The components of “Gain (loss) on derivative contracts” are as follows for the respective periods:
2021

Gain (loss) on oil derivative
Gain (loss) on natural gas derivatives
Gain (loss) on derivative contracts

$
$

For the years ended December 31,
2020

(77,654,452)
(198,689)
(77,853,141)

$
$

20,357,812
1,008,256
21,366,068

$
$

2019

(3,000,078)
—
(3,000,078)

The components of “Cash (paid) received for derivative settlements, net” are as follows for the respective periods:
For the years ended December 31,
2021
2020
2019
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash (paid) received on oil derivatives
Cash (paid) received on natural gas derivatives
Cash (paid) received from derivative settlements

$
$

(53,511,332)
743,178
(52,768,154)

$
$

22,522,591
—
22,522,591

$
$

63,054
—
63,054

The use of derivative transactions involves the risk that the counterparties, which generally are financial institutions, will be unable to meet the financial
terms of such transactions. All derivative contracts have been with lenders under our credit facility.
NOTE 9 – FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement date (exit price). The authoritative guidance requires disclosure of the framework for measuring fair value and requires that fair value
measurements be classified and disclosed in one of the following categories:
Level 1:

Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets that are accessible at the measurement date for identical, unrestricted assets or liabilities. We
consider active markets as those in which transactions for the assets or liabilities occur with sufficient frequency and volume to provide
pricing information on an ongoing basis.

Level 2:

Quoted prices in markets that are not active, or inputs that are observable, either directly or indirectly, for substantially the full term of the
asset or liability. This category includes those derivative instruments that we value using observable market data. Substantially all of these
inputs are observable in the marketplace throughout the full term of the derivative instrument, can be derived from observable data or are
supported by observable levels at which transactions are executed in the marketplace.

Level 3:

Measured based on prices or valuation models that require inputs that are both significant to the fair value measurement and less observable
from objective sources (i.e., supported by little or no market activity).

Financial assets and liabilities are classified based on the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. Our assessment of the
significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement requires judgment and may affect the valuation of the fair value of assets and liabilities and
their placement within the fair value hierarchy. We continue to evaluate our inputs to ensure the fair value level classification is appropriate. When
transfers between levels occur, it is our policy to assume that the transfer occurred at the date of the event or change in circumstances that caused the
transfer.
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As a result of the Acquisition, the Company evaluated the fair value of the assets acquired and the liabilities assumed. The Company recorded the oil and
gas assets acquired in the Acquisition at the price paid. Prior to doing so, the Company determined that the price paid approximated the fair value of the
net assets acquired. In doing so, the Company compared the price paid per BOE of existing production to comparable companies’ enterprise value per
BOE of existing production. Additionally, the Company did an evaluation of the reserves acquired, based on varying percentages of the present value
discounted at 10 percent (“PV-10”) of the different categories (PDP, PDNP and PUD) of the reserves. Based on these evaluations, we determined that the
price paid was a reasonable approximation of the fair value of the oil and gas assets acquired. Given the significance of the unobservable nature of a
number of the inputs, these are considered Level 3 on the fair value hierarchy.
The Company recorded the prepaid expenses, joint interest billing receivables and revenues payable at the carrying value assumed from Wishbone. The
carrying amounts of receivables and accounts payable and other current assets and liabilities approximate fair value because of the short-term maturities
and/or liquid nature of these assets and liabilities.
The fair values of the Company’s derivatives are not actively quoted in the open market. The Company uses a market approach to estimate the fair values
of its derivative instruments on a recurring basis, utilizing commodity futures pricing for the underlying commodities provided by a reputable third party, a
Level 2 fair value measurement.
The following table summarizes the valuation of our assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis (further detail in Note 8).
Fair Value Measurement Classification
Quoted prices in
Active Markets
for Identical Assets
or (Liabilities)
(Level 1)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs
(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

Total

As of December 31, 2020
Commodity Derivatives - Liabilities
Total

$

—

$

(4,156,601) $

—

$

(4,156,601)

$

—

$

(4,156,601) $

—

$

(4,156,601)

$

—

$

(29,241,588) $

—

$

(29,241,588)

$

—

$

(29,241,588) $

—

$

(29,241,588)

As of December 31, 2021
Commodity Derivatives - Liabilities
Total
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The carrying amounts reported for the revolving line of credit approximates fair value because the underlying instruments are at interest rates which
approximate current market rates. The carrying amounts of receivables and accounts payable and other current assets and liabilities approximate fair value
because of the short-term maturities and/or liquid nature of these assets and liabilities.
NOTE 10 – REVOLVING LINE OF CREDIT
On July 1, 2014, the Company entered into a Credit Agreement with SunTrust Bank, as lender, issuing bank and administrative agent for several banks
and other financial institutions and lenders (the “Administrative Agent”), which was amended on June 14, 2018, May 18, 2016, July 24, 2015, and June
26, 2015. In April 2019, the Company amended and restated its Credit Agreement with the Administrative Agent (as amended and restated, the “Credit
Facility”). The amendment and restatement of the Credit Facility, among other things, increased the maximum borrowing amount to $1 billion, extended
the maturity date through April 2024 and made other modifications to the terms of the Credit Facility. This Credit Facility was amended on December 23,
2020 and June 17, 2020. The latest amendment adjusted the borrowing base to $350 million and made other modifications to the terms of the Credit
Facility. The Credit Facility is secured by a first lien on substantially all of the Company’s assets.
The Borrowing Base is subject to periodic redeterminations, mandatory reductions and further adjustments from time to time. The Borrowing Base is
redetermined semi-annually on each May 1 and November 1. The Borrowing Base is subject to reduction in certain circumstances such as the sale or
disposition of certain oil and gas properties of the Company or its subsidiaries and cancellation of certain hedging positions.
The Credit Facility allows for Eurodollar Loans and Base Rate Loans (as respectively defined in the Credit Facility). The interest rate on each Eurodollar
Loan will be the adjusted LIBOR for the applicable interest period plus a margin between 2.5% and 3.5% (depending on the then-current level of
Borrowing Base usage). The annual interest rate on each Base Rate Loan is (a) the greatest of (i) the Administrative Agent’s prime lending rate, (ii) the
Federal Funds Rate (as defined in the Credit Facility) plus 0.5% per annum, (iii) the adjusted LIBOR determined on a daily basis for an interest period of
one-month, plus 1.00% per annum and (iv) 0.00% per annum, plus (b) a margin between 1.5% and 2.5% (depending on the then-current level of
Borrowing Base usage).
The Credit Facility contains certain covenants, which, among other things, require the maintenance of (i) a total Leverage Ratio (outstanding debt to
adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) of not more than 4.0 to 1.0 and (ii) a minimum ratio of Current Assets to Current
Liabilities (as such terms are defined in the Credit Facility) of 1.0 to 1.0. The amendment to the credit facility in June 2020 allowed for a Leverage Ratio
of not greater than 4.75 to 1 as of the last day of the fiscal quarter ending September 30, 2020. The December 2020 amendment permitted a total Leverage
Ratio not greater than 4.25 for the period ending March 31, 2021. The Credit Facility also contains other customary affirmative and negative covenants
and events of default. As of December 31, 2021, $290,000,000 was outstanding on the Credit Facility. We are in compliance with all covenants contained
in the Credit Facility.
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NOTE 11 – ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATION
A reconciliation of the asset retirement obligation for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2020 and 2021 is as follows:
Balance, December 31, 2018
Liabilities acquired
Liabilities incurred
Liabilities settled
Accretion expense
Balance, December 31, 2019
Liabilities incurred
Liabilities settled
Revision of estimate (1)
Accretion expense
Balance, December 31, 2020
Liabilities acquired
Liabilities incurred
Liabilities sold
Liabilities settled
Revision of estimate (1)
Accretion expense
Balance, December 31, 2021

$

$

$
$

$

13,055,797
3,745,642
631,727
(1,589,654)
943,707
16,787,219
99,436
(710,577)
34,441
906,616
17,117,135
662,705
171,390
(2,934,126)
(904,514)
435,419
744,045
15,292,054

(1) Several factors are considered in the annual review process, including current estimates for removal cost and estimated remaining useful life of the
assets. The 2020 revision of estimates reflect an adjustment to the estimates for plugging costs. The 2021 revision of estimates primarily reflect updated
interests for our working interest partners.
NOTE 12 – STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
The Company is authorized to issue 225,000,000 shares of common stock, with a par value of $0.001 per share, and 50,000,000 shares of preferred stock
with a par value per share of $0.001 per share.
Issuance of equity instruments in public and private offerings – In October 2020, the Company closed on an underwritten public offering of (i)
9,575,800 shares of common stock, (ii) 13,428,500 Pre-Funded Warrants and (iii) 23,004,300 warrants to purchase common stock (the “Common
Warrants”) at a combined purchase price of $0.70. This includes a partial exercise of the over-allotment. The Common Warrants have a term of five years
and an exercise price of $0.80 per share. Gross proceeds totaled $16,089,582.
Concurrently with the underwritten public offering, the Company closed on a registered direct offering of (i) 3,500,000 shares of common stock, (ii)
3,300,000 Pre-Funded Warrants and (iii) 6,800,000 Common Warrants at a combined purchase price of $0.70 per share of common stock and Pre-Funded
Warrants. The Common Warrants have a term of five years and an exercise price of $0.80 per share. Gross proceeds totaled $4,756,700.
Total gross proceeds from the 2020 underwritten public offering and the registered direct offering aggregated $20,846,282. Total net proceeds aggregated
$19,379,832.
Common stock issued pursuant to warrant exercise - In December 2020, the Company issued 3,300,000 shares of common stock pursuant to the exercise
of Pre-Funded Warrants issued in the October 2020 registered direct offering. Gross and net proceeds were $3,300. In January 2021, the remaining
13,428,500 Pre-Funded Warrants were exercised. During the year ended December 31, 2021, 442,600 of the Common Warrants were exercised.
Accordingly, the number of Common Warrants outstanding as of December 31, 2021 was 29,361,700.
Common stock issued in property acquisition – As discussed in Note 5, in April 2019, the Company completed the acquisition of assets from Wishbone.
As a part of the consideration for the acquisition, the Company issued 4,576,951 shares of common stock.
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The shares were valued at February 25, 2019, the date of the signing of the Purchase and Sale Agreement. The price on February 25, 2019 was $6.19 per
share. The aggregate value of the shares issued, based on this price, was $28,331,327.
In April 2020, 16,702 shares of common stock were returned and cancelled as settlement of post-closing adjustments. The shares were valued at February
25, 2019, the date of the signing of the Purchase and Sale Agreement. The price on February 25, 2019 was $6.19 per share. The aggregate value of the
shares returned, based on this price, was $103,385.
Common Stock Issued for option exercises – During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company issued 100,000 shares of common stock as a result
of stock option exercises. No stock options were exercised in 2019 or 2020. The following tables present the details of the 2021 exercises:
Options
exercised
2021

100,000

2021 Totals

100,000

2021 Weighted Averages

Exercise
price ($)
$

2.00

$

2.00

Shares
issued

Shares
retained

Stock price on
date of exercise
($)

Cash paid at
exercise ($)

100,000

—

$

200,000

100,000

—

$

200,000

$

3.14

$

3.14

Aggregate value
of shares retained
($)
$

—
—

NOTE 13 – EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTIONS, RESTRICTED STOCK AWARD PLAN AND 401(k)
In June 2020, officers and directors of the Company voluntarily returned stock options that had previously been granted to them. In total, 2,265,000
options with a weighted average exercise price of $6.87 per share were returned to and cancelled by the Company. No grants, cash payments or other
consideration has been or will be made to replace the options or otherwise in connection with the return. As a result of the return and cancellation of the
options, the Company incurred additional compensation expense of $768,379.
During October and December 2020, as a result of changes to the executive team and the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Company, the Company
accelerated the vesting of 1,131,955 shares of restricted stock and as a result of such acceleration, the Company incurred additional compensation expense
of $2,361,362.
Compensation expense charged against income for share-based awards during the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019 was $2,418,323,
$5,364,162,and $3,082,625, respectively. These amounts are included in general and administrative expense in the Statements of Operations.
In 2011, the Board approved and adopted a long-term incentive plan (the “2011 Plan”), which was subsequently approved and amended by the
shareholders. There were 341,155 shares eligible for grant, either as stock options or as restricted stock, as of December 31, 2021.
In 2021, the Board approved and adopted The Omnibus Incentive Plan (the “2021 Plan”), which was subsequently approved and amended by the
shareholders at the 2021 Annual Meeting. There were 7,814,128 shares eligible for grant, either as stock options or as restricted stock, as of December 31,
2021.
Employee Stock Options – No stock options have been granted in the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, or 2019. All outstanding stock option awards
vest at the rate of 20% each year over five years beginning one year from the date granted and expire ten years
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from the grant date. A summary of the status of the stock options as of December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019 and changes during the years ended
December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019 is as follows:

Outstanding at beginning of the year
Issued
Forfeited or rescinded
Exercised

2021
WeightedAverage
Options
Exercise Price
465,500 $
3.26
—
—
—
—
(100,000)
2.00

2020

Options
2,748,500
—
(2,283,000)
—

2019

WeightedAverage
Exercise Price
$
6.28
—
6.89
—

Options
2,751,000
—
(2,500)
—

WeightedAverage
Exercise Price
$
6.28
—
11.70
—

Outstanding at end of year

365,500

$

3.61

465,500

$

3.26

2,748,500

$

6.28

Exercisable at end of year

365,500

$

3.61

455,300

$

3.11

2,506,700

$

5.78

For the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019 the Company incurred share-based compensation expense related to stock options of $20,934,
$927,559, and $625,855, respectively. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had $0 of unrecognized compensation cost related to stock options. The
aggregate intrinsic value of options vested and expected to vest as of December 31, 2021 was $82,600. The aggregate intrinsic value of options exercisable
at December 31, 2021 was $82,600. The year-end intrinsic values are based on a December 31, 2021 closing stock price of $2.28.
Stock options exercised of 100,000 in 2021 had an aggregate intrinsic value on the date of exercise of $114,000. No stock options were exercised in 2020
or 2019.
The following table summarizes information related to the Company’s stock options outstanding as of December 31, 2021:

Exercise price
$

2.00
5.50
14.54
8.00
6.42
11.75

Options Outstanding
WeightedAverage
Remaining
Number
Contractual Life
Outstanding
(in years)
295,000
2.00
5,000
2.21
10,000
3.74
4,500
3.92
15,000
4.34
36,000
4.95
365,500
2.46
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Exercisable
295,000
5,000
10,000
4,500
15,000
36,000
365,500
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Restricted stock grants – Following is a table reflecting the restricted stock grants during 2019, 2020 and 2021:
# of shares of
restricted stock
10,400
5,000
5,000
10,000
627,205
900,000
150,000
930,000
33,950
1,162,152
11,824
4,007
10,417
3,306

Grant date
April 9,2019
May 30, 2019
July 9,2019
September 13, 2019
December 21, 2019
October 1, 2020
October 26,2020
December 15,2020
April 30, 2021
June 17, 2021
July 6, 2021
July 12, 2021
September 1, 2021
September 8, 2021

Restricted stock grants prior to 2020 vest at the rate of 20% each year over five years beginning one year from the date granted. Restricted stock grants in
2020 and 2021 vest at a rate of 33% each year over three years beginning one year from the date granted for all employees; for members of the Company’s
Board of Directors, the restricted stock grants vest on the earliest of (i) the day before the next shareholder meeting or (ii) the first anniversary of the date
of the award. A summary of the status of restricted stock grants as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 and changes during the years ended December 31,
2021, 2020 and 2019 is as follows:
2021

Outstanding at beginning of year
Granted
Forfeited or rescinded
Vested
Outstanding at end of year

Restricted stock

2020
WeightedAverage
Grant
Date Fair
Value

2,132,297 $
1,225,656
—
(785,357)
2,572,596 $

2.94
2.77
—
1.37
1.75

Restricted stock

1,341,889 $
1,980,000
(9,200)
(1,180,392)
2,132,297 $

2019
WeightedAverage Grant
Date Fair Value

4.99
0.71
3.97
4.97
2.94

WeightedAverage Grant
Date Fair Value

Restricted stock

878,360 $
657,605
(6,940)
(187,136)
1,341,889 $

7.33
2.63
4.23
7.79
4.99

For the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, the Company incurred share-based compensation expense related to restricted stock grants of
$2,225,895, $4,436,603, and $2,456,770, respectively. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had $2,721,852 of unrecognized compensation cost related
to restricted stock grants that will be recognized over a weighted average period of 2.02 years.
During 2021, 2020, and 2019, 785,357, 1,180,392, and 187,136 shares of restricted stock vested, respectively. At the dates of vesting those shares had an
aggregate intrinsic value of $2,049,603, $801,133, and $494,605, respectively.
Performance Stock Units - In accordance with the 2021 Plan, as of November 22, 2021, the Company entered into performance stock unit (“PSU”)
agreements (the “PSU Agreement”) with certain employees. Upon approval the Board, a total of 860,216 PSU were granted to the Company’s five
executive officers (the “2021 PSU Awards”). The performance period for the 2021 PSU Awards began on January 1, 2021, and will end December 31,
2023, with such awards vesting on the last day of the performance period (the vesting date). The PSUs are performance-based restricted stock units subject
to the terms of the 2021 Plan and the PSU Agreement. A summary of the status of the performance stock grants as of December 31, 2021 and changes
during the year ended December 31, 2021 is as follows:
2021
WeightedAverage
Grant Date
Fair Value

Performance
Stock Units

Outstanding at beginning of year
Granted

—
860,216
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—
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Forfeited or rescinded
Vested

—
—

Outstanding at end of year

860,216

—
—
$

3.87

For the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company incurred share-based compensation expense related to the 2021 PSU Awards of $171,494. As of
December 31, 2021, the Company had $3,348,851 of unrecognized compensation cost related to the 2021 PSU Awards that will be recognized over a
weighted average period of 2 years.
401(k) Plan- In 2019, the Company initiated a sponsored 401(k) plan that is a defined contribution plan for the benefit of all eligible employees. The plan
allows eligible employees, after a three-month waiting period, to make pre-tax or after-tax contributions, not to exceed annual limits established by the
federal government. The Company makes matching contributions of up to 6% of any employee’s compensation. Employees are 100% vested in the
employer contribution upon receipt.
The following table presents the matching contributions expense recognized for the Company’s 401(k) plan for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020,
and 2019.
Employer safe harbor match

2021

2020

228,273

138,977

2019

59,716

NOTE 14 – RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Company leased office space in Tulsa, Oklahoma, from Arenaco, LLC (“Arenaco”), a company that is owned by two stockholders of the Company,
Mr. Rochford, former Chairman of the Board, and Mr. McCabe, a former Director of the Company. During the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and
2019, the Company paid $10,000, $60,000, and $60,000, respectively, to Arenaco. The month-to-month Arenaco lease was terminated as of March 31,
2021.
During June 2021, the Company began using Pro-Ject Chemicals, LLC (“PJ Chemicals”) to perform various chemical services on its wells. As
publicly disclosed on the Company’s website, Paul D. McKinney, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board, is a member of the board of
directors of Pro-Ject Holdings, LLC, a privately owned oil field chemical services company and parent of PJ Chemicals. Mr. McKinney owns .34% of the
shares of Pro-Ject Holdings, LLC. During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company paid $117,830 to PJ Chemicals. As of December 31, 2021 the
Company had accounts payable of $37,641 due to PJ Chemicals.
NOTE 15 – COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Standby Letters of Credit – A commercial bank issued standby letters of credit on behalf of the Company totaling $260,000 to state and federal agencies
and $500,438 to an insurance company to secure the surety bonds described below. The standby letters of credit are valid until cancelled or matured and
are collateralized by the revolving credit facility with the bank. The terms of the letters of credit to the state and federal agencies are extended for a term of
one year at a time. The Company intends to renew the standby letters of credit to the state and federal agencies for as long as the Company does business
in the States of Texas and New Mexico. The letters of credit to the insurance company will be renewed if the insurance requires them to retain the surety
bonds. No amounts have been drawn under the standby letters of credit.
Surety Bonds – An insurance company issued surety bonds on behalf of the Company totaling $500,438 to various State of New Mexico
agencies in order for the Company to do business in the State of New Mexico. The surety bonds are valid until canceled or matured. The terms of the
surety bonds are extended for a term of one year at a time. The Company intends to renew the surety bonds on $400,000 as long as the Company does
business in the State of New Mexico. The remaining $100,438 will require renewal until the two subject wells are plugged.
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NOTE 16 – INCOME TAXES
For the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019, components of our provision for income taxes are as follows:
Provision for Income Taxes

2021

Federal Deferred Tax
State Deferred Tax
Provision for Income Taxes

$

—
90,342
$ 90,342

2020

$
$

2019

(6,001,176) $
—
(6,001,176) $

13,787,654
—
13,787,654

The following is a reconciliation of income taxes computed using the U.S. federal statutory rate to the provision for income taxes:
Rate Reconciliation
Pre-tax book income

2021

Tax at federal statutory rate
Excess tax benefit from stock option exercises and restricted stock
vesting
Adjust prior estimates to tax return
States taxes, net of federal benefit
Adjustment for change in future effective tax rate (1)
Valuation allowance
Non-deductible expenses and other
Provision for Income Taxes

2020

2019

$

3,413,234 $
716,779 $

(259,413,004) $
(54,476,731) $

43,284,205
9,089,683

$

(175,187)
2,938,948
430,654
—
(3,827,194)
6,342
90,342 $

(1,109,379)
(1,930,994)
(964,393)
—
52,161,412
318,909
(6,001,176) $

4,055,418
19
160,913
479,222
—
2,399
13,787,654

$

(1) The acquisition of the Northwest Shelf assets from Wishbone included properties in the State of New Mexico. The tax rates associated with the State
of New Mexico adjusted our overall tax rate from 21% to 21.29%. This resulted in an additional tax expense during the year ended December 31,
2019 of $479,222.
The net deferred taxes consisted of the following as of December 31, 2021 and 2020:
12/31/2021
Total

12/31/2020
Total

Deferred Tax Assets
Net operating loss (NOL) carryforward
Equity compensation
Asset retirement obligation
Fair market value of derivatives
Accrued expense
Others
Gross Deferred Tax Assets
Less: valuation allowance
Net Deferred Tax Assets

60,155,112
691,076
3,348,875
6,403,745
5,049
56,028
70,659,885
(48,334,217)
22,325,668

54,185,183
3,350,361
4,604,906
888,266
—
55,746
63,084,462
(52,161,412)
10,923,050

Deferred Tax Liabilities
Propety and equipment
Net Deferred Liabilties

(22,415,959)
(22,415,959)

(10,923,050)
(10,923,050)

(90,292)

Net Deferred Tax Asset/(Liabilities)

—

Note that the presentation of the December 31, 2020 income tax, rate reconciliation and deferred tax tables have been adjusted to conform to
current year presentation. The total income tax expense, net deferred tax asset and deferred tax liability balances remain the same as prior year.
As of December 31, 2021, the Company had net operating loss carryforwards for federal income tax reporting purposes of approximately $108.9
million which, if unused, will begin to expire in 2027 and fully expire in 2037 and an additional $176.7 million that can be carried forward indefinitely.
Because of the change in ownership provisions of the Code, use of a portion of our federal NOLs may be limited in future periods. As of December 31,
2021, we carried a valuation allowance against our federal and state deferred tax assets of $48,334,217. We have considered both the positive and negative
evidence in determining whether it was more likely than not that some portion or all of our deferred tax assets will be realized. The amount of deferred tax
assets considered
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realizable could, however, be adjusted if estimates of future taxable income during the carryforward period are reduced or increased or if objective
negative evidence is no longer present and additional weight is given to subjective positive evidence, including projections for growth. The valuation
allowance along with $22,415,959 of deferred tax liabilities bring our net deferred position to a deferred tax liability of $90,292. The net deferred tax
liability recognized on our balance sheet as of December 31, 2021 is attributable to certain state deferred tax liabilities associated with property and
equipment.
NOTE 17 – LEGAL MATTERS
The Company is a defendant in a lawsuit in Harris County District Court, Houston, Texas, styled EPUS Permian Assets, LLC, v. Ring Energy,
Inc., that was filed in July 2021. The plaintiff, EPUS Permian Assets, LLC, claims breach of contract, money had and received by fraudulent inducement,
unjust enrichment and constructive trust. The plaintiff is requesting its forfeited deposit of $5,500,000 in connection with a proposed property sale by the
Company plus related damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs. The action relates to a proposed property sale by the Company to the plaintiff, which was
extended by the Company on several occasions with the plaintiff ultimately failing to perform on the agreement and the Company keeping the deposit.
The Company believes that the claims by the plaintiff are entirely without merit and is conducting a vigorous defense and counterclaim. The Company has
filed an answer and a counterclaim denying the allegations and asserting affirmative defenses that would bar or substantially limit the plaintiff’s claims,
asserting breach of contract and requesting a declaratory judgment and attorneys’ fees and costs. The parties are conducting discovery.
NOTE 18 – SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Effective February 1, 2022, the Company entered into a derivative contract with its lender for 1,000 barrels of oil per day for the remainder of 2022 (total
notional quantity of 334,000 barrels). Fixed swap prices range vary by month, ranging from $90.78 per barrel in February to $80.01 per barrel by the end
of the year, with a weighted average swap price of $84.61 per barrel.
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RING ENERGY, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCING ACTIVITIES
(Unaudited)
Results of Operations from Oil and Natural Gas Producing Activities – The Company’s results of operations from oil and natural gas producing
activities exclude interest expense, gain from change in fair value of derivatives, and other financing expense.
For the years ended December 31,

2021

Oil and natural gas sales
Lease operating expenses
Gathering, transportation and processing costs
Ad valorem taxes
Production taxes
Depreciation, depletion, amortization and accretion
Ceiling test impairment
General and administrative (exclusive of corporate overhead)
Results of Oil and Natural Gas Producing Operations

$

$

196,305,966
(30,312,399)
(4,333,232)
(2,276,463)
(9,123,420)
(37,167,967)
—
(2,003,876)
111,088,609

2020

$

$

113,025,138
(29,753,413)
(4,090,238)
(3,125,222)
(5,228,090)
(43,010,660)
(277,501,943)
(1,454,041)
(251,138,469)

2019

$

$

195,702,831
(42,213,006)
(2,874,155)
(3,409,064)
(9,130,379)
(56,204,269)
—
(5,696,189)
76,175,769

Net Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities
For the years Ended December 31,

2021

2020

Payments to purchase oil and natural gas properties
Proceeds from divestiture of oil and natural gas properties
Payments to develop oil and natural gas properties
Payments to acquire or improve fixed assets subject to depreciation

$

1,368,437
(2,000,000)
51,302,131
568,832

$

1,317,313
—
42,457,745
55,339

Total Net Costs Incurred

$

51,239,400

$

43,830,397

Net Capitalized Costs
As of December 31,

2021

2020

Oil and natural gas properties, full cost method
Financing lease asset subject to depreciation
Fixed assets subject to depreciation
Total Properties and Equipment
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and amortization

$

883,844,745
1,422,487
2,089,722
887,356,954
(235,997,307)

$

836,514,815
858,513
1,520,890
838,894,218
(200,111,658)

Net Properties and Equipment

$

651,359,647

$

638,782,560

Reserve Quantities Information – The following estimates of proved and proved developed reserve quantities and related standardized measure of
discounted future net cash flow are estimates only, and do not purport to reflect realizable values or fair market values of the Company’s reserves. The
Company emphasizes that reserve estimates are inherently imprecise and that estimates of new discoveries are more imprecise than those of producing oil
and natural gas properties. Accordingly, these estimates are expected to change as future information becomes available. All of the Company’s reserves
are located in the United States of America.
The proved reserves estimates shown herein for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019 have been prepared by Cawley, Gillespie &
Associates, Inc., independent petroleum engineers. Proved reserves were estimated in accordance with guidelines established by the SEC, which require
that reserve estimates be prepared under existing economic and operating conditions based upon the 12-month unweighted average of the first-day-of-themonth prices.
The reserve information in these Consolidated Financial Statements represents only estimates. There are a number of uncertainties inherent in estimating
quantities of proved reserves, including many factors beyond the Company’s control, such as commodity pricing. Reserve engineering is a subjective
process of estimating underground accumulations of oil and natural gas that cannot be measured in an exact manner. The accuracy of any reserve estimate
is a function of the quality of available data and engineering and geological interpretation and judgment. As a result, estimates by different engineers may
vary. In addition, results of drilling, testing and production subsequent to the date of an estimate may lead to revising the original estimate. Accordingly,
initial reserve estimates are often different from the quantities of oil and natural gas that are ultimately recovered. The meaningfulness of such
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estimates depends primarily on the accuracy of the assumptions upon which they were based. Except to the extent the Company acquires additional
properties containing proved reserves or conducts successful exploration and development activities or both, the Company’s proved reserves will decline
as reserves are produced.
The oil prices as of December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019 are based on the respective 12-month unweighted average of the first of the month prices of the
West Texas Intermediate (“WTI”) spot prices which equates to $63.04 per barrel, $36.04 per barrel and $52.19 per barrel, respectively. The natural gas
prices as of December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019 are based on the respective 12-month unweighted average of the first of month prices of the Henry Hub
spot price which equates to $3.598 per MMBtu, $1.99 per MMBtu and $2.58 per MMBtu, respectively. Prices are adjusted by local field and lease level
differentials and are held constant for life of reserves in accordance with SEC guidelines.
Proved reserves are estimated reserves of crude oil (including condensate and natural gas liquids) and natural gas that geological and engineering data
demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions. Proved
developed reserves are those expected to be recovered through existing wells, equipment and methods.
For the Year Ended December 31,

2021
Oil (1)

2020
Natural Gas (1)

Oil (1)

Natural Gas (1)

Proved Developed and Undeveloped Reserves
Beginning of year
Purchases of minerals in place
Extensions, discoveries and improved recovery
Sale of minerals in place
Production
Revisions of previous quantity estimates

66,264,286
2,180,497
3,975,675
(462,970)
(2,686,940)
(3,431,939)

61,305,027
824,512
5,172,392
(555,879)
(2,535,188)
7,562,925

71,359,014
—
3,495,210
—
(2,801,528)
(5,788,410)

58,271,882
—
1,824,310
—
(2,494,501)
3,703,336

End of year

65,838,609

71,773,789

66,264,286

61,305,027

Proved Developed at beginning of year
Proved Undeveloped at beginning of year

38,260,639
28,003,648

34,335,520
26,969,507

41,242,050
30,116,964

33,467,870
23,804,012

Proved Developed at end of year
36,820,822
Proved Undeveloped at end of year
29,017,787
1 Oil reserves are stated in barrels; natural gas reserves are stated in thousand cubic feet.

39,748,902
32,024,887

38,260,639
28,003,648

34,335,520
26,969,507

Revisions represent changes in previous reserves estimates, either upward or downward, resulting from new information normally obtained from
development drilling and production history or resulting from a change in economic factors, such as commodity prices, operating costs or development
costs.
During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company’s extensions and discoveries of 4,838 MBOE resulted primarily from new proved undeveloped
locations resulting from the 2021 operated drilling program in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform as well as non-operated activity in the
Northwest Shelf. Negative revisions of 2,172 MBOE were the result of Delaware PUD removal due to the 5 Year Rule, well performance, and increased
cost from 2021 industry activity increase partially offset by commodity price increases.
The increase in proved undeveloped reserves was primarily attributable to extensions of 4,110 MBOE resulting primarily from the 2021 operated drilling
program in the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform as well as non-operated activity in the Northwest Shelf.
Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows – The standardized measure of discounted future net cash flows is computed by applying
the price according to the SEC guidelines for oil and natural gas to the estimated future production of proved oil and natural gas reserves, less estimated
future expenditures (based on year-end costs) to be incurred in developing and producing the proved reserves, less estimated future income tax expenses
(based on year-end statutory tax rates) to be incurred on pretax net cash flows less tax basis of the properties and available credits, and assuming
continuation of existing economic conditions. The estimated future net cash flows are then discounted using a rate of 10 percent per year to reflect the
estimated timing of the future cash flows.
Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
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December 31,
Future cash inflows
Future production costs
Future development costs
Future income taxes
Future net cash flows
10% annual discount for estimated timing of cash flows

$

$

Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows

2021
4,853,709,000
(1,395,437,250)
(347,757,000)
(501,586,949)
2,608,927,801
(1,471,562,953)
1,137,364,848

$

2020
2,682,488,655
(821,515,126)
(244,323,270)
(208,645,934)
1,408,004,325
(852,133,072)

$

555,871,253

2019
3,825,773,515
(964,887,856)
(252,457,833)
(424,715,966)
2,183,711,860
(1,260,536,809)

$

$

923,175,051

The following is a summary of the changes in the Standardized Measure for the Company’s proved oil and natural gas reserves during each of the years in
the three-year period ended December 31, 2021:
Changes in Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
2021

Beginning of the year
Purchase of minerals in place
Extensions, discoveries and improved recovery
Development costs incurred during the year
Sales of oil and gas produced, net of production costs
Sales of minerals in place
Accretion of discount
Net changes in price and production costs
Net change in estimated future development costs
Revisions of previous quantity estimates
Changes in estimated timing of cash flows
Net change in income taxes

$

End of the Year

$
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2020

555,871,253 $
33,688,718
79,003,885
17,513,180
(154,615,685)
(2,523,746)
63,810,764
636,884,944
(44,357,751)
(22,259,508)
86,845,188
(112,496,394)
1,137,364,848

$

2019

923,175,051 $
—
61,303,074
29,916,746
(70,634,853)
—
92,838,323
(368,974,767)
(3,883,985)
(66,213,586)
(139,039,115)
97,384,365
555,871,253

$

455,944,641
598,489,190
334,641,933
152,125,320
(137,663,314)
(30,174,528)
47,463,292
(219,608,128)
47,617,158
(126,143,669)
(107,443,484)
(92,073,360)
923,175,051

Exhibit 4.2

DESCRIPTION OF CAPITAL STOCK
General
As of March 16, 2022, we are authorized to issue up to 225,000,000 shares of common stock, with a par value of $0.001 per share, and up to
50,000,000 shares of preferred stock, with a par value of $0.001 per share.
The following is a summary of the key terms and provisions of our common stock. You should refer to the applicable provisions of our Articles of
Incorporation (as amended), bylaws (as amended) and the Nevada Revised Statutes for a complete statement of the terms and rights of our capital stock.
Common Stock
Voting. Holders of our common stock are entitled to one vote for each share on all matters submitted to a stockholder vote, except as matters that
relate only to a series of our preferred stock. Holders of common stock do not have cumulative voting rights. In general, stockholder action (except for
bylaw amendments, which require a majority of shares entitled to vote, and election of directors, which requires a plurality vote) is based on the affirmative
vote of a majority of the votes cast. Directors are elected by a plurality of the voting power of the shares present in person or represented by proxy at the
meeting and entitled to vote on the election of directors. A vote by the holders of a majority of our outstanding shares of common stock entitled to vote is
required to effectuate an amendment to our bylaws. Our Board of Directors is elected annually at the meeting of our stockholders. Each director holds
office until the next annual meeting of our stockholders at which his or her term expires and until his or her successor is elected and qualified, or until his
or her earlier death, resignation or removal. Any action that the stockholders could take at a meeting may be taken without a meeting if one or more
written consents, setting forth the action taken, shall be signed and dated, before or after such action, by the holders of outstanding stock of each voting
group entitled to vote thereon having not less than the minimum number of votes with respect to each voting group that would be necessary to authorize or
take such action at a meeting at which all voting groups and shares entitled to vote thereon were present and voted. The consent shall be delivered to us for
inclusion in the minutes or filing with the corporate records. We will give notice of any action so taken within ten (10) days of the date of such action to
those stockholders entitled to vote thereon who did not give their written consent and to those stockholders not entitled to vote thereon.
Dividends. The Board of Directors may from time to time declare, and we may pay, dividends on our outstanding shares of common stock in the
manner and upon the terms and conditions provided by the Nevada Revised Statutes. We have not declared or paid any cash dividends on our common
stock during the last three years. We currently intend to retain future earnings, if any, to finance the expansion of our business. As a result, we do not
anticipate paying any cash dividends in the foreseeable future.
Liquidation. In the event of a liquidation, dissolution or winding up, each outstanding share of common stock entitles its holder to participate pro
rata in all assets that remain after payment of liabilities and after providing for any class of stock, if any, having preference over the common stock.
Miscellaneous. Holders of our common stock have no pre-emptive rights, no conversion rights and there are no redemption provisions applicable
to our common stock.
Transfer Agent. The transfer agent and registrar for our common stock is Standard Registrar and Transfer Company.
NYSE MKT. Our common stock is listed on the NYSE American under the symbol “REI”.

Exhibit 23.1

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
We hereby consent to the use of the name Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc., to the references to us and to our reserves reports for the years
ended December 31, 2021, December 31, 2020, and December 31, 2019, in Ring Energy, Inc.’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December
31, 2021, to references to our report dated February 28, 2022, containing our opinion on estimates of proved reserves, future production and income
attributable to certain leasehold interest of Ring Energy, Inc. as of December 31, 2021 (our “Report”), and to the inclusion of our Report as an exhibit in
Ring Energy, Inc.’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021. We also consent to all such references and to the incorporation by
reference of such information and our Report in Ring Energy, Inc.’s Registration Statements on Form S-3 (Nos. 333-229515, 333-230966 and 333237988) and Form S-8 (Nos. 333-191485 and 333-257633).

Very truly yours,

CAWLEY, GILLESPIE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Fort Worth, Texas
March 16, 2022

Exhibit 23.2
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We have issued our reports dated March 16, 2022, with respect to the financial statements and internal control over financial reporting included in the
Annual Report of Ring Energy, Inc. on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021. We consent to the incorporation by reference of said reports in
the Registration Statements of Ring Energy, Inc. on Forms S-3 (File No. 333-229515, File No. 333-230966 and File No. 333-237988) and Forms S-8 (File
No. 333-191485 and File No. 333-257633).
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Houston, Texas
March 16, 2022

Exhibit 23.3

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
The balance sheet as of December 31, 2020, and the statements of operations, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2020
and 2019, of Ring Energy, Inc. (the “financial statements”), included in Part IV of the Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021, have been
audited by Eide Bailly LLP, independent auditors, as stated in our report appearing herein.
We consent to the inclusion in the Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 of our report, dated March 16, 2021, on our audits of the
financial statements of Ring Energy, Inc.

Denver, Colorado
March 16, 2022
What inspires you, inspires us. | eidebailly.com
7001 E. Belleview Ave., Ste. 700 | Denver, CO 80237-2733 | TF 866.740.4100 | T 303.770.5700 | F 303.770.7581 | EOE

Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATIONS
I, Paul D. McKinney, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Ring Energy, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a.

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by
others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b.

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c.

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d.

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably
likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to
the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a.

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b.

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal
control over financial reporting.

Date: March 16, 2022
/s/ Paul D. McKinney
Paul D. McKinney, CEO
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATIONS
I, Travis T. Thomas, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Ring Energy, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a.

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our
supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by
others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b.

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c.

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d.

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most
recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably
likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to
the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a.

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are
reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b.

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal
control over financial reporting.

Date: March 16, 2022
/s/ Travis T. Thomas
Travis T. Thomas, CFO
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the annual report on Form 10-K of Ring Energy, Inc. (the “Company”) for the year ended December 31, 2021, as filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), the undersigned chief executive officer and principal executive officer of the
Company, hereby certifies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1)

the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2)

the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.

Date: March 16, 2022
/s/ Paul D. McKinney
Paul D. McKinney
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
The foregoing certification is being furnished solely pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350 and is not being filed as part of the Report or as a separate
disclosure document.
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to, and will be retained by, the Company and furnished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the annual report on Form 10-K of Ring Energy, Inc. (the “Company”) for the year ended December 31, 2021, as filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), the undersigned chief financial officer and principal financial officer of the
Company, hereby certifies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1)

the Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2)

the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the
Company.

Date: March 16, 2022
/s/ Travis T. Thomas
Travis T. Thomas
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)
The foregoing certification is being furnished solely pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350 and is not being filed as part of the Report or as a separate
disclosure document.
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to, and will be retained by, the Company and furnished to the
Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.

Exhibit 99.1

February 28, 2022
Mr. Alex Dyes
Executive Vice President of Engineering & Corporate Strategy
Ring Energy, Inc.
1725 Hughes Landing Blvd., Suite 900
The Woodlands, TX 77380

Re:

Evaluation Summary
Ring Energy, Inc. Interests
Proved Reserves
Texas and New Mexico
As of January 1, 2022

Dear Mr. Dyes:
As requested, we are submitting our estimates of proved reserves and our forecasts of the resulting economics attributable to the above captioned
interests as of January 1, 2022. It is our understanding that the proved reserve estimates shown herein constitute 100 percent of all proved reserves owned
by Ring Energy, Inc. (“Ring Energy”). This report, completed on February 28, 2022, has been prepared for use in filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) by Ring Energy. In our opinion the assumptions, data, methods, and procedures used in the preparation of this report are appropriate
for such purpose.
Composite reserves estimates and economic forecasts for the proved reserves are summarized below:
Proved
Proved

Net Reserves
Oil/Condensate
Gas
Revenue
Oil/Condensate
Gas
Severance and
Ad Valorem Taxes
Operating Expenses
Investments
Operating Income (BFIT)
Discounted @ 10%

— Mbbl
— MMcf

Developed

Developed

Non-

Proved

Total

Producing

Producing

Undeveloped

Proved

33,365.1
35,028.9

3,455.8
4,720.0

29,017.8
32,024.9

65,838.6
71,773.8

— M$
— M$

2,281,486.8
172,948.2

236,318.0
20,141.0

1,980,322.5
162,492.8

4,498,127.0
355,582.0

— M$
— M$
— M$
— M$
— M$

163,567.6
636,307.9
25,975.4
1,628,584.5
736,985.8

17,565.1
69,478.0
29,144.9
140,271.1
57,528.1

139,692.2
368,826.7
292,636.8
1,341,659.4
537,583.7

320,825.0
1,074,612.8
347,757.0
3,110,514.5
1,332,097.6

The discounted value shown above should not be construed to represent an estimate of the fair market value by Cawley, Gillespie & Associates,
Inc.

Evaluation Summary
Ring Energy, Inc.
February 28, 2022
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As requested, hydrocarbon pricing of $3.598 per MMBtu of gas (Henry Hub spot) and $63.04 per barrel of oil/condensate (WTI posted) was
applied without escalation. In accordance with the SEC guidelines, these prices were determined as an unweighted arithmetic average of the first-day-ofthe-month price for the previous 12 months. As directed, this 12-month period ends in December 2021. The oil and gas prices were held constant and were
adjusted for gravity, heating value, quality, transportation and marketing. The adjusted volume-weighted average product prices over the life of the
properties are $68.32 per barrel of oil and $4.96 per Mcf of gas.
Operating costs were based on operating expense records of Ring Energy. Drilling and completion costs were based on estimates provided by
Ring Energy and reviewed by Cawley, Gillespie & Associates. Severance tax and ad valorem rates were specified by state/county based on actual rates. As
per the SEC guidelines, neither expenses nor investments were escalated. The cost to plug and abandon all wells have been considered. For the PDP and
PDNP reserves, a net cost of $23,913,475 is modelled in fifteen cases scheduled over the next 50 years. The PUD cases have a gross cost of $38,000
scheduled at the economic limit for each well.
The proved reserves classifications conform to criteria of the SEC as defined in pages 2-3 of the Appendix. The estimates of reserves in this report
have been prepared in accordance with the definitions and disclosure guidelines set forth in the SEC Title 17, Code of Federal Regulations, Modernization
of Oil and Gas Reporting, Final Rule released January 14, 2009 in the Federal Register (SEC regulations). The reserves and economics are predicated on
the regulatory agency classifications, rules, policies, laws, taxes and royalties in effect on the date of this report as noted herein. In evaluating the
information at our disposal concerning this report, we have excluded from our consideration all matters as to which the controlling interpretation may be
legal or accounting, rather than engineering and geoscience. Therefore, the possible effects of changes in legislation or other Federal or State restrictive
actions have not been considered. An on-site field inspection of the properties has not been performed. The mechanical operation or conditions of the wells
and their related facilities have not been examined nor have the wells been tested by Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc. Possible environmental liability
related to the properties has not been investigated nor considered.
The reserves were estimated using a combination of the production performance, volumetric and analogy methods, in each case as we considered
to be appropriate and necessary to establish the conclusions set forth herein. The methods employed in estimating reserves are described in page 1 of the
Appendix. All reserve estimates represent our best judgment based on data available at the time of preparation and assumptions as to future economic and
regulatory conditions. It should be realized that the reserves actually recovered, the revenue derived therefrom and the actual cost incurred could be more
or less than the estimated amounts.
The reserves estimates were based on interpretations of factual data furnished by Ring Energy. Ownership interests were supplied by Ring Energy
and were accepted as furnished. To some extent, information from public records has been used to check and/or supplement these data. The basic
engineering and geological data were utilized subject to third party reservations and qualifications. Nothing has come to our attention, however, that would
cause us to believe that we are not justified in relying on such data.

Evaluation Summary
Ring Energy, Inc.
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Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc. is a Texas Registered Engineering Firm (F-693), made up of independent registered professional engineers
and geologists that have provided petroleum consulting services to the oil and gas industry for over 60 years. This evaluation was supervised by J. Zane
Meekins, Executive Vice President at Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc. and a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Texas (License No.
71055). Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc. is independent with respect to Ring Energy as provided in the Standards Pertaining to the Estimating and
Auditing of Oil and Gas Reserve Information promulgated by the Society of Petroleum Engineers. Neither Cawley, Gillespie & Associates, Inc. nor any of
its employees has any interest in the subject properties. Neither the employment to make this study nor the compensation is contingent on the results of our
work or the future production rates for the subject properties.
Our work-papers and related data are available for inspection and review by authorized parties.
Respectfully submitted,

CAWLEY, GILLESPIE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Texas Registered Engineering Firm F-693
JZM:ptn

APPENDIX
Methods Employed in the Estimation of Reserves

The four methods customarily employed in the estimation of reserves are (1) production performance, (2) material balance, (3) volumetric and (4)
analogy. Most estimates, although based primarily on one method, utilize other methods depending on the nature and extent of the data available and the
characteristics of the reservoirs.
Basic information includes production, pressure, geological and laboratory data. However, a large variation exists in the quality, quantity and
types of information available on individual properties. Operators are generally required by regulatory authorities to file monthly production reports and
may be required to measure and report periodically such data as well pressures, gas-oil ratios, well tests, etc. As a general rule, an operator has complete
discretion in obtaining and/or making available geological and engineering data. The resulting lack of uniformity in data renders impossible the application
of identical methods to all properties, and may result in significant differences in the accuracy and reliability of estimates.
A brief discussion of each method, its basis, data requirements, applicability and generalization as to its relative degree of accuracy follows:
Production performance. This method employs graphical analyses of production data on the premise that all factors which have controlled the
performance to date will continue to control and that historical trends can be extrapolated to predict future performance. The only information required is
production history. Capacity production can usually be analyzed from graphs of rates versus time or cumulative production. This procedure is referred to as
“decline curve” analysis. Both capacity and restricted production can, in some cases, be analyzed from graphs of producing rate relationships of the various
production components. Reserve estimates obtained by this method are generally considered to have a relatively high degree of accuracy with the degree of
accuracy increasing as production history accumulates.
Material balance. This method employs the analysis of the relationship of production and pressure performance on the premise that the reservoir
volume and its initial hydrocarbon content are fixed and that this initial hydrocarbon volume and recoveries therefrom can be estimated by analyzing
changes in pressure with respect to production relationships. This method requires reliable pressure and temperature data, production data, fluid analyses
and knowledge of the nature of the reservoir. The material balance method is applicable to all reservoirs, but the time and expense required for its use is
dependent on the nature of the reservoir and its fluids. Reserves for depletion type reservoirs can be estimated from graphs of pressures corrected for
compressibility versus cumulative production, requiring only data that are usually available. Estimates for other reservoir types require extensive data and
involve complex calculations most suited to computer models which makes this method generally applicable only to reservoirs where there is economic
justification for its use. Reserve estimates obtained by this method are generally considered to have a degree of accuracy that is directly related to the complexity of the reservoir and the quality and quantity of data available.
Volumetric. This method employs analyses of physical measurements of rock and fluid properties to calculate the volume of hydrocarbons inplace. The data required are well information sufficient to determine reservoir subsurface datum, thickness, storage volume, fluid content and location. The
volumetric method is most applicable to reservoirs which are not susceptible to analysis by production performance or material balance methods. These are
most commonly newly developed and/or no-pressure depleting reservoirs. The amount of hydrocarbons in-place that can be recovered is not an integral
part of the volumetric calculations but is an estimate inferred by other methods and a knowledge of the nature of the reservoir. Reserve estimates obtained
by this method are generally considered to have a low degree of accuracy; but the degree of accuracy can be relatively high where rock quality and
subsurface control is good and the nature of the reservoir is uncomplicated.
Analogy. This method, which employs experience and judgment to estimate reserves, is based on observations of similar situations and includes
consideration of theoretical performance. The analogy method is a common approach used for “resource plays,” where an abundance of wells with similar
production profiles facilitates the reliable estimation of future reserves with a relatively high degree of accuracy. The analogy method may also be
applicable where the data are insufficient or so inconclusive that reliable reserve estimates cannot be made by other methods. Reserve estimates obtained in
this manner are generally considered to have a relatively low degree of accuracy.
Much of the information used in the estimation of reserves is itself arrived at by the use of estimates. These estimates are subject to continuing
change as additional information becomes available. Reserve estimates which presently appear to be correct may be found to contain substantial errors as
time passes and new information is obtained about well and reservoir performance.
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APPENDIX01
Reserve Definitions and Classifications

The Securities and Exchange Commission, in SX Reg. 210.4-10 dated November 18, 1981, as amended on September 19, 1989 and January 1,
2010, requires adherence to the following definitions of oil and gas reserves:
“(22)
Proved oil and gas reserves. Proved oil and gas reserves are those quantities of oil and gas, which, by analysis of geoscience and
engineering data, can be estimated with reasonable certainty to be economically producible—from a given date forward, from known reservoirs, and under
existing economic conditions, operating methods, and government regulations— prior to the time at which contracts providing the right to operate expire,
unless evidence indicates that renewal is reasonably certain, regardless of whether deterministic or probabilistic methods are used for the estimation. The
project to extract the hydrocarbons must have commenced or the operator must be reasonably certain that it will commence the project within a reasonable
time.
“(i) The area of a reservoir considered as proved includes: (A) The area identified by drilling and limited by fluid contacts, if any, and (B)
Adjacent undrilled portions of the reservoir that can, with reasonable certainty, be judged to be continuous with it and to contain economically producible
oil or gas on the basis of available geoscience and engineering data.
“(ii) In the absence of data on fluid contacts, proved quantities in a reservoir are limited by the lowest known hydrocarbons (LKH) as seen in
a well penetration unless geoscience, engineering, or performance data and reliable technology establishes a lower contact with reasonable certainty.
“(iii) Where direct observation from well penetrations has defined a highest known oil (HKO) elevation and the potential exists for an
associated gas cap, proved oil reserves may be assigned in the structurally higher portions of the reservoir only if geoscience, engineering, or performance
data and reliable technology establish the higher contact with reasonable certainty.
“(iv) Reserves which can be produced economically through application of improved recovery techniques (including, but not limited to, fluid
injection) are included in the proved classification when: (A) Successful testing by a pilot project in an area of the reservoir with properties no more
favorable than in the reservoir as a whole, the operation of an installed program in the reservoir or an analogous reservoir, or other evidence using reliable
technology establishes the reasonable certainty of the engineering analysis on which the project or program was based; and (B) The project has been
approved for development by all necessary parties and entities, including governmental entities.
“(v) Existing economic conditions include prices and costs at which economic producibility from a reservoir is to be determined. The price
shall be the average price during the 12-month period prior to the ending date of the period covered by the report, determined as an unweighted arithmetic
average of the first-day-of-the-month price for each month within such period, unless prices are defined by contractual arrangements, excluding escalations
based upon future conditions.
“(6)

Developed oil and gas reserves. Developed oil and gas reserves are reserves of any category that can be expected to be recovered:

“(i) Through existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods or in which the cost of the required equipment is relatively minor
compared to the cost of a new well; and
“(ii) Through installed extraction equipment and infrastructure operational at the time of the reserves estimate if the extraction is by means not
involving a well.
“(31) Undeveloped oil and gas reserves. Undeveloped oil and gas reserves are reserves of any category that are expected to be recovered
from new wells on undrilled acreage, or from existing wells where a relatively major expenditure is required for recompletion.
“(i) Reserves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to those directly offsetting development spacing areas that are reasonably certain of
production when drilled, unless evidence using reliable technology exists that establishes reasonable certainty of economic producibility at greater
distances.
“(ii) Undrilled locations can be classified as having undeveloped reserves only if a development plan has been adopted indicating that they
are scheduled to be drilled within five years, unless the specific circumstances, justify a longer time.
“(iii) Under no circumstances shall estimates for undeveloped reserves be attributable to any acreage for which an application of fluid
injection or other improved recovery technique is contemplated, unless such techniques have been proved effective by actual projects in the same reservoir
or an analogous reservoir, as defined in paragraph (a)(2) of this section, or by other evidence using reliable technology establishing reasonable certainty.
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"(18)
Probable reserves. Probable reserves are those additional reserves that are less certain to be recovered than proved reserves but which,
together with proved reserves, are as likely as not to be recovered.
“(i) When deterministic methods are used, it is as likely as not that actual remaining quantities recovered will exceed the sum of estimated
proved plus probable reserves. When probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 50% probability that the actual quantities recovered will
equal or exceed the proved plus probable reserves estimates.
“(ii) Probable reserves may be assigned to areas of a reservoir adjacent to proved reserves where data control or interpretations of available
data are less certain, even if the interpreted reservoir continuity of structure or productivity does not meet the reasonable certainty criterion. Probable
reserves may be assigned to areas that are structurally higher than the proved area if these areas are in communication with the proved reservoir.
“(iii) Probable reserves estimates also include potential incremental quantities associated with a greater percentage recovery of the
hydrocarbons in place than assumed for proved reserves.
“(iv) See also guidelines in paragraphs (17)(iv) and (17)(vi) of this section (below).
“(17)

Possible reserves. Possible reserves are those additional reserves that are less certain to be recovered than probable reserves.

“(i) When deterministic methods are used, the total quantities ultimately recovered from a project have a low probability of exceeding proved
plus probable plus possible reserves. When probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 10% probability that the total quantities ultimately
recovered will equal or exceed the proved plus probable plus possible reserves estimates.
“(ii) Possible reserves may be assigned to areas of a reservoir adjacent to probable reserves where data control and interpretations of available
data are progressively less certain. Frequently, this will be in areas where geoscience and engineering data are unable to define clearly the area and vertical
limits of commercial production from the reservoir by a defined project.
“(iii) Possible reserves also include incremental quantities associated with a greater percentage recovery of the hydrocarbons in place than the
recovery quantities assumed for probable reserves.
“(iv) The proved plus probable and proved plus probable plus possible reserves estimates must be based on reasonable alternative technical
and commercial interpretations within the reservoir or subject project that are clearly documented, including comparisons to results in successful similar
projects.
“(v) Possible reserves may be assigned where geoscience and engineering data identify directly adjacent portions of a reservoir within the
same accumulation that may be separated from proved areas by faults with displacement less than formation thickness or other geological discontinuities
and that have not been penetrated by a wellbore, and the registrant believes that such adjacent portions are in communication with the known (proved)
reservoir. Possible reserves may be assigned to areas that are structurally higher or lower than the proved area if these areas are in communication with the
proved reservoir.
“(vi) Pursuant to paragraph (22)(iii) of this section (above), where direct observation has defined a highest known oil (HKO) elevation and
the potential exists for an associated gas cap, proved oil reserves should be assigned in the structurally higher portions of the reservoir above the HKO only
if the higher contact can be established with reasonable certainty through reliable technology. Portions of the reservoir that do not meet this reasonable
certainty criterion may be assigned as probable and possible oil or gas based on reservoir fluid properties and pressure gradient interpretations.”
Instruction 4 of Item 2(b) of Securities and Exchange Commission Regulation S-K was revised January 1, 2010 to state that “a registrant
engaged in oil and gas producing activities shall provide the information required by Subpart 1200 of Regulation S–K.” This is relevant in that Instruction
2 to paragraph (a)(2) states: “The registrant is permitted, but not required, to disclose probable or possible reserves pursuant to paragraphs (a)(2)(iv)
through (a)(2)(vii) of this Item.”
“(26) Reserves. Reserves are estimated remaining quantities of oil and gas and related substances anticipated to be economically producible, as of
a given date, by application of development projects to known accumulations. In addition, there must exist, or there must be a reasonable expectation that
there will exist, the legal right to produce or a revenue interest in the production, installed means of delivering oil and gas or related substances to market,
and all permits and financing required to implement the project.
“Note to paragraph (26): Reserves should not be assigned to adjacent reservoirs isolated by major, potentially sealing, faults until those reservoirs are
penetrated and evaluated as economically producible. Reserves should not be assigned to areas that are clearly separated from a known accumulation by a
non-productive reservoir (i.e., absence of reservoir, structurally low reservoir, or negative test results). Such areas may contain prospective resources (i.e.,
potentially recoverable resources from undiscovered accumulations).”
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